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Stellingen 

1. De diagnostiek van enterovirulente Escherichia coli dient 
gestandaardiseerd te worden. 

2. Entero-aggregerende Escherichia coli heeft geen recht op het predikaat 
"emerging pathogen " (Emerging Infect. Dis. 1998; 4: 251-261). 

3. Het is onwaarschijnlijk dat inflammatoire darmziekten worden veroorzaakt 
door een persisterende infectie met pathogène Escherichia coli subspecies. 
Een bijdrage van commensale Escherichia coli soorten in de Pathogenese 
van deze aandoeningen is echter niet uit te sluiten. 

4. De barrière functie van de dikke darm mucus is verminderd in patiënten 
met inflammatoire darmziekten, onafhankelijk van de mate van 
ontsteking. 

5. De commensale darmflora vormt een geïntegreerd onderdeel van het lokale 
cytokine netwerk. (Microbiol. Rev. 1996; 60: 316-341) 

6. Voor infectiepreventie in het ziekenhuis is communicatie minstens zo 
belangrijk als het voorkómen van communicatie. 

7. Het is wenselijk, als tegenhanger van de thans in het belastingrecht 
voorkomende straf op lichtvaardig procederen, een straf op lichtvaardig 
afwijzen voor belastingambtenaren in te voeren. (J.C. Schultsz, [stelling 
behorende bij het proefschrift Eigendomsverkrijging bij koop van roerende 
goederen in het westeuropees internationaal privaatrecht] 1955) 

8. Het afronden van een proefschrift doet in geen enkel opzicht aan een 
bevalling denken. Het is dan ook onjuist om van een dubbele bevalling te 
spreken wanneer beide kort na elkaar plaatsvinden. 

9. Poep gebeurt. (Bron onbekend, vert, uit het Engels) 

10. De ware liefde is de beste collega. 

C. Schultsz, 18 november 1999 
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Chapter 1 

Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli, an overview 





Introduction 

Escherichia coli was first described by Theodore Escherich in 1885 and was initially 

regarded as a non-pathogenic commensal present in colon flora. The bacterial flora in the large 

intestine consists mainly of anaerobic bacteria but E. coli is considered the most important 

facultative-anaerobic inhabitant of the colon. E. coli is a Gram-negative rod-shaped bacterium. 

On the basis of antigenic differences in its outer membrane lipopolysaccharides (O-antigen), 

flagella (H-antigen) and capsule (K-antigen), more than 700 serogroups can be distinguished. 

Besides commensal strains, which can become potentially harmful in the immunocompromised 

host or when gastro-intestinal barriers are violated, certain clones of E. coli possess virulence 

properties and cause disease in humans. The main clinical syndromes associated with these 

pathogenic E. coli are urinary tract infections, neonatal meningitis, with or without 

bacteremia, and diarrhea. 

This chapter summarizes the current knowledge about diarrheagenic E. coli in humans, 

with emphasis on the pathogenesis of disease For additional details of the available data, the 

reader is referred to the excellent review of the literature by Nataro and Kaper (1). Six major 

categories of diarrheagenic E. coli can be distinguished. These are called enterotoxigenic E. 

coli (ETEC), enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), entero-

aggregative adherent E. coli (EAggEC), diffuse adherent E. coli (DAEC) and entero-invasive 

E. coli (EIEC) Each category will be addressed in this chapter. 

Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli 

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) causes watery diarrhea, nausea and abdominal cramping. 

Weaning infants in developing countries and traveler's to these areas, are particularly prone to 

infection with ETEC (1). Children and adults living in developing countries generally develop 

(mucosal) immunity after exposure to ETEC but may shed ETEC in large numbers in the stool 

(1). Individuals traveling from developed to developing countries are considered 

immunologically naive and 20-40% of them experience diarrhea due to ETEC in the first week 

of their stay (2). Occasionally, outbreaks with ETEC also occur in developed countries (3,4). 

Fecal-oral transmission is the most important route of infection with ETEC and diarrhea 

generally occurs through ingestion of contaminated food and water. 
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ETEC strains colonize the small intestine of humans and animals, through production of 

fimbrial adhesins, named colonization factor antigens (CFA's) (5). A large number of such 

fimbriae have been characterized, with differences in morphology and variability in structural 

and accessory proteins, conferring antigenic heterogeneity to ETEC. The antigenic 

heterogeneity of ETEC is expressed in the differences in susceptibility of certain animals, such 

as pigs and calves, to various ETEC strains Epidemiologic studies suggest that the majority of 

human ETEC strains express CFA/I, CFA/II or CFA/IV (5). The genes encoding CFA's are 

located on plasmids. 

After adherence to the small intestine, ETEC produces either one or both of two 

distinct classes of enterotoxins, a heat- labile toxin (LT) and a heat-stable toxin (STI)(6). The 

genes encoding LT and STI are located on the plasmids which also carry the genes encoding 

CFA's. Certain CFA's are often associated with a certain combination of toxins, suggesting 

that the combined set of genes arrived on transposons(5). ETEC expressing STI or STI/LT are 

more often linked to diarrhea than ETEC which express LT only (5). 

LT consists of an A subunit and 5 identical B subunits. The B subunits confer binding 

capacity of the toxin to the intestinal epithelial cell by binding to ganglioside GMi, located in 

the epithelial cell membrane. After binding, the toxin is endocytosed and the A subunit is 

delivered to adenylate cyclase at the basolateral membrane of the cell. Activation of adenylate 

cyclase increases intracellular cyclic AMP levels, which in turn leads to activation of protein 

kinase A. Activation of protein kinase A results in phosphorylation of chloride channels, in 

particular the cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator (CFTR), which results in increased 

chloride secretion from the crypt cells and inhibition of NaCl absorption by the villus cells. The 

increased luminal ion content promotes osmotic diarrhea through passive paracellular secretion 

of water (6). 

ETEC LT shows high homology with cholera toxin (CT) (80% identity in protein 

sequence)(7-9) The effects of LT on the intestinal epithelial cell are also very similar to CT. 

There is considerable evidence, that additional responses to the ones described above, add to 

the secretory effect of CT, such as activation of arachidonic acid metabolites such as 

prostaglandins, stimulation of the enteric nervous system mediated by serotonin and vasoactive 

intestinal peptide, and stimulation of 11-6 production. Whether all of these responses also occur 

with LT remains to be determined (6). 

There are two variants of the human ETEC heat-stable toxin, STIa and STIb (STII is 

mainly found in ETEC from pigs). These variants show high nucleotide sequence homology 
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(10). STI is a small protein which uses guanylate cyclase C (GC-C) as receptor for binding to 

the epithelial cell. GC-C is located in the apical membrane and has an extracellular binding 

domain and an intracellular domain which shows enzymatic activity. The hormone guanylin, 

which is involved in normal gut homeostasis, is considered to be the physiological agonist of 

GC-C. Binding to GC-C leads to increased intracellular cyclic GMP, wich ultimately leads to 

activation of the CFTR, similar to LT. However, STI acts much faster than LT since it does 

not require endocytosis and translocation to the basolateral membrane for activation of cellular 

proteins. A role for serotonin has been suggested as an additional mediator of STI activated 

secretion (6). 

Watery diarrhea of short duration is the hallmark of ETEC infection. This clinical 

syndrome can entirely be explained by the pathogenic mechanisms described above. The 

immunity observed after infection with ETEC has led to the development of oral vaccines, 

including vaccines which make use of the similarities between LT and CT (11,12). However, 

the development of a vaccin with broad protection is complicated by the antigenic variability of 

ETEC, in particular of the CFA's. 

Both LT and CT show strong activity as a mucosal adjuvant which has resulted in the 

use of mutant toxins, which retained their adjuvant activity, for mucosal delivery of various 

mucosal vaccins, such as tetanustoxoid (1,13). 

ETEC used to be detected by demonstration of LT and/or STI activity in animal 

models or in cell culture (14,15). Assays have become available for detection of LT and ST in 

clinical isolates, using antibodies against the toxin (1). In addition, several methods have now 

been described for detection of the genes encoding LT and STI, including polynucleotide 

probes, oligonucleotide probes and PCR (16-18). The detection of CFA's, for example with 

immunological assays, is impractical due to their great number and heterogeneity. 

Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli 

Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli (EPEC) is an important cause of childhood diarrhea 

in developing countries. EPEC primarily causes disease in infants younger than 2 years. In 

older children and adults in developing countries, EPEC can be isolated from both healthy and 

ill individuals. Whether the low incidence of EPEC diarrhea in older children and adults is due 

to acquired immunity or decreased inherent susceptibilitiy is not known. Recent studies in 

volunteers suggest that after infection, only immunity to homologous O-serotypes of EPEC 
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strains develops (19). Despite the high incidence of EPEC infection in countries where ETEC 

infections are also common, EPEC has never been implicated as a cause of traveler's diarrhea 

(20,21). EPEC infection in developed countries is generally related to outbreaks among 

children in hospitals or day-care centres. Outbreaks of diarrhea in healthy adults due to EPEC 

have also been reported but appear to be rare (1). EPEC causes acute watery diarrhea, often 

associated with vomiting and low-grade fever, but cases of persistent diarrhea due to EPEC 

have also been described 

The main characteristic of infections due to EPEC is the development of histological 

abnormalities, called attaching-effacing (A/E) lesions, which can be observed in small intestinal 

biopsies and can be reproduced in cell culture (22,23). A/E lesions are characterized by 

intimate adherence of bacteria to the epithelial cell membrane and effacement of microvilli. 

Below the area of intimate adherence, cytoskeletal changes occur in the epithelial cell to which 

the bacteria adhere. These changes include accumulation of polymerized actin and formation of 

pedestal structures extending from the epithelial cell, on which the bacteria appear to reside. 

The area of the epithelial cell containing polymerized filamentous actin can be detected using 

fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled phalloidin, a mushroom toxin, which binds 

specifically to polymerized filamentous actin (24). 

In the last decade a vast amount of research on EPEC has resulted in 

remarkable insight in the pathogenesis of EPEC diarrhea, reviewed in reference (1). This has 

led to the development of a three stage model of pathogenesis which is summarized below. 

These three stages include localized adherence, which is followed by signal transduction, 

leading to the final stage, intimate adherence. 

Localized adherence is considered to be the first step in EPEC pathogenesis. Localized 

adherence can be observed when EPEC strains are co-incubated with cells from the continous 

cell line Hep-2 and with cultured small intestinal cells. The bacteria adhere to the epithelial cells 

forming three-dimensional micro-colonies (figure). Localized adherence to Hep-2 cells is most 

likely mediated by fimbriae which tend to aggregate and form bundles, called the "bundle-

forming pilus" (BFP). A cluster of 13 genes, in addition to the structural gene bfpA, located on 

a 60 MDa plasmid, is required for the expression and assembly of BFP (25). This plasmid is 

called the EPEC adherence factor (EAF) plasmid. Regulation of expression and assembly of 

BFP requires the regulatory element Per (plasmid encoded regulator) which is also located on 

the EAF plasmid. However, a recent study suggests that the BFP is not required for localized 

adherence to cultured intestinal tissue from children, in contrast to 
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Adherence patterns of diarrheagenic Escherichia coli to HEp-2 cells 

A: Localized adherence 

B: Diffuse adherence 

C: Aggregative adherence 

D: No adherence 
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adherence to the Hep-2 cells. In this study, the BFP was shown to enhance the three-

dimensional micro-colony formation after intimate attachment and A/E-lesion formation were 

achieved (26). In addition, EPEC has been isolated which showed localized adherence to HEp-

2 cells but which did not contain the EAF plasmid. It is suggested that the initial non-intimate 

adherence to the host cell surface is mediated by another, as yet unknown adhesin(s) or by 

intimin (see below). Recent studies in volunteers however, showed that the BFP is required for 

full virulence of EPEC (27). 

Signal transduction is considered the second step in EPEC pathogenesis. A 35-kb 

pathogenicity island, called the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE), located on the 

chromosome, encodes the genes which are responsible for signal transduction activity. At least 

four proteins are secreted extracellularly by EPEC. Three of these, called EPEC secreted 

protein (Esp) A, EspB and EspD are essential for formation of A/E lesions and are all located 

on the LEE (28). The function of the fourth protein, EspC is not clear (29). The EspA, EspB 

and EspD proteins are secreted by a type III protein secretion system, for which the genes are 

also located on the LEE. Type III protein secretion systems can be found in various Gram-

negative micro-organisms and are responsible for the transport of proteins from the cytoplasm, 

across the periplasmic space, to the external environment (30). 

The effects of signal transduction induced by the secreted proteins result in a number of 

changes in the epithelial cells to which EPEC adheres. These changes have been studied in 

various cell culture systems, including HEp-2 cells, HeLa cells, T84 cells and Caco-2 cells and 

in human intestinal tissue culture. It has long been assumed that increases in intracellular 

calcium levels are important for intestinal secretory responses to EPEC, resulting in inhibition 

of Na+ and CI" absorbtion and enhanced CI" secretion. However, a recent study using sensitive 

methods for measuring intracellular calcium levels, failed to show any change in intracellular 

calcium levels after infection of HEp-2 cells (31). EPEC genes encoding EspA, EspB and 

EspD are essential for modulation of Caco-2 cell elektrolyte transport, including stimulation of 

chloride secretion, which is observed after infection with EPEC (32). In addition to secretion 

of proteins, adherence of EPEC results in the phosphorylation of several epithelial proteins, 

possibly resulting in changes in elektrolyt secretion and in changes in permeability of tight 

junctions. Furthermore, a decrease in the transepithelial resistance of cell culture monolayers 

and migration of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) across intestinal epithelial cell 

monolayers have been described (33). Finally, binding of EPEC activates the eukaryotic 
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transcription factor NF-kB, which upregulates expression of 11-8, a potent chemo-attractant of 

PMNs (34). 

Addition of purified preparations of EspA, EspB or EspD to epithelial cells in culture, 

has no effect on signal transduction. Delivery of the proteins by an attached EPEC appears to 

be required for signal transduction activity. 

Intimate adherence is the third step in EPEC pathogenesis and is mediated by a 94- to 

97-kDa outer membrane protein called intimin The gene encoding intimin (eae) is located on 

the LEE and is also under regulatory control of the Per locus. The eae gene is also found in 

enterohemorrhagic E. coli, E. coli strain RDEC-1, which is pathogenic to rabbits, Hafnia alvei 

and Citrobacter rodenthim. The N-terminal region of the gene is conserved while the C-

terminal region shows variability among EPEC strains and the other bacteria which contain the 

eae gene (35). Intimin from EPEC binds to a 90k-Da protein, called Hp90, which only 

functions as a receptor after tyrosin-phosphorylation. Recently, it has been shown that Hp90 is 

of bacterial origin (36). EPEC secretes Hp90 in its non-phosphorylated form, after which it is 

inserted into the epithelial cell membrane. After tyrosine-phosphorylation, it serves as a 

receptor for intimin, thereby mediating intimate adherence of the bacteria. Hp90 has therefore 

been renamed Tir (Translocated intimin receptor) (36). The delivery of Tir to the host cell is 

dependent on the presence of the type III secretion system and EspA and EspB. 

The considerable insight gained into EPEC pathogenesis, suggests several possible 

mechanisms by which EPEC infection may result in diarrhea. These include active chloride 

secretion, which may account for the rapid onset of diarrhea observed in volunteers after 

ingestion of EPEC, malabsorbtion due to loss of microvilli, local inflammation due to the influx 

of PMNs, and increased intestinal permeability. A combination of these mechanisms is most 

likely to be involved in EPEC diarrhea. 

In early days, EPEC was detected by O- and H-serotyping, since E. coli of specific 

serotypes were associated with diarrhea. Serotyping is laborious and can only be performed in 

reference laboratories. In addition, it has become clear that different categories of 

diarrheagenic E. coli may occur within a certain serotype. Nowadays, detection of EPEC in 

clinical samples is therefore performed using tests for detection of EPEC virulence factors. 

For detection of virulence associated localized adherence to HEp-2 cells, associated with the 

presence of the EAF plasmid, cell culture adherence assays are used (37).The presence of the 

EAF plasmid itself can be detected using a 1-kb fragment probe, obtained from a region of the 

plasmid of which the function is unknown (38). Oligonucleotide probes and PCR primers have 
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also been developed for detection of the EAF plasmid. In addition, a fragment probe, 

oligonucleotide probes and PCR have been used for detection oîbjpA, the structural gene wich 

encodes the BFP and which is located on the EAF plasmid (39,40). 

Detection of A/E lesion formation can be done using phenotypic or genotypic tests. The 

A/E phenotype can be identified using the previously mentioned fluorescein isothiocyanate 

(FITC)-labeled phalloidin which detects polymerized filamentous actin inside the epithelial cell 

(FAS-test)(24). The presence of the eae gene, which encodes intimin, can be detected using a 

1-kb fragment DNA-probe which has shown high sensitivity and specifity and an excellent 

correlation with the FAS-test (41). Primers have been developed, which are used in PCR. 

Typical EPEC are considered to show the localized adherence and the A/E phenotypes 

and to contain both the EAF plasmid and the LEE pathogenicity island which contains the eae 

gene. However, EPEC which did not contain the EAF plasmid have been associated with 

outbreaks and sporadic cases of diarrhea (42)and it is possible that EPEC loses the EAF 

plasmid spontaneously Therefore strains lacking the EAF plasmid which are eae-positive are 

called atypical EPEC and may be pathogenic. 

Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli 

Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) was first recognized as a distinct class of pathogenic E. 

coli in 1983 after an outbreak of hemorrhagic colitis associated with the rare E. coli serotype 

0157:H7. Subsequently, hemorrhagic colitis due to E. coli 0157:H7 was shown to be 

associated with the development of hemolytic uraemic syndrome (HUS), possibly due to the 

bacterial production of a cytotoxin, called Verocytotoxin. EHEC is now an important pathogen 

in the USA, Canada, Europe and Japan and has been shown to comprise additional serotypes 

besides 0157:H7 (43). Surprisingly, in developing countries EHEC is much less frequently 

isolated than other diarrheagenic E. coli, such as EPEC or ETEC. In contrast to the other 

types of diarrheagenic E. coli, EHEC is mainly transmitted through ingestion of contaminated 

undercooked food, particularly of bovine origin. Large outbreaks of EHEC have been 

described, often related to the ingestion of undercooked hamburgers obtained in fast-food 

chains. However, outbreaks associated with foods which are contaminated through water have 

also been described (44). Cattle is considered the main reservoir of EHEC (45). Person to 

person transmission is also observed, possibly due to the very low infectious dose required for 

disease (45). Infection occurs in all age groups, and can result in a spectrum of disease ranging 
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from asymptomatic carriage to severe hemorrhagic colitis The incidence of HUS is 

particularly high in children and the elderly. In contrast to ETEC and EPEC, EHEC primarily 

colonizes the large intestine. 

The major virulence factor of EHEC is the production of a cytotoxin, previously called 

Verocytotoxin, but presently named Shiga toxin (Stx). Two distinct groups of Stxs can be 

distinguished, which are immunologically not cross-reactive. Stxl is identical to Shiga toxin 

from Shigella dysenteriae type 1. Stx2 shows sequence variation, which has resulted in the 

description of different variants, e.g. Stx2c, Stx2vhb or Stx2e. One EHEC strain may express 

Stxl only, Stx2 only, or both, or different forms of Stx2. All types of Stx consist of an A 

subunit which is linked to a pentamer of identical B subunits. The B subunit binds to the 

eukaryotic cell surface receptor, glycolipid Gb3, while the A subunit contains the toxic activity. 

After endocytosis of the bound toxin, this A subunit is translocated to the cytoplasma, where it 

acts on the 60S ribosomal subunit, resulting in impaired protein synthesis. The Stx's of EHEC 

are encoded by bacteriophages. 

EHEC shows some similarities with EPEC. In particular, the majority of EHEC strains 

contain the LEE pathogenicity island described for EPEC (46). Both the intimin and the Tir 

sequences located on the LEE show sequence heterogeneity, resulting in antigenic variation of 

both intimin and its receptor (47). This variation could account for the differences in 

colonization patterns observed between EPEC and EHEC. In addition, differences have been 

observed between the cellular response to EPEC and the response to EHEC, such as the failure 

of EHEC to induce tyrosine phosphorylation of epithelial cell proteins (48). 

The majority of human EHEC strains, including all strains of serotype 0157:H7, contain a 60-

MDa plasmid which encodes a hemolysin, called enterohemolysin, of which the role in 

pathogenesis is unknown. In addition, the plasmid may encode adherence factors for EHEC, 

which have, however, not yet been characterized. EHEC 0157:H7 contains an iron transport 

system which allows the bacteria to use heme or hemoglobin as an iron source. In addition, 

EHEC 0157:H7 produces an extracellular serine protease, called EspP, which cleaves human 

coagulation factor V (49). These factors may play a role in the survival of EHEC 0157:H7 in 

the intestine during disease. 

It is likely that not all virulence factors, essential for EHEC to cause disease, have been 

identified. However, the LEE locus, including the eae gene encoding intimin, appears 

important for non-bloody diarrhea, while the production of Stx seems essential for the 

development of hemorrhagic colitis and HUS. It is suggested that Stx translocates from the 
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damaged large intestine to the blood and then exerts its effect on endothelial cells which 

contain the Gb3receptor, such as renal endothelial cells, and on tubular epithelial cells (50). 

A diagnosis of EHEC infection can be made in various ways. Sorbitol MacConkey agar 

is used for detection of EHEC 0157:H7 because the large majority of EHEC 0157:H7 strains 

does not ferment D-sorbitol rapidly. The suspected pink colonies should be biochemically 

identified as E. coli and screened for the 0157 LPS using specific antisera. Several adaptations 

have been applied to improve sensitivity and specificity of this culture method. EHEC strains 

0157:H- strains, associated with HUS, were shown to ferment D-sorbitol on this agar (51). 

Several commercially available methods used for detection of EHEC rely on direct 

detection of the 0157 antigen in stool samples, using antisera against the 0157 LPS, some of 

which include an immunomagnetic separation step (52). These methods cannot be used for 

detection of other serotypes of EHEC, in contrast to cell culture assays or immunological 

assays which detect Stx's in stool samples (52). DNA probes and PCR have been developed 

for detection of the genes encoding Stx's (53-55). It should be realized that upon subculture, 

loss of stx genes may occur. The probe and primers which are used for detection of the 

conserved region of the eae gene of EPEC can also be used for detection of this gene in 

EHEC. In addition, a fragment probe and primers have been developed, which detect the 

presence of the 60 MDa plasmid, containing the genes encoding the enterohemolysin(55). 

While detection of genes encoding Stx in clinical samples seems sufficient for diagnosis, the 

presence of additional virulence factors is required for significance of isolates in food or non

clinical samples, in particular when non-0157.strains are concerned. Finally, serum and salivary 

antibodies against Ol57 have been determined in patients with HUS (56,57). However, pure 

LPS for use as antigen is difficult to prepare and such assays cannot be used for detection of 

antibodies against other EHEC serotypes. 

Enteroaggregative Escherichia coli 

Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC) were shown to be a cause of diarrhea after the 

development of the HEp-2 adherence test. Epidemiological studies in developing countries 

revealed that E. coli strains which adhered in a characteristic "stacked-brick" configuration to 

HEp-2 cells, were associated with diarrhea in children (figure). These strains were not of 

EPEC serotypes and did not possess other known virulence factors associated with other types 

of diarrheagenic E. coli (58). Additional studies supported an association with persistent 
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diarrhea in certain geographic areas (59,60). In addition, an association with diarrhea in 

travelers has been suggested (61). EAggEC are probably also a cause of sporadic cases of 

acute and persistent diarrhea in Europe (62,63) and are sometimes outbreak related (64). 

EAggEC infection causes watery to mucoid and sometimes bloody diarrhea, without obvious 

fever. EAggEC were shown to induce mucus production in tissue culture models, possibly 

explaining the often mucoid aspect of diarrhea (65). 

The aggregative adherence pattern is attributed to the presence of fimbriae, of which 

two distinct types have been characterized, called AAF/I and AAF/II (66,67). These fimbriae 

show some genetic similarities with the members of the so-called Dr family of adhesins, wich 

mediate adherence to the Dr blood group antigen. The genes encoding the AAF fimbriae are 

located on a 60-65 MDa plasmid. This 60MDa plasmid also carries the genes encoding a heat 

stable toxin, called EAST1(68), which shows some amino acid homology with ST of ETEC. 

Other categories of diarrheagenic E. coli carry these toxin genes as well (69,70) and its role in 

the pathogenesis of diarrhea is undetermined. In addition, a second heat labile toxin, called 

plasmid encoded toxin (Pet), has been characterized. This toxin shows some sequence 

similarities with EspC from EPEC and EspP from EHEC and has protease activity (71). These 

proteins are all called autotransporter proteins because the protein gene includes sequences 

which encode secretion of the protein into the periplasmic space and subsequent pore 

formation, allowing excretion through the outer membrane (so-called type IV secretion 

system). Both EAST1 and Pet have shown enterotoxic activity in in vitro models (72,73). In 

addition, Pet showed cytotoxic activity (73). 

A three stage model of EAggEC pathogenesis has been proposed, based on the available 

experimental data. Stage I involves adherence to the intestinal mucosa, mediated by fimbrial 

adhesins such as AAF/I and AAF/II. Stage II involves enhanced host mucus production, which 

may promote persistent colonization. Stage III includes the production and secretion of 

enterotoxins and cytotoxins resulting in damage to the intestinal cells. In addition, the release 

of inflammatory mediators is stimulated, which may contribute to intestinal inflammation (74). 

It should be mentioned that the EAggEC virulence factors described above, are found 

in only a portion of E. coli strains which show aggregative adherence to FTEp-2 cells. 

Additional virulence factors still need to be characterized. For example, oc-hemolysin 

production (75) and Shiga toxin production (76) have been suggested as potential virulence 

factors of EAggEC. However, it is likely that EAggEC forms a heterogenous group of E. coli 
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of which only a subset is pathogenic to humans. This suggestion is supported by volunteer 

studies (77). 

EAggEC can be detected using the HEp-2 adherence test which is considered the gold 

standard. A 1-kb DNA probe has been selected from one of the prototype EAggEC strains 

(78). This probe represents a part of the 60 MDa plasmid of which the function is unknown. 

Primers for PCR were derived from the probe sequence(79). Probe and PCR show similar 

sensitivity and specificity (79). 

Diffusely adherent Escherichia coli 

Diffusely adherent Escherichia coli (DAEC) comprises a category of potentially pathogenic E. 

coli which show diffuse adherence to HEp-2 cells (figure). The epidemiology of DAEC is 

unclear; a relation with diarrhea has not been confirmed in all studies (80-83). DAEC may 

cause diarrhea in children in developing countries. DAEC have also been described as a cause 

of diarrhea in hospitalized patients in Europe (84-86). Due to the epidemiological 

inconsistencies, the clinical picture associated with DAEC infection remains unclear (87). 

The diffuse adherence phenotype is probably mediated by fimbriae, designated F1845, 

of which the genes are located either on the bacterial chromosome or on a plasmid. Fl 845 

belongs to the Dr-family of adhesins (88). In a minority of strains, a plasmid encoded 100-kDa 

outer membrane protein is associated with the diffuse adherence phenotype, called AIDA-I 

(89) In addition, a plasmid encoded 57-kDa outer membrane protein has been identified (90). 

Recently, a set of DAEC were shown to secrete proteins with high amino acid homology to 

EspA, EspB and EspD of EPEC(91). These strains also hybridized with a probe for detection 

of eae, the gene encoding intimin. In adherence assays, these strains induced some 

accumulation of actin in the FAS-test and induced tyrosine-phosphorylation of epithelial 

proteins, leading to pedestal formation or extended surface structures. However, the 

distribution of these potential DAEC virulence factors among other DAEC and their 

association with diarrhea are unclear. 

DAEC are detected by the diffuse adherence pattern in the HEp-2 adherence assay. A 

700-bp DNA probe fragment, derived from the daaC gene, which is required for expression of 

the F1845 fimbriae, can be used for detection of DAEC (92). This probe shows cross-reactivity 

with related genes from other members of the Dr-family, which are primarily associated with 

uropathogenic E. coli. 
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Enteroinvasive Escherichia coli 

Enteroinvasive Escherichia coli (EIEC) is an uncommon cause of diarrhea and is mostly 

described in relation to outbreaks (93). The incidence of EIEC in developing countries is 

probably higher than in developed countries (94). EIEC are closely related to Shigella sp., 

strains are generally lysine decarboxylase negative, non-motile and do not ferment lactose. 

Despite these similarities, EIEC rarely causes a dysenteric syndrome but instead presents most 

commonly as watery diarrhea (1) . 

The pathogenesis of EIEC is considered to be virtually identically to the pathogenesis 

of Shigella. Like Shigella spp., EIEC possess a large plasmid wich carries the genes required 

for invasiveness, designated plnv. Multiple proteins required for full pathogenicity (Ipa A to 

IpaD) are secreted by a type III secretion system, the genes of which are located on plnv. After 

invasion of the intestinal epithelial cell, Shigella move within the cytoplasma by formation of an 

actin tail wich extends from one pole of the bacterium, propelling the bacterium in lateral 

direction through the cytoplasma and thus allowing the bacterium to infect adjacent cells. 

Regulation of virulence genes in Shigella spp. requires both chromosomal and plasmid 

mediated complex regulatory systems. 

A protein, encoded on an EIEC plasmid, has been characterized which could explain 

the watery diarrhea observed after EIEC infection. This protein has enterotoxic activity in in 

vitro experiments Why EIEC only rarely cause dysentery remains unclear. EIEC may be 

misidentifiied as Shigella or non-pathogenic E. coli strains, in cases with dysentery. 

EIEC can be detected phenotypically in the Sereny test which is the classical test for 

demonstrating invasiveness of Shigella spp. Invasiveness correlates with the ability of the 

bacteria to cause keratoconjunctivitis after inoculation in the guinea pig eye. Polynucleotide 

probes and PCR primers have been described for detection of genes from plnv (95,96). 

Identification of diarrheagenic Escherichia coli in stool samples 

Identification of diarrheagenic E. coli requires differentiation of pathogenic strains from non

pathogenic strains. Before specific virulence factors could be identified and characterized, 

strains were differentiated on the basis of their serotype, since specific serotypes are associated 

with clinical disease. The serotype can be regarded as a chromosomal marker that correlates 
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with certain virulent clones (97). However, serotyping is a laborious and difficult technique, 

with low sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, detection methods have focused on detection of 

virulence factors, using either phenotypic or genotypic methods. 

A number of E. coft-like colonies, grown from a stool sample inoculated on selective 

agar-plates, are isolated, identified biochemically as E. coli, and tested in phenotypic or 

genotypic assays. The sensitivity of the assay is influenced by the number of colonies tested. 

Generally, three to five colonies are considered sufficient in case of symptomatic diarrhea. 

The HEp-2 adherence test is the most important phenotypic test which is still used for 

diagnosis of diarrhea caused by localized, aggregative and diffuse adherent E. coli. Monolayers 

of HEp-2 cells, grown on glass coverslips, are incubated with an overnight culture of the 

bacteria for 3-hours. The cells are then washed to remove non-adherent bacteria, fixed and 

stained, and the adherence pattern of the bacteria is determined under light-microscopy 

(figure). A second incubation step for an additional 3 hours has been included by some 

investigators. This 6-hour assay has shown to improve detection of the aggregative adherence 

phenotype (37). 

A number of polynucleotide or oligonucleotide DNA-probes and PCR primers have 

been described for detection of genes encoding specific virulence factors, such as adherence, 

toxin production and invasiveness These probes and primers are mentioned in the sections 

describing each category of diarrheagenic E. coli Genotypic assays have not only been applied 

to isolated colonies, but also to blots of stool samples (98) or, in case of PCR, to DNA isolated 

directly from stool samples. However, identification of diarrheagenic E. coli using genotypic 

methods requires verification of phenotypic expression of the identified virulence factor, in 

particular when the adherence to HEp-2 cells is concerned. Verification of phenotypic 

expression requires isolation of single colonies. 

Treatment of infection with diarrheagenic Escherichia coli 

Diarrhea due to E. coli is a self-limiting disease. Rehydration is the mainstay of 

treatment in case of severe diarrhea. Antibiotic treatment of ETEC and EPEC diarrhea has 

been shown to decrease duration of disease and shedding of bacteria (99). However, antibiotic 

resistance is common among all categories of E. coli (60,100,101). Controversy exists about 

the use of antibiotics in case of EHEC infection. It has been suggested that antibiotic treatment 

of EHEC enhances release of Shiga toxin and promotes absorption of Shiga toxin by killing 
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other colonic bacteria, while others reported a decreased incidence of HUS in patients who 

were treated with antibiotics early in the course of disease. 

Antimotility agents can be used in case of diarrhea without visible blood or mucus. 

Antimotility agents have been shown to increase the risk for development of HUS during 

EHEC infection and should be avoided when such infection is suspected or proven. 

Prevention of infection with diarrheagenic Escherichia coli 

Studies on the prevention of infection with diarrheagenic E. coli have been focused on 

ETEC and EHEC. Prevention of ETEC diarrhea by antimicrobial prophylaxis is commonly 

used by travelers to endemic areas. Although antimicrobial prophylaxis by travelers is not 

generally recommended, particularly because of possible side-effects and the development of 

antimicrobial resistance opposed against a relatively low disease burden, certain groups of 

patients, for example those on immunosuppressive therapy, may benefit (102). The oral 

prophylactic drugs used to prevent traveler's diarrhea in adults vary from bismuth subsalicylate 

to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, doxycyline or fluoroquinolones, depending on the 

prevalence of resistant strains at the travel destination (102). 

The high incidence of disease due to ETEC in infants and children in developing 

countries and the importance of ETEC as a cause of traveler's diarrhea stressed the need for 

the development of an effective vaccine against ETEC. An oral vaccine seems the most 

appropriate approach since oral vaccination is the most efficient way of eliciting mucosal 

immunity. A variety of approaches has been used for the development of effective vaccines, 

including the use of whole killed cells, toxoids, and purified fimbriae (103). Advantage has 

been taken of the antigenic similarity between ETEC LT and cholera toxin, by applying the 

extensively tested oral B-subunit/whole-cell cholera vaccin for the prevention of traveler's 

diarrhea (11). This vaccin showed partial protection against diarrhea in Finnish travelers to 

Marocco, particularly in case of mixed infection (11). None of the candidate ETEC vaccines 

has been tested in large field trials in children in developed countries but an oral killed ETEC 

plus cholera toxin B-subunit vaccine was recently shown to be safe and immunogenic in adult 

volunteers and in children in Egypt (12,104). The development of ETEC vaccines with broad 

protection is greatly hampered by the antigenic variability of ETEC adhesins and by the fact 

that purified native ST is not immunogenic (5). 
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The large outbreaks caused by EHEC 0157:H7 demanded the development of an 

effective vaccine against EHEC. The development of such vaccine is still in an experimental 

stage but Stx is considered a crucial component of a candidate vaccin, in addition to intestinal 

colonization factors (1). 
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Scope of the thesis 

The studies described in this thesis were performed to investigate to role of 

diarrheagenic Escherichia coli in persistent diarrhea. Although diarrheagenic E. coli are 

increasingly recognized as an important cause of persistent diarrhea in developing countries, 

their role in the etiology of persistent diarrhea in the developed world is still unclear. The 

currently available data on the role of diarrheagenic E. coli in persistent diarrhea are reviewed 

in chapter 2. 

The studies presented are particularly focused on three patient groups: 

The first group concerns travelers who have returned with persistent diarrhea from 

(sub)tropical areas were diarrheagenic E. coli are endemic. Methods were developed for the 

detection of enterotoxigenic E. coli, the main cause of traveler's diarrhea, which are described 

in chapter 3. The association of different categories of diarrheagenic E. coli with acute and 

persistent diarrhea in these returned travelers is described in chapter 4 To search for possible 

virulence factors associated with diarrhea in travelers with persistent diarrhea, the isolated 

diarrheagenic E. coli strains were further characterized with respect to their potential to induce 

interleukine 8 release in epithelial cells, of which the results are described in chapter 5. 

The second patient group consists of patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). 

The occurrence and persistence of diarrheagenic E. coli in the large intestine of patients with 

ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease, in relation to disease activity, was investigated and the 

results are presented in chapter 6. In order to further clarify the potential role of the intestinal 

flora , not limited to E. coli, for IBD disease activity, additional studies were performed to 

further locate the intestinal bacteria in the intestinal mucosa, using in situ hybridization. This 

study is presented in chapter 7. 

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV) infected patients formed the third patient 

study group. Results of a study investigating the association of the presence of diarrheagenic 

E. coli with diarrhea in these patients are presented in chapter 8. 

In the final chapter, the results presented in the previous chapters are placed together in a 

wider context, to form a general discussion. 
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Chapter 2 

Persistent diarrhea due to Escherichia coli 

Review of the literature 





Introduction 

Most infectious diarrheal episodes resolve within one week. However, in a proportion 

of patients, infectious diarrhea may continue for up to 2 weeks or more. In those cases, 

diarrhea is persistent, a term encompassing a diarrheal episode which begins acutely and 

continues for longer than 2 weeks. The term persistent diarrhea does not include patients with 

chronic diarrhea due to non-infectious causes, such as gluten sensitive enteropathy, 

granulomatous disease or tumour producing gastro-intestinal hormones (1). 

Various bacteriological and parasitological causes of persistent diarrhea, sometimes in 

addition to host defense impairment, have been identified In hosts with a normal host defense, 

infection with Yersinia enterocolitica, Shigella species or Aeromonas species may be the cause 

of diarrhea lasting longer than 14 days. Also gastrointestinal infection due to microorganisms 

usually causing systemic disease, such as Mycobacteria species or various fungi, may be 

manifested by long lasting diarrhea In addition, protozoa such as Giardia lamblia, 

Cryptosporidium and cyclospora may be the cause of persistent diarrhea. In patients with 

impaired host defense, including patients with AIDS, Salmonella, Campylobacter species, 

Clostridium difficile and protozoa, such as microsporidia, may cause persistent diarrhea. 

Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli are an important cause of acute gastro-intestinal illness 

in children and adults in developed and developing countries (2). The role of diarrheagenic E. 

coli in the etiology of persistent diarrhea, is less well established. Six categories of 

diarrheagenic E. coli are recognized: enterotoxigenic E. coll (ETEC), enteropathogenic E. 

coli (EPEC), enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC), 

enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), and diffuse adherent E. coli (DAEC) (see also chapter 1). In 

this chapter the available data are reviewed which address the association of the presence of 

diarrheagenic E. coli in different patient groups with the occurrence of persistent diarrhea. 
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Persistent diarrhea in children 

In children in developing countries, persistent diarrhea is an important cause of morbidity and 

mortality (3-5) The mortality is particularly high among severely malnourished children with 

persistent diarrhea below 3 years of age (3,4). The bacteriological etiology of persistent 

diarrhea in children in developing countries has been studied by several investigators in 

different geographic areas 

EAggEC has been associated with persistent diarrhea in a number of investigations. 

These studies are summarized in the table. Bhan et al studied the epidemiology of persistent 

diarrhea among children aged under 6 in rural northern India prospectively (6,7). EAggEC, as 

detected by the Hep-2 adherence test, was found in a significantly higher number of children 

with persistent diarrhea during the first week of illness when compared with children with 

acute diarrhea and controls. In two studies among children who presented with persistent 

diarrhea in a tertiary referral centre in New Delhi (8,9), EAggEC was isolated as a single 

pathogen in a significant number of patients with persistent diarrhea when compared with 

children with acute diarrhea and controls. In both studies, stool samples were taken on 

admission and the presence of EAggEC was determined using the HEp-2 adherence test. 

In a study on the etiology and epidemiology of persistent diarrhea in northeastern Brazil 

(10), EaggEC, hybridizing with the fragment DNA probe, was the only microorganism isolated 

in a significant number from stool samples of patients with persistent diarrhea when compared 

with children with acute diarrhea and controls. EAggEC which did not hybridize with the 

probe but which showed the characteristic stacked brick-like aggregates on HEp-2 cells, was 

also associated with persistent diarrhea. However, this association was not analyzed after 

correction for simultaneous infection with other pathogens. In addition, probe-negative 

EAggEC was isolated with high frequency from quantitative cultures of small bowel aspirates 

from patients with both persistent and acute diarrhea. 

In a prospective study in an urban slum in Brazil (11), Wanke detected EAggEC, using 

the HEp- adherence test, as a sole pathogen in 20% of children with persistent diarrhea, 8% of 

children with acute diarrhea and 5% of controls. Of the children with persistent diarrhea, stool 

samples were cultured from 25 within the first 14 days of illness and from 15 after 14 days of 

illness. EAggEC was present in 18% of stools cultured within 14 days of illness and in 27% of 

stools collected more than 14 days into illness, suggesting persistence of pathogens into the 

diarrheal illness. 
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EAggEC, as detected in the HEp-2 adherence test, was also associated with persistent 

diarrhea in a study in Mexico (12). However, no mention is made of other pathogens wich may 

have been isolated during the episodes of diarrhea in this study. 

In a 2 year prospective study among children in rural Bangladesh, EAggEC was 

associated with persistent diarrhea when compared with children with acute diarrhea (4). 

However, EAggEC was isolated in similar frequency from non-diarrheal stool samples and 

diarrheal stool samples. Furthermore, no mention is made of co-infections with other 

pathogens. Also in this study, the HEp-2 adherence test was used to detect EAggEC. 

The association between the presence of EAggEC in stool samples and 

persistent diarrhea could not be confirmed by other investigators. In a group of 705 children in 

Bangladesh, who were studied prospectively for a period of one year, Baqui et al. found similar 

isolation rates of EAggEC among children with acute or persistent diarrhea and age matched 

healthy controls (13). In less than 15% of children with follow-up stool samples, identical 

pathogens were isolated in the first 3 days and in the persistent phase of a diarrheal episode 

(13). In a longitudinal study in urban Peru among 677 children under three years of age, no 

association was found between any enteropathogen and persistent diarrhea (14). Also in a 

study among children under five in a Cambodian refugee camp, EAggEC was found in similar 

frequency among 408 children with acute diarrhea and 79 children with persistent diarrhea 

(15). In all three studies mentioned, EAggEC was detected using the HEp-2 cell adherence 

test. Finally, in a recent study among a cohort of Israeli Bedouin infants, none of the enteric 

pathogens examined, including EAggEC as detected by fragment DNA probe, were associated 

with persistent diarrhea (16). In this study, family and environmental factors, in particular the 

age of the mother and the level of education, appeared to be associated with the occurrence of 

persistent diarrhea. 

In the only controlled study performed among children in Europe, EAggEC 

was isolated in 16 (2%) of 298 children with diarrhea and in none of 580 children without 

diarrhea (17). Four children with EAggEC infection had persistent diarrhea. The numbers in 

this study are too small to reach statistical significance. EAggEC was detected using PCR and 

the HEp-2 adherence test. 

The differences found in the above mentioned studies can partly be ascribed to 

methodological differences. In studies in which both the fragment DNA probe and HEp-2 

adherence test were applied, the sensitivity of the probe varied (10,17,18). In addition, 

volunteer studies have shown that EAggEC strains vary in their ability to cause diarrhea (19). 
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It is also known that the characteristic adherence to Hep-2 cells does not predict the 

pathogenicity of EAggEC (see also chapter 1). Therefore, it may be that differences between 

isolation rates of pathogenic EAggEC strains in different geographic areas, are due to the 

variable occurrence of pathogenic EAggEC clones. However, no data are available to 

substantiate this hypothesis. 

In none of the above mentioned studies, an association between the presence 

of enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) and persistent diarrhea was found (4,6,7,9-16). However, 

isolated cases of persistent diarrhea in infants, associated with E. coli of EPEC serotypes, have 

been reported. These cases occurred in the United States (20), Great Britain (21) and Brazil 

(22). EPEC infection was associated with travel to a developing country in one study (21). 

Small bowel biopsies revealed adherent bacteria in all reported cases. In one report, bacteria 

were observed intracellularly (22) and£. coli 018ab:H14 was isolated from stool samples and 

jejunal aspirates. This strain hybridized with the eae probe but not with the EAF probe, daaC 

probe or Inv probe. EPEC strains may thus be associated with persistent diarrhea in isolated 

cases. 

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) was isolated from children with persistent diarrhea at 

similar rates as from children with acute diarrhea in studies done in Brazil (11), Peru (14) and 

Thailand (15) ETEC was associated with acute diarrhea only in two studies (4,7), or no 

association with diarrhea at all was found (10,13,16). 

Diffusely adherent E. coli (DAEC) was associated with persistent diarrhea in one study 

in Bangladesh (13). DAEC was detected in 16.4% of 177 specimens from children with 

persistent diarrhea compared with 10.3% of 175 specimens from children with acute diarrhea 

(p < 0.05) and 8.2% of 159 specimens from healthy controls (p < 0.05). However, mixed 

infections with other pathogens were common and the number of single DAEC infections was 

not reported (13). In 10 other studies, no association of DAEC with persistent diarrhea was 

observed (4,6-10,12,14-16). 

In a number of the aforementioned studies, repeat stool samples were investigated 

during an episode of persistent diarrhea(13-16). In only 1-15% of cases, repeat samples 

yielded the same pathogen during such an episode, even without antibiotic treatment (13-16). 

However, the overall isolation rates of all pathogens were similar when culture results of 

samples taken during the first days of illness were compared with results from samples taken 2-

4 weeks into the illness (13,14,16). These studies suggest that persistent infection with a single 

pathogen is uncommon in children with persistent diarrhea. Reinfection with one or more of 
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the common pathogens is more likely and episodes of persistent diarrhea probably occur by 

sequential infection due to continuous or repeated exposure. It has therefore been suggested to 

shift attention from the search for a specific enteric agent that causes persistent diarrhea to 

determination of potential risk factors which are associated with increased and continuous 

exposure to enteric pathogens, in order to design appropriate interventions (16). 

There are currently no studies available which address the association of diarrheagenic 

E. coll with persistent diarrhea in adults, neither in developing nor in developed countries. 

Persistent diarrhea in travelers 

Millions of people travel from industrialized to developing countries each year. 

Traveler's diarrhea is the most common disorder encountered by travelers during their journey. 

Traveler's diarrhea generally lasts less than one week (23). However, in a minority of patients 

traveler's diarrhea develops into persistent diarrhea. By definition persistent diarrhea lasts at 

least 14 days, but diarrhea may persist for several months to one year. It is estimated that 

approximately 3% of international travelers to high-risk areas develop persistent diarrhea, of 

which approximately 50% lasts more than 30 days (24). Persistent diarrhea is also a major 

cause of morbidity in expatriates and other long-term foreign residents in developing countries 

(25,26). 

The etiology of persistent diarrhea in travelers remains unknown in at least 50% of 

cases (24,27). In contrast with the large number of studies on acute traveler's diarrhea, there 

are only a few studies which address the etiology of persistent diarrhea in travelers and foreign 

residents In addition, these studies are sometimes limited to a specific pathogen, such as 

Aeromonas species (28). Although enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) is considered the most 

important cause of acute traveler's diarrhea (23), ETEC has rarely been implicated as a cause 

of persistent diarrhea in travelers (25). A recent Spanish study in returned travelers identified 

ETEC in 15.2% of 165 patients with diarrhea and in 1.8% of 165 controls (p < 0.0001). 

However, the duration of ETEC associated diarrhea was not specified (29) 

Since EPEC, similar to ETEC, is a common cause of childhood diarrhea in developing 

countries, several studies have investigated the role of EPEC in acute traveler's diarrhea (29-

32), using either serotyping or DNA probes for detection of EPEC. In none of these studies, 

EPEC was significantly associated with diarrhea. EPEC has only rarely been implicated as a 

cause of persistent diarrhea in travelers: Hill (21) et al. isolated EPEC from 6 of 54 children 
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with persistent diarrhea in the UK, using serotyping. The 6 children were less than 12 months 

of age and 3 of them had been traveling from the Indian subcontinent to the UK recently Their 

diarrhea had started during or shortly after their stay abroad. Persistent diarrhea after travel 

due to EPEC may be limited to infants, similar to the occurrence of EPEC infections observed 

in developing countries, which is also limited to infants. 

The possible association of enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC) with persistent 

diarrhea in children in developing countries (7,10,33) has led to the suggestion that EAggEC 

may be a cause of persistent diarrhea in travelers as well. Cohen et al. studied the presence of 

diarrheagenic E. coli in short term travelers shortly before and shortly after their journey to 

Central or South America, the Carribean or Mexico, using fragment DNA probes (31) 

Travelers took either placebo, ciprofloxacin or trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole for prevention 

of traveler's diarrhea. In contrast with the other categories of diarrheagenic E. coli, 

colonization rates with EAggEC had risen sharply after travel, but no association with diarrhea 

was observed. Follow-up data were not available and it is therefore not known whether 

diarrhea may have become persistent in some travelers who were infected with EaggEC (31). 

In a case-control study in 165 returned travelers in Spain (29), controls were recruited on 

voluntary basis among relatives or among travel companions from the case-patients. EAggEC, 

as detected by PCR, was isolated from 23 of 165 cases (13 9%) and 4 of 165 controls (2.4%, p 

= .0003). In 16 patients, EAggEC was the only pathogen identified and in 5 of these patients 

diarrhea lasted for more than 14 days. The clinical presentation and duration of diarrhea did 

not differ from ETEC diarrhea. ETEC and Shigella were the only other pathogens significantly 

associated with diarrhea in this study. 

Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) and enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC) are rarely 

isolated from travelers with diarrhea (29-32,34). It is unlikely that an association of infection 

with EHEC or EIEC and persistent diarrhea in travelers will be found since large numbers of 

travelers will need to be studied to find a significant difference in isolation rates of EHEC or 

EIEC between patients with persistent diarrhea and patients with acute diarrhea or controls. 

An association of diffusely adhering E. coli (DAEC) and persistent diarrhea in travelers 

has never been observed. Mathewson reported an association between enteroadherent E. coli 

and traveler's diarrhea in travelers in Mexico (35). However, at that time, no distinction was 

made between the aggregative and diffuse adherence pattern in the HEp-2 adherence test. 

Therefore, these data can not be compared with later studies Furthermore, no follow-up was 

available regarding the development of persistent diarrhea in these travelers. 
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Persistent diarrhea in human immunodeficiency virus- infected individuals 

Persistent diarrhea and weight loss are common in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-

infected patients. Although various enteric pathogens are implicated in the majority of cases, 

the diarrhea remains unexplained in 30-50% of patients (36). 

Several investigators reported a possible association of persistent diarrhea in HIV-

infected patients and diarrheagenic E. coli. These studies were performed in both developing 

and developed countries. Thea et al. determined the presence of diarrheagenic E. coli in HIV-

seropositive and HIV-seronegative children with diarrhea in Zaire (37). Although a high 

prevalence of EAggEC was found, as determined by DNA hybridization, no association 

between EAggEC and diarrhea was observed. Mathewson et al. studied the prevalence of 

HEp-2 cell adherent E. coli in HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected adults with diarrhea in 

Zambia (38). In 55 of 80 (69%) HIV-infected patients with diarrhea, HEp-2 adherent E. coli 

were found, compared with 3 of 12 (25%) of HIV-uninfected patients with diarrhea (p < 007) 

Of the HIV-infected patients, 30 (79%) of 38 patients had persistent diarrhea and were HEp-2 

adherent E. coli positive, compared with 1 (16%) of 6 HIV-uninfected patients. However, the 

various adherence patterns (localized, aggregative and diffuse) were equally distributed among 

the adherent isolates and no correlation of a specific adherence pattern with acute or chronic 

diarrhea was observed. None of the adherent isolates hybridized with the EAF probe, which 

was the only DNA probe used. Neither in the Zairan, nor in the Zambian study, a control 

group of HIV-infected individuals without diarrhea and with comparable CD4 cell counts was 

included. 

Kotier et al. studied persistent diarrhea in HIV-infected patients in the United States. 

They observed adherent bacteria in colonic biopsy specimens from an HIV-infected patient 

with severe persistent diarrhea. (39). In a subsequent study, adherent bacteria were observed in 

11 of 51 patients with diarrhea and in none of the 15 patients without diarrhea (not significant) 

(40). In 4 patients with diarrhea, other pathogens were isolated which could have caused the 

diarrhea. E. coli were present in cultures from 10 of 12 rectal biopsies from cases, and in 2 of 6 

biopsies from controls Strains isolated from 5 cases and 1 control displayed aggregative 

adherence to HEp-2 cells. Strains from 1 patient and 1 control hybridized with the EAggEC 

DNA probe. 
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Polotsky et al. (41) studied the HEp-2 cell adherence of E. coli isolates obtained from 

stool samples of 8 HIV-infected patients with persistent diarrhea and compared these isolates 

with stored control isolates with known adherence pattern and serotypes. Three patients 

harboured E. coli which respectively showed a localized, diffuse or mixed adherence pattern, 

while isolates from 5 patients demonstrated an aggregative adherence phenotype. None of 

these isolates hybridized with the recognized DNA probes used for detection of the specific 

adherence genotype. Although these data are interesting and warrant further studies, no 

conclusions can be drawn about an association between E. coli and persistent diarrhea in HIV-

infected patients since only a small number of patients was studied and no control group was 

included. 

In a recent study from Wanke et al. (42), stool samples from HIV-infected patients with 

and without diarrhea were studied for the presence of EAggEC using the HEp-2 adherence 

test. EAggEC was present in stools of 30 (44%) of 68 patients with and 18 (30%) of 60 

patients without diarrhea (p = .05). EAggEC was isolated in similar numbers from patients 

with acute and persistent diarrhea. CD4 cell count was significantly lower in patients with 

diarrhea than in patients without diarrhea but no significant difference in CD4 count was 

observed between patients with diarrhea associated with EAggEC and patients with EAggEC-

negative diarrhea. Remarkebly, none of the EAggEC isolates was positive in a PCR for 

detection of fimbriae encoding AAF/I genes, which has comparable sensitivity as the DNA 

probe. Eleven of 59 isolates tested were positive for toxin encoding EAST/1 genes as 

determined by PCR. None of the isolates showed cytotoxicity for Vero cells. However, in only 

21 of 68 patients with diarrhea, stool samples were evaluated for other gastrointestinal 

pathogens. Although in 17 patients no other pathogens were found, no conclusion can thus be 

drawn about the etiological significance of EAggEC in diarrhea in this group of patients. 

Finally, one report has been published, describing recurrent diarrhea and bacteremia due 

to EIEC in one patient with advanced HIV-infection (43). 

From the studies described above, it can be concluded that it is quite well possible that 

certain strains of diarrheagenic E. coli are associated with persistent diarrhea in HIV-infected 

patients. However, these strains apparently do not belong to any of the categories of 

diarrheagenic E. coli described so far since they are not of serotypes which are associated with 

these categories and they do not hybridize with probes for detection of specific virulence 

factors (40-42). However, the association of E. coli which show aggregative adherence to 

HEp-2 cells, with persistent diarrhea in HIV-infected patients deserves further exploration. 
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Inflammatory bowel disease 

Although the etiology of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is not known, evidence from a 

variety of animal models suggests that the presence of bacteria in the intestine is required to 

sustain the inflammatory reaction (44,45). A number of studies have addressed the potential 

role of E. coli in the etiology of IBD A variety of materials and methods have been applied, 

including measurement of serum antibodies to E. coli (46), determination of the presence of E. 

coli antigen in intestinal resection specimens, and adherence properties of E. coli strains 

isolated from stool samples or rectal biopsies from patients with IBD. The latter studies will be 

summarized here. 

Dickinson et al. reported that in fecal samples from patients with ulcerative colitis 

(UC), the incidence of E. coli which adhered to or invaded HeLa cells was increased, when 

compared with controls (47). In 35% of 23 patients with active UC and in 27% of 15 patients 

with quiescent UC, adherent or invasive strains of E. coli were isolated. Such E. coli strains 

were isolated in only 5% of 20 patients with various other forms of colitis, including infectious, 

and 5% of 20 normal controls (p < 0.05). 

Pinder et al. studied the incidence of toxigenic, adherent, invasive, or hemolytic E. coli 

strains, in stool samples from 28 consecutive patients with a first manifestation of clinical 

colitis and from 40 controls (48). Adhesive or invasive properties were found in 8 colitic 

patients (29%) compared with 1 control (3%, p < 0.01). However, no mention has been made 

of the composition of the control group nor of the methods used for determining adherence 

and invasiveness in this study, which is only reported in abstract form. 

Burke and Axon extensively studied the adherence of E. coli strains isolated from stool 

samples of patients with UC and Crohn's disease (CD), using a buccal epithelial cell adherence 

assay (49-52). Isolates from 18 patients with UC showed a high index of adherence (number of 

cells with >50 adherent bacteria minus number of cells with >50 adherent baceria without E. 

coli added/100) when compared with isolates from 15 controls. Those results were 

independent of the source of the buccal epithelial cells, i.e. either from patients or from 

controls (50). Subsequent comparison of adherence to buccal epithelial cells and HeLa cells 

between isolates from 25 patients with UC and 13 controls, yielded similar results. The median 

index of adherence of E. coli from patients with UC to buccal epithelial cells was higher than 

the median index of adherence to HeLa cells (51). A more extensive study included 50 patients 
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with a relapse of UC, 9 with UC in remission, 13 with CD, 11 patients with infectious diarrhea 

due to Salmonella or Campylobacter jejuni, and 22 healthy controls (49). This study again 

showed that the median index of adherence of£. coli to buccal epithelial cells in patients with 

relapse of UC (43%, range 5-81%) was significantly higher than that in controls (5%, range 0-

16%, p < 0.001) or patients with infectious diarrhea (14%, range 0-68%, p < 0.005) (49). No 

significant difference was observed between patients with CD (53%, range 30-71%) and UC in 

remission (30%, range 2-75%). Adherence to buccal epithelial cells appeared to correlate with 

high cell surface hydrophobicity of bacteria, as measured by the salt aggregation test (SAT), 

which in its turn is associated with the presence of adhesins (52). The authors suggest a 

possible role of adherent E. coli in the pathology of IBD, either as the primary etiologic agent 

or secondary because of the exposure of host cell receptors that are unmasked due to the 

inflammatory process. 

Using the same buccal epithelial cell adherence assay, Giaffer et al. also found 

significantly higher indices of adhesion of E. coli isolated from stool samples of 40 patients 

with CD and 34 patients with UC compared with 18 controls (53). There was no influence on 

the adherence indices of disease activity, bowel site of disease, sulphasalazine treatment or 

previous intestinal resection. 

Hartley et al. studied the adherence to buccal epithelial cells, HEp-2 cells and SAT of 

E. coli isolated from rectal biopsies of 25 patients with a first episode of UC, 20 patients with a 

relapse of UC, 44 patients with quiescent UC and 15 controls (54). They found no significant 

difference in the distribution of adherent strains to HEp-2 cells between the respective colitis 

patient groups and there was no association with disease activity. The majority of the strains 

showed a diffuse adherence pattern In addition, the hydrophobicity of the strain did not differ 

between groups and did not correlate with adherence activity. Patients with active colitis were 

colonised less frequently and with lower numbers of E. coli than were control patients The 

buccal epithelial cell assay yielded highly irreproducible results. In addition, the buccal 

epithelial cells which bound E. coli also tended to have resident salivary flora attached, which 

was not readily removed by washing, and which made the assessment of E. coli adherence 

even less reliable (54). 

In a recent publication, E. coli strains isolated from resected chronic ileal lesions of 20 

patients with CD, neoterminal ileum of 19 patients with and 11 patients without recurrence of 

CD, and from the ileum of 13 controls, were studied (55). None of the strains harbored any of 

the virulence factor-encoding genes of E. coli involved in acute enteric diseases, as determined 
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by DNA hybridization or PCR. However, adhesion to differentiated Caco-2 cells of E. coli 

isolated from patients and controls differed Adhesion was found for 11 of 13 (84.6%) strains 

isolated from chronic ileal lesions and 15 of 19 (78.9%) strains isolated from patients with 

recurrent CD compared with 4 of 7 (57.1%) strains isolated from patients with CD without 

recurrence and 3 of 9 strains (33.3%) isolated from control specimens (p < 0.02 for chronic 

lesions and recurrences vs controls). A number of adherent strains were shown to possess 

genes encoding hemolysin production, Pap or Sfa adhesins which are characteristic of strains 

involved in urinary tract infections, or genes which hybridized with the daaC probe, associated 

with diffuse adherence to HEp-2 cells. The authors suggested that the adherence of the isolates 

not possessing known adhesins, to Caco-2 cells, is mediated by the presence of as yet 

unidentified adhesins. The adhesive ability and hemolysin production of E. coli would allow the 

bacteria to colonize intestinal epithelium, damage intestinal cells, and participate in the 

inflammatory disease (55). 

In another study, E. coli strains isolated from rectal biopsies of 20 patients with UC, 2 

patients with CD, 5 patients with colitis of unknown cause and 24 healthy subjects were 

compared with respect to expression of cell surface hydrophobicity, carriage of intestinal 

virulence factors as determined with DNA probes, adhesion to tissue culture cells, and 

expression of binding of extracellular matrix proteins and plasma proteins (56). Most of the 

strains isolated from patients with colitis expressed low surface hydrophobicity compared with 

isolates from controls. Strains from 8 patients with UC or CD, 1 patient with proctitis and 1 

control hybridized with synthetic oligonucleotides for detection of shiga toxins. Strains from 

one of these patients hybridized with the eae probe of EPEC and EHEC. E. coli obtained from 

patients with IBD adhered to HT-29 cells in higher numbers than strains from healthy controls. 

In addition, significantly more strains from patients with IBD than from healthy subjects 

expressed binding to fibronectin, collagens, laminin, vitronectin, plasminogen, thrombospondin 

and fibrinogen. These proteins are likely to be present in the extracellular matrix of the colonic 

epithelium during inflammation. It is suggested that binding of E. coli to these proteins 

enhances adhesion to colonic mucosa and contributes to tissue damage. A subset of adherent 

E. coli may express virulence factors which may aggrevate a relapse of IBD. 

The isolation of verocytotoxin producing E. coli from patients with UC has been 

reported by several authors (56-58). However, several other investigators have not been able 

to isolate such strains of E. coli from patients with IBD or from controls (53,55,59,60). In a 

prospective study, the microbiologic findings during 61 first attacks of IBD showed that 
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classical EHEC was not isolated from stool samples or rectal biopsies (60). Other E. coli 

which hybridized with DNA probes for detection of virulence factor-encoding genes from 

EPEC, EAggEC or EIEC were also not isolated. However, it can not be excluded that in 

isolated cases, infection with EHEC is mistaken for UC or that UC or CD are initiated by 

infection with EHEC. 

The differences in isolation rates of potentially pathogenic E. coli between the 

various studies can largely be explained by differences in methodology. In particular, in the 

majority of the studies, strains isolated from either stool specimens or rectal biopsies were 

studied. Furthermore, adherence of E. coli was determined phenotypically in most studies. Test 

results could vary because of differences in the type of epithelial cells to which the bacteria 

were allowed to adhere, the duration of the incubation period with the epithelial cells, the 

number of isolates tested from each patient, the bacterial growth media used and observational 

differences. Only results obtained with objective methods, such as hybridization with DNA 

probes, are comparable. 

In conclusion, E. coli strains which adhere to intestinal epithelial cells or to epithelial 

matrix proteins may contribute to an inflammatory response. Whether a specific pathogenic E. 

coli strain, harboring as yet unknown virulence factors, causes IBD remains to be determined. 

To date, the possible contribution of£. coli in the pathogenesis of IBD remains obscure. 

Conclusions 

While there is little doubt about the increasing importance of diarrheagenic E. coli as a 

cause of acute diarrhea, the role of E. coli in the pathogenesis of persistent diarrhea has not 

been established. Very few studies have been published providing evidence that the presence of 

diarrheagenic E. coli is related to chronic disease. In addition, results of the various studies on 

diarrheagenic E. coli are difficult to compare since the methods used for detection of 

diarrheagenic E. coli are diverse. In this context it is important to realize that for the detection 

of adherent E.coli, such as EAggEC and DAEC, the HEp-2 adherence test is considered the 

gold standard. 

Studies investigating the etiology of persistent diarrhea are often hampered by the fact 

that only single stool samples from patients with diarrhea are collected and cultured. An 

association between a certain pathogen and persistent diarrhea requires the presence of the 
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pathogen in sequential samples, obtained during the acute as well as during the persistent phase 

of the diarrheal episode. Few of the reported studies fulfill this requirement. 

Further studies, which incorporate the aforementioned issues, may shed more light on 

the association of diarrheagenic E. coli with persistent diarrhea. 
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The detection of heat-labile enterotoxin LT-A and heat-stable enterotoxin ST la and ST lb genes from 
enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) by using oligonucleotide DNA probes and the PCR was evaluated in 
reconstruction experiments and by testing stool specimens from 29 healthy subjects and from 50 patients with 
diarrhea who had returned from the (sub)tropics. ETEC strains were detected in concentrations ranging from 
10' to 10" CFU/g of feces when oligonucleotide probes were applied to colony blots from five randomly picked 
E. coli-like colonies from CLED (cystine lactose electrolyte deficient) agar plates inoculated with the feces. 
When these probes were applied to blots from whole stool cultures collected from the agar plates (sweep blot), 
the detection limit was 106 CFU/g of feces. PCR of the sweep material could detect toxin genes when the 
concentration of ETEC strains was 102 CFU/g of feces. Results obtained with stool specimens from 29 healthy 
control subjects were negative. Testing stool specimens from 50 patients confirmed the observation that the 
number of samples containing ETEC enterotoxin genes was higher when PCR of sweeps was used than when 
oligonucleotide DNA probe hybridization of either sweep blots or colony blots was used. Furthermore, PCR of 
sweeps is an easy and rapid method which does not require DNA extraction and purification from fecal 
specimens. 

Enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) is a major cause of 
diarrhea in travelers to (sub)tropical areas. ETEC strains, 
which cause diarrhea by producing a heat-labile enterotoxin 
(LT), heat-stable enterotoxins (ST la or ST lb), or both, can be 
detected by testing isolates for enterotoxin production with 
bioassays or immunoassays (1, 5). Alternatively. ETEC strains 
can be identified by detection of genes encoding enterotoxin 
production, utilizing DNA hybridization techniques or the 
PCR. In general. 5 to 10 E. coft'-like colonies are randomly 
picked from an agar plate and tested by either method. Stool 
blot hybridization assays also have been applied for use in 
DNA hybridization techniques. In such assays, toxin genes are 
detected directly in bacteria grown from stool specimens on a 
membrane overlaying an agar medium by using polynucleotide 
(2) or oligonucleotide DNA probes (9). 

Oligonucleotide probes are specific (9), and in contrast to 
polynucleotide probes, laborious techniques are not required 
for preparation of the probe. When results obtained with 
oligonucleotide probes and polynucleotide probes in hybrid
ization of colony blots are compared, the results are similar, 
whereas results obtained with stool blots are not unequivocal 
(3, 14). With either probe, the detection rates of ETEC by 
using stool blots or colony blots are also not unequivocal. In 
one study in which volunteers were challenged with one ETEC 
strain, resulting in stool samples containing large numbers of 
ETEC, hybridization of stool blots showed a higher sensitivity 
than hybridization of colony blots (7). Opposite results were 
found in children with diarrhea with relatively low numbers of 
ETEC in their stools (14). Reasons for the discrepancy in the 
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detection rate of ETEC between hybridization of colony blots 
and hybridization of stool blots may be the variation in the 
number of ETEC organisms present in the stool sample and in 
the number of colonies picked for hybridization. 

We needed a method for detection of ETEC in stool 
samples from patients who returned from the (sub)tropics with 
diarrhea. Such patients often have mild diarrhea of variable 
duration (13), and the number of ETEC strains in their stools, 
even in the case of infection, may be relatively small. 

The PCR is a very sensitive method for detection of specific 
genes. When applied directly to stool samples, the PCR may be 
inhibited by fecal substances. In a preliminary study, we were 
not able to obtain reproducible results in reconstruction ex
periments using the PCR performed as described by Frankel et 
al. (4). Victor et al. (18) described a screening method that 
used the PCR for detection of LT-producing ETEC in a scrape 
of mixed growth on a MacConkey agar plate. This method 
proved to be sensitive, specific, and easy to perform. 

To detect ETEC in stool samples, we evaluated stool 
samples by DNA hybridization with oligonucleotide probes as 
well as by PCR. For labeling of the oligonucleotide probes, we 
used 32P as well as digoxigenin (DIG); the latter has been 
shown previously to be a sensitive, nonradioactive label (12, 
16). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacterial strains. ETEC strains E 7476 (0166:H27; ST) and 
E 5798 (07:H18; LT) (kindly provided by B. Rowe, Central 
Public Health Laboratory. Colindale. United Kingdom) 
H10407 (078; LT and ST) and H25/67 (O8:K200: LT) (pro
vided by W. Jansen, National Institute for Public Health and 
Environmental Protection, Bilthoven; The Netherlands), and 
4083 (078; LT and ST) (provided by C. M. A. Rademaker, 
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TABLE 1. Sequences of oligonucleotide probes 
and primer pairs used" 

Probe or 
primer pair 

Sequence 
PCR product 
length (bp) 

LT-A probe 5'-GCGAGAGGAACACAAACCGG-3' 
LT-B probe 5'-GAGCGGCGCAACATTTCAGGT-3' 
LT-A primer 1 5-GGCGACAGATTATACCGTGC-3' 696 
LT-A primer 2 5'-CCGAATTCTGTTATATATGTC-3' 
ST la probe 5'-GCTGTGAACTTTGTTGTAATCC-3' 
ST la primer 1 5'-TCTGTATTATCTTTCCCCTC-3' 186 
ST la primer 2 5'-ATAACATCCAGCACAGGC-3' 
ST lb probe 5'-GCTGTGAATTGTGTTGTAATCC-3' 
ST lb primer 1 5'-CCCTCAGGATGCTAAACCAG-3' 166 
ST lb primer 2 5'-TTAATAGCACCCGGTACAAGC-3' 

" Sequences are based on the published sequences of the LT-A (15), LT-B 
(19), ST la, and ST lb (8) genes. 

University Hospital, Utrecht, The Netherlands) were used as 
control strains and in reconstruction experiments. The entero-
toxin-negative control strain 14R519 (E. coli K-12) was pro
vided by B. Rowe. Previously, the presence of the various toxin 
genes in these strains had been determined by using bioassay 
and/or polynucleotide probes. 

Oligonucleotide probes and PCR primers. Oligonucleotide 
probes and PCR primers are listed in Table 1. Probe and 
primer sequences were based on the published sequences for 
the E. coli LT-A subunit (LT-A); LT-B subunit (LT-B), and ST 
la and ST la genes of enterotoxigenic E. coli of human (LT-A, 
LT-B, ST lb) and porcine (ST la) origin (S, 15, 19). The 
oligonucleotide probes were shown previously by other inves
tigators to be sensitive and specific compared with bioassays (9, 
10). The LT and ST lb PCR primers were chosen as described 
by Frankel et al. (4), with modification of primer 1 of ST lb. 
The ST la primer sequences were derived from the region of 
the ST la gene which corresponds to the region of the ST lb 
gene from which the ST lb primers were derived. The oligo
nucleotide probes also served as internal probes for the 
detection of PCR products. All oligonucleotides were pur
chased from Eurosequence BV. Groningen, The Netherlands, 
and were custom synthesized with an Applied Biosystems 
DNA synthesizer (model 380 B). 

Oligonucleotides were labeled with either 32P or DIG for 
reconstruction experiments. For detection of ETEC in stool 
samples from patients, only DIG-labeled probes were used. 
Probes were labeled with '2P (Amersham Nederland BV, 
's Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands) by 5'-end labeling by 
using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Boehringer Mannheim BV, 
Almere, The Netherlands). For labeling with DIG, oligo
nucleotide probes were 3'-end labeled with DIG-ddUTP by 
using terminal transferase provided in the DIG Oligonucleo
tide 3'-End Labeling Kit, as specified by the manufacturer 
(Boehringer Mannheim). 

Processing of samples, (i) Reconstruction experiments. 
Stools were collected from a healthy 4-year-old Dutch child. 
ETEC strains were added to the stools in concentrations, 
measured spectrophotometrically by using MacFarland's opac
ity standard, ranging from 102 to 108 CFU/g of feces. From the 
original sample and from each stool sample to which ETEC 
was added, a loopful was streaked on a CLED cystine lactose 
electrolyte deficient) agar plate and grown for 18 h at 37°C. 
Five E. co/i-like colonies were picked. All of the remaining 
bacterial growth on the CLED agar plate was collected with a 
sterile cotton swab and designated sweep. 

(ii) Samples from patients and control subjects. Stool 

samples were obtained from 50 consecutive patients who 
visited the otttpatient Department of Tropical Medicine, Aca
demisch Medisch Centrum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 
because of complaints of diarrhea, within 1 year after return 
from the tropics. Samples were submitted by the clinicians only 
when the following definition of diarrhea was met: four or 
more loose stools in 24 h, any number of watery stools in 24 h, 
or any number of loose stools accompanied by at least one of 
the following symptoms and signs: nausea, vomiting, fever of 
>38°C, abdominal cramps, or tenesmi. Stool samples were 
collected in sterile containers, immediately transported to the 
Laboratory of Medical Microbiology, Academisch Medisch 
Centrum, and stored at 4°C. Samples were generally processed 
within 2 h after arrival at the laboratory and always within 24 
h. Each stool specimen was tested for Salmonella, Shigella, 
Yersinia, and Campylobacter species by using standard identi
fication methods. Stool samples were also examined for amoe-
bas, ova, and cysts by direct microscopical examination and 
after concentration (by the modified Ridley's method). Addi
tionally, a CLED agar plate was inoculated, and after incuba
tion for 18 h at 37°C, five individual E. coft'-like colonies and a 
sweep were collected, suspended in glycerol-peptone, and 
stored at — 70°C. Patients were asked about prior use of 
antimicrobial agents by their clinician. 

A total of 29 stool samples from 29 healthy Dutch subjects 
were obtained and processed as mentioned above to detect 
ETEC from a sweep by PCR. 

Preparation of membranes and hybridization. Individual 
colonies and sweeps from reconstruction experiments and 
clinical specimens were grown on CLED agar medium. For the 
plates on which individual colonies had been inoculated, one 
colony was suspended in 1 ml of sterile phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS; pH 7.4), and 3 p.1 of the suspension was spotted 
onto two nylon membranes (Hybond-N; Amersham Nederland 
BV), overlaying nutrient agar plates, and grown for 6 h at 37°C. 
The entire sweep was suspended in 4 ml of PBS, diluted 
10-fold, and further processed as described for the colonies 
(sweep blot). Negative and positive control strains were ap
plied equally to each membrane. Membranes were removed, 
and bacterial growth was lysed and denatured, essentially as 
described by Sambrook et al. (11). Membranes were baked at 
80°C for 1 h to fix the DNA. 

Hybridization with "P-labeled oligonucleotide probes was 
done in hybridization buffer containing 6x SSC ( l x SSC is 
0.15 M NaCl and 0.015 M sodium citrate), 0.5% sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 5x Denhardt's solution, and 100 p.g of 
denatured salmon sperm DNA per ml. For hybridization with 
DIG-labeled oligonucleotide probes, membranes were prehy-
bridized at 55°C in hybridization solution containing 5x SSC, 
0.1% lauroylsarcosine, 0.02% SDS, and 1% blocking reagent 
(Boehringer Mannheim), treated with proteinase K (100 u,g/ 
ml) for 60 min, washed twice in 2x SSC-0.1% SDS, and 
prehybridized a second time. The LT-A and LT-B probes were 
added together as well as the ST la and ST lb probes. 
Hybridization with both the 32P- and DIG-labeled probes was 
done at 55"C for 1 h. After hybridization, the membranes were 
washed under stringent conditions as described previously 
(17). Membranes were air dried and exposed to X-ray film for 
24 ft at — 70°C, or when DIG-labeled probes were used, detection 
of hybrids was performed as described in the instructions of the 
DIG Nucleic Acid Detection Kit (Boehringer Mannheim). 

PCR. In reconstruction experiments, PCR was performed on 
the sweeps from the original sample and from each fecal 
sample containing increasing concentrations of ETEC. For all 
patient and healthy subject stool samples, PCR was performed 
on the sweeps. 
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TABLE 2. ETEC infections detected by hybridization of 
DIG-labeled oligonucleotide DNA probes and by PCR" 

Deteclion of ETEC bv: 

Oligonucle
otide DNA 

probes' 

LT ST 

Other pathogens 
present'' 

G lamblia cysts 

C. coli 

G lamblia cysts 

" Both assays were performed on bacterial growth collected from CLED agar 
plates (sweep). 

h As detected by direct examination or culture of stool specimen. 
' Sweeps were hybridized with pooled probes for detection of ST la and ST lb 

FIG. 1. Results of reconstruction experiment. Strain H10407 (ST la 
positive) was added in increasing concentrations to a stool specimen 
from a healthy Dutch child. (A and B) Hybridization with DIG-labeled 
(A) and 32P-labeled (B) oligonucleotide probe for detection of ST la 
genes. Numbers of added bacteria are given per gram of feces. Colony 
blots from five randomly picked E. co/i-like colonies are numbered 1 to 
5. Abbreviation and symbols: sw, sweep blot; black box. colony blot 
from positive control strain; white box, colony blot from negative 
control strain. (C) Results from PCR of sweep with specific primers for 
ST la. Lanes: 1, 123-bp molecular mass marker; 2. 10s bacteria added 
per g of feces; 3, 107/g; 4, I0''/g; 5, 105/g; 6, I04/g; 7. lOVg; S, 10:/g; 9, 
no bacteria added; 10, negative control. 

The sweep from a CLED agar plate was suspended in 4 ml 
of PBS and then diluted 10-fold in PBS. Suspensions were 
heated at 95CC for 10 min to release and denature the DNA 
and placed on ice. No further treatment was done. For control 
strains, a single colony was suspended in 1 ml of PBS and 
treated the same as the sweep. 

The amplification procedure was performed in a final vol
ume of 100 u.1. The reaction mixture contained 10 mM Tris-
hydrochloride (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.001% 
gelatin, 200 u,M each of the deoxyribonucleotides. 300 ng each 
of the oligonucleotides, and 2.5 U of Taq polymerase (Perkin-
Elmer, Gouda, The Netherlands), to which 10 u.1 of the 
bacterial suspension was added. The mixtures were processed 
in a programmable DNA thermal cycler (Perkin-Elmer) and 
subjected to 35 cycles of amplification. One cycle consisted of 
1 min at 95°C, 1 min at 43°C, and 2 min at 72°C. A control, 
containing water instead of template DNA, was included in 
each experiment to exclude the possibility of reagent contam
ination. To prevent cross-contamination of reagents and sam
ples, precautions were taken essentially as described by Kwok 
and Higuchi (6). 

Electrophoresis was carried out on 10 u.1 of amplified sample 
in 2% agarose gels with a 123-bp DNA ladder (Bethesda 
Research Laboratories) as a molecular mass marker. DNA was 
blotted onto nylon membranes under alkaline conditions (0.4 
N NaOH) and hybridized by using DIG-labeled oligonucleo
tide probes as described above. 

Statistical analysis. Differences between groups were calcu
lated by using the x2 test or Fisher's exact test when appropriate. 

RESULTS 

Reconstruction experiments. To compare detection levels of 
the colony blot method with those of the sweep method, stools 
were spiked with either strain H25/67 (for detection of LT 
genes), H10407 (for detection of ST la genes), or 4083 (for 
detection of ST lb genes). When testing five colony blots from 
individual colonies, ETEC strains were detected in stool 
samples which were spiked with 106 to 108 CFU/g of feces. For 
samples containing 10" bacteria per g, in all cases at least one 
colony blot was positive, whereas for some samples containing 
106 bacteria per g, all five colony blots were negative. The 
detection levels were identical for 32P- and DIG-labeled 
probes (Fig. 1). When testing sweep blots, ETEC strains could 
be detected in stool samples which were spiked with If)6 CFU/g 
of feces by using 32P-labeled LT, ST la, and ST lb probes and 
in stool samples spiked with 106 to 107 CFU/g of feces by using 
DIG-labeled probes. Treatment of membranes with proteinase 
K in conjunction with washing and prehybridization was in
cluded in the hybridization procedure of the DIG-labeled 
probes to reduce background staining of the sweep blots. After 
hybridization of sweep blots and colony blots with DIG-labeled 
oligonucleotides, generally stronger signals were obtained with 
the pooled LT probes than with the pooled ST probes. 

Sweeps prepared in reconstruction experiments for hybrid
ization with oligonucleotide probes were also subjected to 
PCR analysis. PCR of sweep material proved to be a highly 
sensitive method. LT-A or ST la genes could be detected 
specifically with the corresponding primer sets in stool samples 
spiked with only 102 CFU/g of feces (Fig. 1). The ST lb primer 
set performed marginally less sensitively than the other two 
primer sets. Specificity of the PCR bands was proven by 
hybridization after alkaline blotting with the corresponding 
oligonucleotide probe. 

Patient samples and healthy control samples. One stool 
sample obtained from 50 patients was tested. Samples were 
screened by hybridization of sweep blots with DIG-labeled 
oligonucleotide probes and PCR analysis of sweeps. Three 
(6%) samples hybridized with the LT probes, two (4%) 
samples hybridized with the pooled ST probes. From six ( 12% ) 
samples, the sweeps were positive by PCR for LT-A. and from 
seven (14%) samples, the sweeps were positive by PCR for ST 
la and/or ST lb (Table 2). All samples which were positive in 
the hybridization assay were also positive by PCR. All PCR-
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TABLE 3. Results of PCR for detection of ETEC, stool culture, 
and parasitological examination and relation to use 

of antimicrobial therapy prior to sampling 

Results of stoo! 
examination 

No. of 
patients 
(n = 50) 

No. (%) of patients 
who used antimi

crobial agents prior 
to sampling 

P 

ETEC PCR positive 
ETEC PCR negative 

8 
42 

1(13) 
24 (57) 

<0.05 

Routine culture positive 
Routine culture negative 

8 
42 

2(25) 
23 (55) 

0.24 

Parasites found 14 7(50) 
0.75 

<0.05 

No parasites found 
Total positive" 
Total negative 

36 
27 
23 

18 (50) 
10 (37) 
15 (65) 

0.75 

<0.05 

' Multiple pathogens were found in three patients. 

positive samples were submitted to repeated PCR on the 
sweeps stored at -70°C. All samples were again PCR positive. 
A total of 29 sweeps from stool samples from healthy Dutch 
individuals were subjected to PCR analysis and were negative 
for all three primer sets. For each sample in which ETEC could 
be detected by hybridization of sweep blots and/or PCR of the 
sweep, five blots from randomly picked colonies were hybrid
ized. For each sample in which the sweep blot hybridized with 
one or more of the probes, at least one of the colony blots also 
hybridized with the corresponding probes. However, none of 
the colony blots obtained from samples for which the sweep 
blot was negative but the PCR was positive hybridized with any 
of the probes. 

For stool samples from 8 (16%) patients, other enteropatho-
gens were isolated by culture. Two samples harbored Campy
lobacter jejuni, two samples harbored a Campylobacter sp., and 
one sample each harbored Vibrio cholerae, Shigella ftexneri, 
Campylobacter coli, and Campylobacter fetus. In one case, both 
C coli and ETEC were detected. In this case, four of the five 
separate colonies hybridized with the LT probes, and three of 
five colonies hybridized with the ST probes. All of these 
colonies were characterized biochemically as E. coli. Parasito
logical examination showed six (12%) samples containing 
Giardia lamblia cysts, six (12%) samples containing Blastocystis 
hominis, and one sample each containing Entamoeba histolytica 
cysts and cyclospora. In two samples, both G. lamblia cysts and 
ETEC were detected. In the other cases in which a pathogen 
could be identified, no ETEC LT or ST was detected by 
hybridization or PCR. 

Antimicrobial agents, generally not specified, had been used 
by a large number of patients prior to sampling. Significantly 
more patients who had negative stool examination results had 
used antimicrobial agents (Table 3). 

DISCUSSION 

Simple and rapid tests are required for detection of ETEC in 
routine laboratories. The most commonly used method for 
detection of ETEC is hybridization of colony blots with DNA 
probes specific for enterotoxin genes. Detection of ETEC in 
stool specimens by PCR has been described by several authors 
(4, 10, 18). To assess differences between hybridization tech
niques and PCR in the detection levels of ETEC in stool 
specimens, we performed reconstruction experiments, adding 
increasing concentrations of ETEC to stool samples from a 
healthy child. Results of these experiments indicate that after 
hybridization of sweep blots, amounts of ETEC in stool 
specimens (a lO 6 CFU/g) similar to those after hybridization of 

five colony blots from randomly picked E. co//-like colonies can 
be detected. However, when a decreasing number of ETEC 
bacteria are present in the stool, the chances that no ETEC 
bacteria are present among the five randomly picked colonies 
become higher. The sensitivity of the sweep blot may be less 
prone to chance. 

The DIG-labeled oligonucleotide probes appeared to be 
equally efficient as radioactively labeled oligonucleotide probes 
when applied to colony blots and almost as efficient when 
applied to sweep blots. The difference in detection levels of 
ETEC in sweep blots between 32P- and DIG-labeled oligonu
cleotide probes may be explained by background staining of 
bacterial proteins present on the membrane when DIG-labeled 
probes are used. A weak signal, due to the presence of 
relatively low numbers of ETEC, can be detected with 12P-
labeled probes but may be indistinguishable from background 
staining when using the DIG-labeled probes. We obtained less 
background staining with the DIG-labeled probes after treat
ment of membranes with proteinase K. 

When the sweeps prepared in the reconstruction experi
ments were subjected to PCR analysis, 102 CFU/g of feces 
could be detected. Victor et al. (18) described a similar, easy, 
and rapid method for detection of LT-A genes in stool samples 
by PCR. However, the number of bacteria in the feces which 
could be detected was not reported. 

Testing 50 clinical samples from patients with diarrhea 
confirmed the results of the reconstruction experiments. Three 
sweep blots were positive after hybridization with DIG-labeled 
oligonucleotide probes. In five additional samples. ETEC was 
detected by using PCR. None of five colony blots from 
randomly picked E. eofi-like colonies from the latter samples 
hybridized with any of the oligonucleotide probes. In contrast, 
for five colonies obtained from the three samples which were 
positive after sweep blot hybridization, at least one colony blot 
was positive in all cases. 

By using radioactively labeled oligonucleotide probes for 
detection of LT, ST la, and ST lb genes, Sommerfelt et al. (14) 
found 100% correlation between hybridization of stool blots 
and hybridization of 12 colony blots, when the ratio of 
ETEC/E. coli organisms was >2:12. When the ratio of 
ETEC/E. coli organisms was ==2:12, only 1 of 5 (20%) stool 
blots was positive. These data suggest that hybridization of 
stool blots or sweep blots can detect only large numbers of 
ETEC and may therefore be suitable only for detection of 
ETEC in the acute phase of diarrhea. PCR seems to be a 
suitable method for detection of large as well as small numbers 
of ETEC in sweeps and can distinguish between stools con
taining ETEC LT, ST la, and ST lb genes. Furthermore, DNA 
extraction is not required, and the PCR is not inhibited by fecal 
substances. 

The clinical relevance of our finding that five patients had 
low numbers of ETEC strains in their stool samples, as 
detected by PCR, is not known. In five of eight patients with 
ETEC in their stool samples, no other established entero-
pathogen was found. ETEC organisms could therefore have 
been the cause of diarrhea in these patients. However, a large 
number of patients used antimicrobial agents prior to stool 
sampling, and this may have influenced the results of the stool 
cultures. Although with our method mostly viable bacteria 
carrying the enterotoxin genes are detected, dead ETEC 
bacteria, resulting from the use of antimicrobial agents, may be 
present in the sweep, originating from the first inoculation 
area, and may be detected by PCR. Further studies are 
warranted to establish the role of ETEC strains in the etiology 
of long-lasting diarrhea in travelers returning from the (sub) 
tropics and the effect of antimicrobial therapy. 
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The appl ica t ion of P C R to bacter ia l g rowth on a selective 
agar plate , ins tead of to a fecal s ample , p rov ides a rapid , 
sensitive, and specific m e a n s for de tec t ion of E T E C in clinical 
samples. 
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Chapter 4 

Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli and acute and persistent diarrhea 

in returned travelers 



Abstract 

Persistent diarrhea is an important cause of morbidity in returned travelers. We 

performed a case-control study to determine the role of diarrheagenic Escherichia coli in acute 

and persistent diarrhea in returned travelers who presented at an out-patient department for 

tropical diseases in Amsterdam (The Netherlands) and Antwerp (Belgium). 

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) was detected in stool samples from 18 (10.7%) of 169 

cases and 4 (3.7%) of 108 controls. Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC) was detected in 16 

(9.5%) cases and 7 (6.5%) controls. Diffuse adherent E. coli were commonly present in both 

cases (13%) and controls (13.9%), while enteropathogenicE. coli and diffuse-aggregative 

adherent E. coli were isolated with very low frequency. Campylobacter and Shigella species 

were the other bacterial enteropathogens most commonly isolated (10% of cases; 2% of 

controls). Multivariate analysis showed that the presence of ETEC was associated with acute 

(OR 6.7; 95% CI 1.5 - 29.1, p=0.005) but not with persistent diarrhea (OR 1.6; 95% CI 0.4 -

7.4). Although EAggEC was significantly more often present in patients with acute diarrhea 

than controls (p=0.009), no significant association remained after multivariate analysis, due to 

the frequent occurrence of concurrent infection with ETEC, and differences in prior use of 

antibiotics between cases with EAggEC and controls. 

We conclude that ETEC and EAggEC are frequently detected in returned travelers 

with diarrhea and that the presence of ETEC strains is associated with acute but not with 

persistent diarrhea in this patient group. The question remains whether persistent diarrhea in 

returned travelers is caused by persistent infection with a single pathogen or rather is the 

consequence of a delay in resolving of symptoms following an acute infection. 
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Introduction 

Millions of people travel from industrialized to developing countries each year. 

Traveler's diarrhea is the most common disorder encountered by these travelers during their 

journey and thereafter. Although traveler's diarrhea generally lasts less than a week (1), 

approximately 3% of international travelers to high-risk areas develop persistent diarrhea. By 

definition the duration of persistent diarrhea is at least 14 days (2) but it may last several 

months to a year. In approximately 50% of travelers with persistent diarrhea, diarrhea lasts 

more than 30 days (3). Beside travelers, persistent diarrhea is also a major cause of morbidity 

in expatriates and other long-term foreign residents in developing countries (4,5) 

The etiology of persistent diarrhea in travelers remains unknown in at least 50% of 

cases (3,6). While the etiology of acute traveler's diarrhea has been studied extensively, there 

are only a few reports in which the etiology of persistent diarrhea in travelers and foreign 

residents is studied. Although enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) is considered to be the most 

important cause of acute traveler's diarrhea (1), it has rarely been implicated as a cause of 

persistent diarrhea in travelers (4). In view of the possible association of enteroaggregative E. 

coli (EAggEC) with persistent diarrhea in children in developing countries (7-9), it has been 

suggested that EAggEC may also be a cause of persistent diarrhea in travelers. In a recent 

case-control study in Spain , EAggEC was isolated in 16 (10%) of 165 returned travelers with 

diarrhea, of whom 5 (30%) had persistent diarrhea, and in only 4 (2%) of 165 controls (10). 

The clinical presentation of diarrhea due to EAggEC was similar to diarrhea caused by ETEC. 
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Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) and diffuse adherent E. coli (DAEC) have not been 

associated with traveler's diarrhea. However, in a small number of studies such E. coli were 

associated with persistent diarrhea(l 1-14) in children. 

We performed a case-control study to determine the role of ETEC and EAggEC in 

acute and persistent diarrhea in returned travelers. In addition, the presence of DAEC and 

EPEC was determined. 

Materials and Methods 

Definitions 

Diarrhea was defined as at least three loose stools in 24 hours, or any number of watery 

stools, or 1 or 2 loose stools in 24 hours accompanied by at least one of the following 

symptoms: nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, fever > 38 C. 

Acute diarrhea was defined as diarrhea which lasted 14 days or less at the time of presentation. 

Persistent diarrhea was defined as diarrhea which lasted for more than 14 days at presentation. 

When diarrhea was present intermittently, it was considered persistent when diarrhea occurred 

during at least 6 days in a 2 weeks period. 

Patients and controls 

Patients were included who presented with diarrhea from December 1995 to August 

1996, at the out-patient department for Tropical Diseases at the Academic Medical Centre, 

Amsterdam, and the Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp. Cases were defined as 

patients who developed diarrhea during a stay in tropical areas or within the first two weeks 

after their return. 

Included as controls were the first consecutive individuals after each case who, after a 

stay in tropical areas, presented at the out-patient departments for other reasons than diarrhea 

and who did not experience diarrhea in the previous 2 months. Both cases and controls were 

requested to submit a stool sample at their first visit at the out-patient departments. 
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From both cases and controls, data were collected, including age, sex, geographic area 

visited and duration of their journey, date of return, and use of antimicrobial therapy during or 

after their trip. From patients with diarrhea, a detailed clinical history was obtained. 

Investigation of stool samples 

Stool samples from patients and controls were collected on the day of presentation at 

the out-patient department, immediately transported to the laboratory, stored at 4 C and 

processed within 24 hours. 

Detection of diarrheagenic Escherichia coli 

Stool samples were inoculated onto CLED agar plates and, after incubation for 18 '.rsurs at 

37°C, a "sweep" of the complete bacterial growth on the agar was collected using a sterile 

cotton swab, and stored in glycerol-pepton at -70°C, as described previously (15). 

Detection of diarrheagenic E. coli was performed in the Medical Microbiology 

laboratory in Amsterdam. The frozen sweeps collected in Antwerp were transported on dry ice 

to Amsterdam within one day. To test the sweep, after thawing, the material was inoculated on 

a CLED agar plate and a second sweep was made. This sweep was diluted in PBS and 

subjected to PCR for detection of ETEC as described previously (15). In addition, 3 ul of the 

diluted sweep was spotted on nylon filters (Hybond-N, Amersham Nederland BV) overlying 

nutrient agar plates and grown for 6 hours at 37°C. Growth on the filters was lysed and 

denatured as described previously (15). Membranes, containing positive and negative controls, 

were hybridized with digoxigenine (Boehringer Mannheim BV, The Netherlands) labeled 

polynucleotide DNA-probes for detection of EAggEC (16), DAEC (daaC){ 17) and attaching-

effacingE. coli (eae)(18). 

All stored sweeps which yielded weak to strong signals after hybridization were again 

inoculated on CLED agar plates and 3 to 5 E. coli-like colonies were isolated and identified 

biochemically as E. coli. These colonies were tested in a 6-hours HEp-2 adherence assay for 

phenotypical confirmation of their adherence pattern. Only colonies which yielded an 

aggregative or diffuse adherence pattern in the Hep-2 test, in addition to positive hybridization 

with the EAggEC probe or the daaC probe, were considered EAggEC or DAEC respectively. 

Isolates which showed an adherence pattern compatible with both EAggEC and DAEC were 

categorized separately and designated DAAA (Diffuse adherent /Aggregative adherent). 
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Strains were considered EPEC if they were positive after hybridization with the eae-probe and 

showed localized adherence in the HEp-2 test. 

Detection of other enteropathogenic bacteria 

All stool samples were inoculated onto Salmonella-Shigella (SS) agar, Cysteine 

Lactose Electrolyte Deficient (CLED) agar, Hektoen Enteric Agar (HEA), MacConkey agar 

containing potassium-tellurite, and thiosulfate-citrate-bile salts-sucrose agar, and incubated for 

24-48 hours at 37°C. For enrichment, GramNegative-broth (Hajna) was inoculated and after 

incubation for 24 hours at 42°C, subcultured onto SS-agar and HEA. For selective enrichment 

of Salmonella species, feces was inoculated onto a semisolid selective-motility enrichment 

medium (19), incubated at 37°C and subcultured onto SS-agar. Yersinia species were isolated 

by inoculation of cefsulodin-irgasan-novobiocin (CTN) agar which was incubated for 48 hours 

at room temperature. In addition, glucose broth was inoculated and incubated for 1 week at 

4°C and subcultured onto CTN agar. For detection of'Campylobacter species, Butzler 

Campylobacter selective medium was inoculated and incubated for 48 hours at 42 C under 

microaerophilic conditions. For isolation of Plesiomonas shigelloses, mannitol-MacConkey 

agar plates were inoculated and incubated for 18-36 hour at 37°C and at 42°C. All isolates 

were further characterized using standard microbiological identification methods and 

commercially available antisera. For detection of Aeromonas species, blood agar plates 

containing 10 |ig/ml ampicilline were inoculated and incubated for 24-48 hours at 37 C and 

biochemically characterized as described by Kuijper (20). The methods used for bacterial 

culture in Amsterdam and Antwerp were identical. 

Parasitological examination 

Parasitological investigation of stool samples was performed by direct examination of stool in 

eosine solution. In addition, samples were concentrated as described by Ridley and examined 

after staining with potassium-iodine. Stool samples were examined for the presence of ova, 

cysts and cyclospora. Identical protocols for identification of parasites were used in 

Amsterdam and Antwerp. 
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Data collection and analysis 

Clinical data from each patient and control were collected using a questionnaire in Epi-

info format (Amsterdam) or by direct registration in dBase (Antwerp). Data were merged into 

Epi-info, version 6.0 (CDC, Atlanta). Statistical analysis was performed using Stata"", version 

4 (Stata Corporation, Texas). 

For comparisons of categorical and numerical variables, %2 tests with Yates' continuity 

correction for 2x2 tables, and unpaired Student t-tests were used, respectively. Associations of 

diarrheagenic E. coli with acute and persistent diarrhea were assessed by unmatched case-

control analysis. For this approach, cases were defined as patients with diarrhea with a negative 

stool examination for other enteropathogenic bacteria than diarrheagenic E. coli (including 

non-typhoid Salmonellae, Shigellae, Campylobacter, Aeromonas, Plesiomonas, Yersinia 

enterocolitica and Vibrio cholerae). Patients in whom these examinations were not performed 

completely, were excluded Cases were allowed to have a positive stool examination with 

Giardia lamblia and Blastocystis hominis, as the role of these parasites in the etiology of 

diarrhea in travelers is debatable (1). In addition, the sensitivity of microscopic examination of 

a single stool specimen for these parasites is relatively low (21). Cases infected with 

cyclospora, however, were excluded from analysis. 

Crude and adjusted odds ratios were calculated separately for associations of case-

control status with presence of ETEC, EAggEC and DAEC, EPEC and DAAA, and for each 

of these associations after stratification for potential confounding variables. These included 

sex, age, travel destination, duration of stay, interval between return to the Netherlands or 

Belgium and presentation at the out-patient department, season of return, recent use of 

antibiotics, presence of G. lamblia or B. hominis, presence of ETEC (for EAggEC associated 

diarrhea), and institute of study inclusion (Amsterdam or Antwerp). The stratification for travel 

destination was based on destination-specific diarrhea risks categories for Dutch travelers (22). 

If crude and adjusted odds ratios differed by more than 15% in the simple stratified analysis, 

the confounding effect was further assessed in a multivariate model using logistic regression. 

For each association under study, a final model was constructed including all variables 

displaying a meaningful confounding effect; the contribution of presence of the pathogen to the 

model was expressed as an odds ratio with a 95% confidence interval and assessed by the 

likelihood ratio test for exclusion from that model (23). For all statistical tests, p<0.05 was 

considered significant. 
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Results 

A total of 171 cases and 109 controls were included. Of these, 63 cases and 53 controls 

were included in Amsterdam and 108 cases and 56 controls in Antwerp. Two cases and one 

control were excluded because of inconsistent data collection. Characteristics of cases and 

controls are presented in table 1. Cases were younger than controls. Duration of stay abroad of 

cases was significantly shorter than of controls and cases presented at the out-patient 

department within a significantly shorter period after return than controls. In addition, cases 

used more imidazoles prior to presentation than controls. 

Fifty-three (31%) patients presented with acute diarrhea, 73 (43%) patients had 

diarrhea for 14 days to 3 months and 43 (25%) patients had diarrhea for more than 3 months. 

Bacterial enteropathogens, except diarrheagenic E. coli, were isolated from 17 cases 

and 3 controls. Detection rates of these pathogens in patients with acute and persistent 

diarrhea are shown in table 2. Campylobacter and Shigella species were isolated in patients 

with both acute and persistent diarrhea. No Plesiomonas shigelloides, Aeromonas species or 

Yersinia species were isolated. Bacteriological stool investigation was incomplete in 4 cases 

and 11 controls. 

Giardia lamblia was identified in 20 cases and 5 controls, Blastocystis hominis in 13 

patients and 3 controls and cyclospora in 5 cases and 0 controls (table 2). The parasitological 

stool investigation was incomplete in 6 cases and 8 controls. If stool investigations were 

incomplete, this was generally due to the submittance of too small amounts of stools to 

perform all investigations. 

ETEC was isolated in 18 cases and 4 controls (table 3). EAggEC was isolated in 16 

cases and 7 controls. In 5 cases, both ETEC and EAggEC were present. DAEC was found in 

22 cases and 15 controls while EPEC was found in 2 cases and 6 controls. In 2 cases and 3 

controls DAAA was identified (table 3). Mixed infections with other bacteria were present in 3 

cases with ETEC infection (1 each with Salmonella sp., Shigella sp. and Campylobacter 

jejuni) and 1 control with ETEC {Campylobacter jejuni). Mixed infection with cyclospora 

occurred in 1 patient with ETEC. Mixed infections with other bacteria were present in 1 case 

and 1 control with EAggEC, both with Shigella sp. 
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Table 1 

Characteristics of cases and controls 

Cases Controls P value * 

(n=169) (n=108) 

Age, mean (SD, range) 34(11.6,2-75) 39(14.1,7-70) 0.005 

Male/female 88/81 61/47 NS 

Destination (%) NS 

Mahgreb, Middle East 9(5.3) 2(1.9) 

Africa 39(23.4) 42 (38.9) 

Central & South America 26(15.6) 14(13.0) 

Indian subcontinent 43 (25.8) 22 (20.4) 

Southeast Asia 42 (25.2) 21 (19.4) 

Multiple geographic areas 8 (4.8) 7 (6.5) 

Duration of stay 

< 14 days 138(81.7) 54 (50.0) 

15-91 days 16(9 5) 23(21.3) < 0.001 

> 91 days 15(8.9) 31 (28.7) 

Interval between return and presentation 

< 14 days 89 (54.6) 43 (41.4) 

15-91 days 57(35.0) 34(32.7) 0.003 

>91 days 17(10.4) 27 (26.0) 

Prior use of antibiotics 46/164# 9/52# NS 

(28.1) (17.3) 

Prior use of imidazoles 35/167# 3/52# 0.012 

(21) (6.5) 

Institute: Amsterdam/Antwerp 63/106 53/55 NS** 

* Pearson %2 test 

** Yates x2 test 

# data available for 164 resp. 167 of 169 cases and 52 of 108 controls 

NS: not significant 
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The association of infection with diarrheagenic E. coli and diarrhea, was analyzed by 

multivariate analysis using logistic regression. Crude odds ratio's and results of stratified 

analysis to assess potential confounding variables are shown in table 4. Odds ratio's, adjusted 

for confounding in logistic regression models are shown in table 5. Infection with ETEC was 

significantly associated with diarrhea of less than 14 days duration (p=0.005, table 5), but not 

with persistent diarrhea. EAggEC was found significantly more frequently in patients with 

acute diarrhea than in controls (p=0.009, table 4). However, no significant association of 

EAggEC infection with diarrhea remained after multivariate analysis (table 5), which was 

mainly due to the fact that co-infection of EAggEC with ETEC occurred in 5 cases with acute 

diarrhea. In 9 of 15 patients with EAggEC infection and no other bacterial causes of diarrhea 

(except ETEC), diarrhea was acute, in 6 patients diarrhea was persistent, lasting 14 days to 3 

months in 4 of them. 

Isolation of DAEC was not associated with acute or persistent diarrhea (table 5). EPEC 

and DAAA were detected in too few cases and controls to permit statistical analysis. 

The distribution of patients with ETEC and EAggEC among the various geographic 

regions visited, was similar. The highest detection rates occurred among visitors to Africa 

(ETEC 21%, EAggEC 15%) and South and Central America (ETEC 15%, EAggEC 27%) and 

the lowest detection rate among visitors to Southeast Asia (ETEC 7%, EAggEC 5%) . 
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Table 2. Detection rates of non-is. coli bacterial enteropathogens and parasites in fecal samples 

from 169 cases and 108 controls returning from (sub)tropical areas 

Diarrhea <14 days Diarrhea > 14 days Controls 

no. positive/no. studied no. positive/no. studied no. positive/no. studied 

(%) (%) (%) 

Campylobacter jejuni 3/52(5.8) 7/114(6.1) 1/98(1.0) 

Shigella sp. 3/52 (5.8) 4/114(3.5) 1/99(1.0) 

Salmonella sp. 0/52 1/114(0.9) 1/99(1.0) 

Giardia lamblia 1/49 (2.0) 19/116(16.4) 5/102(4.9) 

Cyclospora 1/48(2.1) 4/115(3.5) 0/100 

Entamoeba histolytica trofozoites 0/48 1/115(0.9) 0/100 

Blastocystis hominis 2/48 (4.2) 11/115(9.6) 3/102(2.9) 

Table 3. Detection rates of diarrheagenic E. coli in stool samples obtained from cases and controls 

returning from (sub)tropical areas 

Cases * Controls 

N=169(%) N=108 (%) 

Enterotoxigenic E. coli 18(10.7) 4(3.7) 

Entero-aggregative E. coli 16(9.5) 7 (6.5) 

Diffuse adherent E. coli 22(13.0) 15(13.9) 

Enteropathogenic E. coli 2(1.2) 6(5.6) 

Diffuse-aggregative E. coli 2(1.2) 3 (2.8) 

For associations of diarrheagenic E. coli with diarrhea see table 5 
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Table 4 (opposite page). Association of diarrheagenic E. coli with diarrhea: crude odds ratio's and 

adjusted odds ratio's after simple stratified analysis for potential confounding variables 

* Other categories: enteropathogemc E. coli and diffuse-aggregative adherent E. coli 

OR: Odds Ratio; CI: Confidence Interval; NA: Not applicable; ND: Not determined 

Categories of stratifying variables: 

Age: 0-29 years, 30-49 years, > 50 years; travel destination: Indian Subcontinent and North 

Africa, Central and South America and Southeast Asia, Subsaharan Anfrica and multiple 

regions; duration of stay: < 3 months, 3 months-1 year, > 1 year; season: January-March, 

April-June, July-September, October-December; parasitic infection: Giardia lamblia, other, 

missing data, for remaining variables see table 1. 

#: indicates > 15% change in OR (increase or decrease) in simple stratified analysis and tested in 

multivariate model 

Table 5. Results of multivariate analysis of association of diarrheagenic £ coli with diarrhea 

Diarrhea < 14 days Diarrhea > 14 days Controls Variables in model# 

N=43 

(%) 

N=99 

(%) 

N=108 

(%) 

ETEC 10(23.3) 4(4) 4(3.7) 

Adjusted OR 

(CI) 

6.7U* 

(1.54-29.09) 

1.622-3 

(0.35-7.39) 

sex; 2penod return-

presentation; 3age 

EAggEC 9 (20.9) 6(6.1) 7 (6.5) 

Adjusted OR 

(CI) 

1.744'5 

(0.48-6.26) 

0.424'6 

(0.12-1.64) 

4prior antibiotics; 
5ETEC; 6destination 

DAEC 4 (9.3) 12(12.1) 15(13.9) 

Adjusted OR 

(CI) 

0.94-7 

(0.24-3..86) 

0.76" 

(0.27-2.2) 

4prior 

antibiotics;7institute 

* P = 0.005 #: See table 4 for results of simple stratified analysis for each variable. 

NOTE ETEC = enterotoxigenic E.coli; EAggEC = entero-aggregative E. coli, EPEC = 

enteropathogemc E. coli; DAEC = diffuse adherent E. coli; DAAA = diffuse-aggregative E. coli; OR = 

odds ratio, CI = 95% confidence interval; 
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Discussion 

Diarrhea is a major complaint of returned travelers who present at the out-patient 

departments of tropical medicine in Amsterdam and Antwerp. In contrast to classical 

traveler's diarrhea, diarrhea in returned travelers often lasts more than 2 weeks and in more 

than 50% no etiology is found (3,6,24). The aim of this study was to evaluate the potential 

associations between diarrheagenic E. coli and diarrhea of short and prolonged duration in this 

patient group. In particular, we were interested in the detection rates of ETEC, as the major 

cause of traveler's diarrhea, and EAggEC, which has been associated with persistent diarrhea 

in several studies in endemic areas (1,7-9). 

In 3 1 % of patients, diarrhea lasted 14 days or less and in these patients a significant 

association of ETEC with diarrhea was found. This observation is compatible with the well 

established association of ETEC with classical traveler's diarrhea (1) and with findings from 

other studies in returned travelers (10,24,25). While ETEC was the pathogen most commonly 

detected in our patients, it should be taken into account that we used a highly sensitive method 

for detection of ETEC in stool samples (15). This method probably has a higher sensitivity 

than routine stool culture for detection of other common enteropathogens, such as 

Campylobacter or Shigella. 

In patients with acute diarrhea, the frequency of EAggEC was similar to the frequency 

of ETEC. The role of EAggEC as a cause of diarrhea in travelers is not well established. 

Entero-adherent E. coli, a term which includes both EAggEC and DAEC, have been 

associated with traveler's diarrhea in adults traveling to Mexico (26). However, at the time of 

that study, no distinction was made between localized, aggregative and diffuse adhesion of 

adherent strains, and the contribution of EAggEC in this group is unknown. Increased 

colonization with EAggEC was observed in adult travelers to Mexico, when comparing stool 

samples before and after the journey, but no association with diarrhea was found (27). Finally, 

in a recent study among 165 returned Spanish travelers with diarrhea and their healthy travel 

companions, EAggEC was associated with diarrhea, which clinically resembled diarrhea 

caused by ETEC (10). However, in this study, patients with concurrent other bacterial 

infections were not excluded from the final statistical analysis. Therefore other pathogens, 

isolated in 30% of patients with EAggEC, may have accounted for the diarrhea attributed to 

EAggEC. 
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Furthermore, EAggEC was detected using PCR on isolated colonies, without phenotypic 

confirmation of the aggregative adherence pattern. The frequency of true EAggEC in this 

patient group may therefore have been slightly lower than reported. 

In the present study, true EAggEC was found significantly more often in patients with 

diarrhea of short duration than in controls The detection rate of EAggEC was similar to that 

found in the Spanish travelers (10). However, we found polymicrobial infection, particularly 

co-infection with ETEC, in 6 of 17 (35%) patients with EAggEC In addition, the use of 

antibiotics by cases with EAggEC and controls was different (table 4). This may account for 

the lack of association of EAggEC with acute diarrhea in our multi-variate model (table 6). 

However, it cannot be excluded that EAggEC, and not ETEC, caused diarrhea in these 

patients. Additional studies, including larger sized case- and control groups, are therefore 

required to further evaluate the possible association of EAggEC with diarrhea of short duration 

in returned travelers, especially since co-infection of ETEC and EAggEC may be a common 

phenomenon, considering the comparable distribution of the two categories of E. coli among 

the geographic regions. 

The majority of the patients (68%) presented with persistent diarrhea, lasting more than 

3 months in 25%. Neither ETEC nor EAggEC were associated with persistent diarrhea. In a 

study in Nepal, ETEC was found in 19% of 37 travelers and foreign residents, who had 

diarrhea for more than 14 days. However, this study was performed in an endemic area and no 

control group of individuals without diarrhea was included (4). EAggEC has been associated 

with persistent diarrhea in children in endemic areas in a number of studies (7-9), but to our 

knowledge no data are available demonstrating an association of EAggEC in travelers with 

persistent diarrhea. 

DAEC was detected in a relatively high frequency among cases and controls. The 

potential role of DAEC as an enteric pathogen is not well established (28). DAEC was 

detected in stool samples in 20% of both adult patients with ulcerative colitis and healthy 

controls in the Netherlands, who did not travel during the year before the investigation (29). 

The latter findings suggest that DAEC are commonly present in stool samples from adults in 

the Netherlands and explain the lack of an association with diarrhea in travelers from tropical 

areas. The existence of a diarrheagenic subpopulation of DAEC can not be excluded but 

detection of such strains will require identification of associated virulence factors or other 

markers, in addition to the methods presently used. 
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Since EPEC, similar to ETEC, is a common cause of childhood diarrhea in developing 

countries, several studies have investigated the role of EPEC in acute traveler's diarrhea 

(10,24,27,30), using either serotyping or DNA probes for detection of EPEC. In none of these 

studies, EPEC was significantly associated with diarrhea, which is confirmed by our study. In 

addition, our results indicate that EPEC is also not associated with persistent diarrhea in 

travelers. The category of E. coli strains which hybridize with both the daaC probe and the 

EAggEC fragment probe and which show a mixed adherence pattern to HEp-2 cells, has been 

recognized before (31). We chose to evaluate the individuals with such strains separately from 

those infected with DAEC or EAggEC since it is not clear to which category of diarrheagenic 

E. coli the strains belong and their pathogenic potential has not been evaluated. 

The presence of other diarrheagenic E. coli, in particular verotoxigenic E. coli (VTEC) 

and entero-invasive E. coli, was not investigated in the current study. However, we did not 

detect any of these pathogens in a pilot study among 50 returned travelers (32), and therefore 

did not expect to find any association with diarrhea in the present study. 

We found a potential cause of diarrhea in less than 50% of patients. ETEC and 

EAggEC were the (putative) enteropathogens isolated most frequently. Twenty-eight percent 

of patients used antibiotics during the course of their disease, which may have influenced the 

detection rates of pathogens. This detection rate is, however, comparable with rates reported 

by others (25). Studies among children with persistent diarrhea in endemic countries seldomly 

show a specific pathogen which is exclusively associated with persistent diarrhea. In these 

children, re-infection with common pathogens is more likely to occur and persistent diarrhea is 

likely to develop due to sequential infection after continous or repeated exposure (11,33,34). 

The situation in our patient group is totally different. Although we did not study consecutive 

stool samples from individual patients, sequential infection is less likely to have occurred, 

considering the relatively short stay abroad , and the often prolonged period between return 

from the journey and presentation with diarrhea at the clinic (table 1). Instead, symptoms in 

travelers with persistent diarrhea may be associated with diarrhea-predominant Irritable Bowel 

Syndrome (IBS), which has been shown to occur after acute gastroenteritis (35). Although it is 

unclear what causes persistent diarrhea in the majority of our patients, several reports indicate 

that persistent diarrhea, which has developed after a bout of acute diarrhea and for which no 

cause is found, is self-limited, although symptoms may persist for periods as long as a year 

(3,6,36). Patients with persistent diarrhea after travel, without identifiable cause, should 

therefore not receive recurrent antimicrobial therapy. 
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Chapter 5 

Lack of association between IL-8 inducing capacity of 

diarrheagenic Escherichia coli and diarrhea in returned travelers 



Abstract 

Although an increasing number of virulence factors associated with diarrheagenic 

Escherichia coll is described, the etiology of diarrhea, particularly when associated with 

enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC) and diffuse adherent E. coli (DAEC), remains largely 

unknown. The capacity of EPEC, EAggEC, and DAEC strains to induce IL-8 secretion by 

HT-29 cells and the association of this capacity with acute and persistent diarrhea was 

investigated in this study. 

Overnignt cultures of EPEC, EAggEC, DAEC and non-adherent strains, isolated 

during a prospective case-control study among returned travelers, were added to HT-29 cells 

and IL-8 release in the culture supernatant was determined using ELISA. No significant 

differences in IL-8 release inducing capacity between the various categories of E. coli from 

patients and controls were observed. Both adherent and non-adherent E. coli strains were 

capable of inducing IL-8 release. In addition, no association between IL-8 release inducing 

capacity and acute or persistent diarrhea was observed. 

Subsets of E. coli strains appeared to be capable to induce IL-8 release by HT-29 cells 

but these strains were not associated with diarrhea. Therefore it is concluded that such E. coli 

strains form part of the commensal flora and are important for the physiological balance 

between pro-inflammatory- and downregulating cytokines in the intestines. 
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Introduction 

Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli are divided in distinct categories, according to their 

pathogenic potential, epidemiology and the type of diarrhea they cause. Six categories of 

diarrheagenic E. coli are now recognized: enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC), enteropathogenic 

E. coli (EPEC), enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), entero-invasive E. coli (EBEC), 

aggregative-adherent E. coli (EAggEC) and diffuse-adherent E. coli (DAEC) (1) 

EPEC, EAggEC and DAEC can be distinguished on the basis of their mannose-

resistent adherence pattern to Hep-2 cells. EPEC show a localized pattern of adherence, in 

which the bacteria form microcolonies on the epithelial cell surface. EAggEC adhere to the cell 

surface and the glass slide in a so called "stacked-brick" pattern. DAEC adhere in a diffuse 

pattern to the entire epithelial cell surface. 

EPEC has been recognized as a cause of acute diarrhea (1). A considerable number of 

EPEC virulence factors has been characterized in recent years (1) EPEC produces fimbriae 

and a wide array of proteins, which together allow the bacteria to adhere intimately to 

epithelial cells and to cause attaching-effacing lesions. In addition, EPEC has been shown to 

stimulate NFKB in intestinal epithelial cells (2). Stimulation of NF-KB results in IL-8 

production and secretion by the cells, which may be associated with intestinal inflammation (2) 

Although several studies showed an association of EAggEC with persistent diarrhea 

(3), the pathogenicity of this E. coli has not been fully elucidated. A number of potential 
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virulence factors, such as fimbriae, and production of toxins, have been characterized, but 

volunteer studies showed variability in the ability of various EAggEC strains to cause diarrhea 

(4). In a recent study among children with persistent diarrhea in Brazil, infection with EAggEC 

was associated with persistent diarrhea and with increased levels of IL-8 in stools (5). In vitro 

experiments with 2 prototype EAggEC strains in CaCo-2 cells, showed a significant induction 

of IL-8 production by both strains and their culture supernatants, but not by strains from other 

categories of E. coli or by a Shigella strain (5). 

It remains controversial whether DAEC can cause diarrhea. Several 

epidemiological studies have been performed and yielded conflicting results (1). In addition, 

the role of DAEC as a diarrheagenic E. coli could not be clarified in volunteer studies (6). 

Beside adhesins, no other virulence factors of DAEC are known. 

In a prospective case-control study on the role of diarrheagenic E. coli in the etiology 

of acute and persistent diarrhea in travelers returned from tropical areas, we found that only 

ETEC was significantly associated with (acute) diarrhea. EAggEC and DAEC were present in 

stool samples from a large number of patients as well as controls. Therefore, we investigated 

whether the ability of EPEC, EAggEC, and DAEC strains to induce IL-8 secretion by intestinal 

epithelial cells, is associated with acute or persistent diarrhea. We postulated that, in case of 

such an association, subsets of EAggEC and DAEC which are capable of inducing IL-8 

production, would occur more frequently in stool samples from patients with diarrhea than in 

stool samples from controls. 

Materials and Methods 

Study population 

Patients were included who presented with diarrhea at the out-patient department of 

Tropical Medicine at the Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam, and the Leopold Institute of 

Tropical Medicine, Antwerp. Cases were defined as patients who developed diarrhea during a 

stay in tropical areas or within the first two weeks after their return. Diarrhea was defined as at 

least three loose stools in 24 hours, or any number of watery stools, or 1 or 2 loose stools in 

24 hours accompanied by at least one of the following symptoms: nausea, vomiting, abdominal 

cramps, fever > 38°C. Diarrhea was considered persistent if it lasted for 14 days or more. 
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Individuals who presented at the out-patient departments for other reasons than 

diarrhea and who did not experience diarrhea during the previous 2 months, were included as 

controls. The first consecutive patient who presented after a patient with diarrhea was included 

as a control 

Examination of stool samples 

Stool samples from patients and controls were collected on the day of presentation at 

the out-patient department, immediately transported to the laboratory, stored at 4°C and 

processed within 24 hours. All stool samples were subjected to extensive bacteriological and 

parasitological examination, as described elsewhere (manuscript in preparation). In addition, 

stool samples were assessed for the presence of ETEC using PCR as described elsewhere 

(7)(chapter 4). 

For detection of EPEC, EAggEC and DAEC, stool samples were inoculated onto 

CLED agar plates and, after incubation for 18 hours at 37°C, a "sweep" of the complete 

bacterial growth on the agar was collected using a sterile cotton swab, and stored in glycerol-

pepton at -70°C, as described previously (7). Sweeps were inoculated onto CLED agar plates 

and a second sweep was collected, which was hybridized with polynucleotide probes for 

detection of attaching-effacing E. coli, EAggEC and DAEC (8-10). From all sweeps which 

yielded weak to strong signals after hybridization, the stored sweeps were again inoculated on 

CLED agar plates and 3 to 5 E. coli-like colonies were isolated and identified biochemically as 

E. coli. These colonies were tested in a 6-hours HEp-2 adherence assay for phenotypical 

confirmation of their adherence pattern (11) Strains were considered EPEC if they were 

positive after hybridization with the eae probe and showed localized adherence in the Hep-2 

test. Colonies which yielded an aggregative or diffuse adherence pattern in the Hep-2 test, in 

addition to positive hybridization with the EaggEC or the daaC probe, were considered 

EAggEC or DAEC respectively. Isolates which showed an adherence pattern compatible with 

both EAggEC and DAEC were categorized separately and designated DAAA (Diffuse 

adherent/ Aggregative adherent). EAggEC, DAEC, EPEC, DAAA, and a random selection of 

non-adherent strains obtained from weakly hybridizing sweeps, from both cases and controls, 

were tested on HT-29 cells for their IL-8 inducing capacity. From each patient or control, one 

representative strain from each category of E. coli detected, was chosen. 
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Bacterial preparations 

For cytokine release experiments, overnight static cultures of the bacteria in Luria broth 

(LB) containing 1% mannose, were centrifuged (3000g), the supernatant aspirated and the 

pelleted bacteria washed twice in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4. After the last 

centrifugation, the bacteria were suspended in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) 

with HEPES (Flow Laboratories.USA) to a final concentration of 1 x 108/ml, using a 

spectrophotometer at A540. One-hundred microliter of each suspension was added to 

duplicate wells containing HT-29 cells (see below). 

Initial experiments were performed with strain 5a. This strain was isolated from a 

patient with ulcerative colitis, hybridized with the EAggEC-probe, and showed aggregative 

adherence to Hep-2 cells. In preliminary experiments this strain appeared capable of inducing 

IL-8 secretion in HT-29 cells.Culture filtrates of strain 5a were prepared by filtrating the 

aspirated overnight culture supernatant through a 0.22 um filter (Millipore, S.A. Molsheim, 

France). One-hundred microliter of the filtrate was added to duplicate wells containing HT-29 

cells. 

HT-29 clI9A cell culture and IL-8 release 

HT-29/19A cells, kindly provided by S.J. van Deventer (Academic Medical Centre, 

Amsterdam), were cultured in 25 cm2 tissue cultured flasks in DMEM buffered with 44mM 

NaHC03 (Flow Laboratories) at pH 7.2, to which 10% foetal calf serum (FCS) was added. 

After growth at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 7 days, the cells were trypsinized and cultured in 24-wells 

tissue culture plates (Falcon, NY,USA) until confluency. Each well thus contained 

approximately 3.0 x 105 cells per ml. Prior to each experiment, the medium in each well was 

replaced with 1 ml DMEM, buffered with HEPES at pH 7.2, containing 10% FCS. 

For induction of IL-8 release, 1 x 108 bacteria, or 100 ul of bacterial filtrate of strain 

5a, was added to the wells in duplicate and the HT-29 cells were incubated for 3 hours. After 3 

hours, the tissue culture medium was removed, cells were washed once with PBS and fresh 

medium, containing 100 ug/ml gentamicine, was added. The cells were incubated for another 

2-3 (strain 5a and clinical isolates) or 21 hours (strain 5a) and the medium was removed, 

duplicates were pooled and stored at -20°C until testing of IL-8 concentration. 

During the initial series of experiments with strain 5a, A23187 (4-bromo-calcium 

ionophore)(200 nM)/phorbol myristic acid (PMA)(Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, USA) 

(100 ng/ml) was included as a standard and TNFoc (10 ug/ml) as a positive control (12). 
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Constitutive release of IL-8 was measured after addition of gentamycin only. During each 

experiment wih clinical isolates, TNFa (10 ug/ml)was included as a positive control. 

Measurement of IL-8 concentration 

The concentration of EL-8 in the cell culture medium was determined by ELISA 

(PeliKine compact™, Central Laboratory of the Netherlands Red Cross Blood Transfusion 

Service, Amsterdam, the Netherlands). All samples were tested in duplicate. To compensate 

for variability between experiments, levels of IL-8 were expressed as a ratio of the 

concentration of IL-8 which was induced by A23187/PMA or by TNFa. This ratio was defined 

as the mean concentration of IL-8 induced by each isolate, devided by the mean concentration 

of IL-8 induced by A3187/PMA (strain 5a) or TNFa (clinical isolates) during the same 

experiment and expressed as a percentage. 

Statistical analysis 

Isolation rates of diarrheagenic E. coli from patients and controls were compared using x2-test 

or Fisher's exact test. IL-8 levels were compared using non-parametric tests (Wilcoxon-rank 

sum test). 

Results 

Isolation of diarrheagenic E. coli from stool samples 

Stool samples from 171 patients with diarrhea and 109 controls were examined for the 

presence of EAggEC, DAEC and EPEC (table). EAggEC was isolated from 18 cases and 7 

controls. DAEC was found in 22 cases and 15 controls while EPEC was found in 3 cases and 6 

controls. In 2 cases and 3 controls DAAA was identified. The isolation rates for each category 

of E. coli did not differ significantly between patients and controls. Concomitant infection with 

common bacterial enteropathogens {Campylobacter jejuni, Shigella sp., Salmonella sp., 

and/or ETEC) occurred in 13 patients with diarrhea and 3 controls. Concomitant infection with 

cyclospora occurred in 1 patient. 
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Table 1. Detection rates of diarrheagenic E. coli 

Patients (N=l 71) Controls (N=109) 

(%) (%) 

enteropathogenic E. coli 3(1.8) 6 (5.5) 

entero-aggregative E. coli 18(10.5) 7 (6.4) 

diffuse adherent E. coli 22 (12.9) 15(13.8) 

diffuse/aggregative adherent E. coli 2 (1.2) 3 (2.8) 

IL-8 induction by EAggEC strain 5a and TNFa 

HT-29 cells were incubated with A23187/PMA, strain 5a, TNFa or culture medium 

alone. After 3 hours incubation, the cells were washed once and the medium was replaced 

with medium containing 100 u.g/ml gentamycine. The cells were allowed to incubate for 

another 2-3 hours or for a total of 24 hours. The median concentration of IL-8 induced by 

A23187/PMA was 95 pg/ml (range 50-300 pg/ml) after 5-6 hours of incubation and 310 pg/ml 

(range 220-900 pg/ml) after 24 hours of incubation. Strain 5a and TNFa induced significantly 

higher levels of IL-8 secretion than the control with only medium containing gentamycin, 

after both 5-6 and 24 hours of incubation (p=0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum test). The median level 

of IL-8 induced by strain 5a after 5-6 hours incubation was 220% of the levels induced by 

A23187/PMA. This level was 330% for TNFa and 100% for solely medium. Levels of IL-8 

induced after 24 hours of incubation were 150% of levels induced by A23187/PMA for strain 

5a, 668% for TNFa and 67% for medium only. Supernatant of strain 5a was also capable of 

inducing IL-8 production, at similar levels as the bacteria. The 5-6 hour assay was chosen for 

subsequent testing of clinical isolates from patients with and without diarrhea. 

IL-8 induction by clinical E. coli isolates 

Induction of IL-8 release by HT-29 cells was studied for 7 EPEC strains, 24 EAggEC 

strains, 29 DAEC strains, 5 DAAA strains and 18 non-adherent strains, which were isolated 

from 53 patients with diarrhea and 29 controls. The median level of IL-8 induce by TNFa in 

these experiments was 650 pg/ml (range 270-1150 pg/ml). The strains from each£. coli 

category from patients and controls induced similar levels of IL-8, which were expressed as a 
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percentage of the ratio induced by TNFa during the same experiment (figure 1). In particular, 

EAggEC strains did not induce higher levels of IL-8 than the other categories of E. coli, 

including non-adherent E. coli (figure 1). The levels of IL-8 induced by the 53 E. coli isolates 

obtained from patients with diarrhea were lower than the levels induced by the 29 isolates 

obtained from controls, but differences were not significant (figure 2). Finally, no significant 

difference in IL-8 release inducing capacity, was observed between the 22 isolates obtained 

from patients with acute and the 31 isolates obtained from patients with persistent diarrrhea 

(figure 3). 
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Figure 1 (opposite page) IL-8 induced by different categories of diarrheagenic E. coli 

isolated from patients with diarrhea and controls 

DAEC: Diffuse adherent E. coli 

EAggEC: Enteroaggregative E. coli 

EPEC: Enteropathogenic E. coli 

DAAA: Diffuse/Aggregative adherent E. coli 

NA: Non-adherent E. coli 

The level of IL-8 induced by each isolate is expressed as a percentage of the concentration of 

IL-8 induced by TNFa during the same experiment 

indicates median 

• = E. coli isolate from case 

o = E. coli isolate from control 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 (opposite page) IL-8 induced by adherent and non-adherent E. coli isolated 
from patients and controls 

The level of IL-8 induced by each isolate is expressed as a percentage of the concentration of 

IL-8 induced by TNFoc during the same experiment 

indicates median 

• = E. coli isolate from case 

o = E. coli isolate from control 

Figure 3 (page 102) IL-8 induced by adherent and non-adherent E. coli isolated from 

patients with acute and persistent diarrhea 

The level of IL-8 induced by each isolate is expressed as a percentage of the concentration of 

IL-8 induced by TNFa during the same experiment 

indicates median 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
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Discussion 

We evaluated whether the presence of E. coli strains capable of inducing IL-8 release, 

is associated with acute or persistent diarrhea This ability may be limited to strains with the 

capacity to adhere to epithelial cells. Therefore, we also compared isolates with different 

adherence patterns to HEp-2 cells (which is the gold standard to determine adherence of E-

coli strains) (1), with non-adherent strains. We did not observe an association between the 

presence of IL-8 releasing E. coli and diarrhea. Furthermore, we found that, in each category 

of adherent E. coli, strains exist which induce IL-8 release in HT-29 cells, and strains which do 

not. Neither EPEC nor EAggEC induced significantly higher levels of IL-8 than DAEC, 

DAAA or non-adherent strains. Moreover, within each category of E.coli strains, including the 

non-adherent ones, a considerable variation in levels of IL-8 induced by single isolates, was 

observed. 

Studies on the ability of non-invasive diarrheagenic E. coli to induce IL-8 release are 

limited to a selected number of strains only (2,5). EPEC strain E2348/69 is able to induce 

transepithelial migration of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMN's) across T84 intestinal 

epithelial cell monolayers, through activation of NF-KB, wich leads to activation of production 

and secretion of IL-8 (2). Inflammatory cell infiltration has been observed in clinical biopsy 

samples and in animal models, after infection with EPEC (1) EAggEC strains 17-2 and 042 

have been shown to induce IL-8 production in Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cells (5). EAggEC 

can cause acute watery as well as persistent diarrhea but the pathophysiology of EAggEC 

diarrhea is unknown. While the EAggEC-associated acute diarrhea may be ascribed to the 

production of enterotoxins (3), persistent diarrhea has been shown to be associated with 

intestinal inflammation, as indirectly demonstrated by elevated levels of fecal lactoferrin, IL-8 

and IL-Iß (5). 

We used a type of intestinal epithelial cells to test IL-8 release, wich differs from the 

cell lines used by other investigators for studying IL-8 release by diarrheagenic E. coli. 

Differences in epithelial cell surface receptors between T84, Caco-2 and HT-29 cells may be 

responsible for differences in levels of IL-8 induced by isolates from each category of 

diarrheagenic E. coli. HT-29 cells were shown to be more responsive to LPS than T84 and 

CaCo-2 cells (13), and produced IL-8 in response to infection with non-invasive E. coli 0157 

and E. coli DH5a, in contrast to T84 and CaCo-2 cells (14). Such differences would also 
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explain the discrepancy beween the results obtained with EPEC strain E2348(/69), which 

induced low IL-8 release in one study using Caco-2 cells (5), but was shown to induce high 

levels of IL-8, in comparison with non-pathogenic strains, in another study using T84 cells (2). 

However, the current study is the first in which a large number of clinical E. coli isolates are 

compared and we can conclude from our experiments that in HT-29 cells no differences in IL-

8 inducing capacity can be observed between adherent and non-adherent E. coli strains from 

patients with diarrhea and controls. 

It remains unclear to what extent adherence is required for induction of IL-8 release by 

diarrheagenic E. coli. The non-adherent strains tested, induced IL-8 secretion to a similar level 

as the adherent strains. In addition, culture supernatant of EAggEC strain 5a was capable of 

inducing IL-8 release, as also reported for EAggEC strains 17-2 and 042 (5). Studies with 

mutant EPEC strains indicated that secreted proteins, rather than intimate adherence, are 

essential for NF-KB activation in T84 cells, resulting in production and secretion of IL-8 (2). 

Although we did not test the adherence of all the clinical isolates to HT-29 cells, but only to 

HEp-2 cells wich may show different properties with respect to adherence of E. coli strains, 

large differences in adherence pattern to HT-29 cells and to HEp-2 cells are unlikely to occur. 

We tested the adherence of EAggEC strain 5a and DAEC strain 72540 to the HT-29 cells and 

they respectively showed clear aggregative and diffuse adherence. Secretion of proteins may 

therefore appear to be more important for stimulation of IL-8 production and secretion than 

adherence capacity. 

We did not measure invasiveness of the bacteria. In vitro experiments with invasive 

micro-organisms, in particular Salmonella and Shigella species, indicate that intestinal 

epithelial cells produce pro-inflammatory cytokines in response to cellular invasion by the 

bacteria (14). Production of pro-inflammatory cytokines leads to neutrophil transmigration 

which would explain the intestinal inflammation, observed during infection with these invasive 

pathogens (15,16). It may be argued, in particular for isolates which did not hybridize with any 

of the DNA-probes used, that invasive strains were present among IL-8 release inducing 

strairis. However, in contrast with the earlier reports, recent studies indicate that invasion is not 

required for NF-KB activation, but that microbial adherence to the epithelial cells by invasive 

microorganisms, together with the secretion of virulence associated proteins, may be sufficient 

for IL-8 production by the epithelial cells (15-18). 

We did not observe any association between the presence of E. coli strains capable of 

IL-8 induction and persistent diarrhea. In various states of chronic intestinal inflammation, for 
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example during relapses of inflammatory bowel disease, increased levels of IL-8 can be 

observed (19). High levels of IL-8 in the stools of such patients with persistent diarrhea may be 

the result of stimulation of intestinal epithelial cells by a specific pathogen but could also be 

the consequence of changes in the intestinal barrier function, for example as observed during 

malnutrition (20). Although we did not observe an association with diarrhea, the presence of 

IL-8 inducing E. coli among cases and controls is interesting. When we consider these strains 

as part of the normal intestinal flora, their presence provides arguments for the hypothesis that 

in the normal physiological state, a balance exists between pro-inflammatory and 

downregulating cytokine synthesis by host intestinal cells, induced by bacteria (21). 
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Abstract 
Aims—To de termine whether i n f l a m m a 
tory bowel d isease ( I B D ) is associated 
with pathogenic or enteroadherent Es
cherichia coli. 
Methods—A least two stool s p e c i m e n s and 
one rectal b iopsy were taken from 30 
pat ients with I B D and from 20 controls . A 
large n u m b e r of E co/i'-like colonies 
cultured from each stool s a m p l e and 
biopsy was tested, us ing D N A probes , for 
the presence of genes encoding shiga- l ike 
toxins , invas iveness , a t t a c h m e n t -
effacement and the ability to adhere to 
H E p - 2 cells . S imi lar i ty a m o n g isolates 
from stool samples and rectal b iops ies was 
de termined by r a n d o m amplif ied poly
morph ic D N A ( R A P D ) analysis . 
Results—Enterohaemorrhagic and entero-
invasive E coli were not found in samples 
from ei ther pat ients or controls . N o 
significant difference in the detect ion rate 
of enteroadherent E coli be tween pat ients 
and controls was found. Rectal b iops ies 
from 11 of 28 patients with I B D and 4 of 18 
controls conta ined E coli, which hybrid
i sed with probes for detect ion of genes 
encoding diffuse adherence to H E p - 2 
cel ls , or encoding P-pi l i (p = 0.2). E n t e r o 
adherent E coli i solated from two or three 
stool spec imens from the s a m e patient or 
control appeared to be identical by R A P D 
analysis , and are cons idered to be res i 
dents in the co lon . Probe posit ive isolates 
obtained from stool spec imens and corre 
sponding rectal b iops ies were always iden
tical on R A P D analysis . 
Conclusions—E coli strains possess ing 
adherence factors reside in the large 
intest ine and adhere to the rectal m u c o s a , 
irrespective of the presence of colit is . 
(3 Clin Pathol 1997;50:573-579) 

Keywords: enteroadherent Escherichia coli; inflamma
tory bowel disease; resident flora 

Although the aetiology of inflammatory bowel 
disease (IBD) is not known, evidence from a 
variety of animal models of intestinal inflam
mation suggests that the presence of bacteria is 
required to sustain the inflammatory reaction.' 
Pathogenic Escherichia coli strains, present in 
the colon, may play a role in the pathogenesis of 
IBD. In several studies, E coli possessing prop
erties such as Shiga-like toxin production, : ! 

hydrophobicity,4 adhesiveness, '6 or the capac

ity to bind to matrix proteins' were present in a 
higher proportion of patients with IBD than in 
controls without colitis. 

Bacterial adherence to the epithelial surface 
or to the mucous layer covering the epithelium 
is considered a prerequisite for persistence of 
bacteria in the gut, including pathogenic 
bacteria such as Vibrio cholerae and enterotoxi
genic E coli. * Among the various adhesins of £ 
coli mediating binding to epithelial cells, P-pili 
have been shown to be associated with persist
ence of E coli in the colon." '° E coli strains with 
the property to adhere to HEp-2 cells and 
intestinal epithelial cells in vitro have been 
associated with diarrhoea in studies from 
different geographic areas." Such E coli strains 
are designated enteroadherent E coli, showing 
either localised adherence, diffuse adherence 
(DAEC), or aggregative adherence (EAggEC) 
to HEp-2 cells. The localised type of adherence 
is characteristic for the classic enteropatho-
genic E coli (EPEC) and is expressed in 
conjunction with the capacity to produce typi
cal attaching-effacing lesions in various epithe
lial cells. ' : Although enteroadherent E coli are 
known to produce adhesins" ' ! and are thought 
to cause diarrhoea, the pathogenic nature of 
DAEC and EAggEC is not known and data 
obtained in volunteer studies were not conclu
sive as to whether such strains have pathogenic 
propert ies." 

E coli strains isolated from faecal specimens 
or rectal biopsies, expressing increased adhe
sion to buccal epithelial cells, HEp-2 cells or to 
HT-29 cells, have been cultured more fre
quently among patients with IBD than 
controls.'"' Although it has been suggested that 
E coli from IBD patients shows more ability to 
adhere, results from studies on adherence are 
conflicting." '4 In the majority of these studies, 
strains isolated from either stool specimens or 
rectal biopsies were studied, and E coli 
adherence was determined only phenotypi-
cally. Test results could vary because of differ
ences between the type of epithelial cells to 
which the bacteria were allowed to adhere, the 
duration of the incubation period, the number 
of isolates tested from each patient, the bacte
rial growth media used, and observational dif
ferences. T h e variability of these conditions 
will be reduced if specific methods to detect 
genes encoding adherence factors in conjunc
tion with phenotypic assays are used. Although 
only strains will be detected for which the 
particular adherence factor has been charac
terised, this approach will yield relevant 
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information about the significance of such 
adherent E coli in the gastrointestinal tract of 
patients with IBD. 

To study whether the presence of pathogenic 
or enteroadherent E coli is associated with IBD, 
we compared the prevalences of pathogenic 
and enteroadherent E coli in patients with and 
without IBD. For this purpose, large numbers 
of isolates from stool specimens and corre
sponding rectal biopsies were tested using 
seven DNA probes for specific detection of 
genes encoding different virulence factors and 
adhesins. In addition, phenotypic expression of 
genes encoding adherence was assessed by 
using the HEp-2 cell adhesion assay. Finally, to 
determine whether isolates from stool speci
mens and corresponding rectal biopsies were 
related, subsets of isolates were characterised 
by using random amplified polymorphic DNA 
(RAPD) analysis. 

Materials and methods 
PATIENTS AND SAMPLE COLLECTION 

Patients who visited our department of gastro
enterology for endoscopy were included in the 
study. Patients were enrolled if they had active 
(newly diagnosed or relapse) ulcerative colitis 
or Crohn's disease. Diagnosis was confirmed 
by endoscopy and histology. Only patients with 
a definite diagnosis of ulcerative colitis or 
Crohn's disease were included. 

From each patient, stool specimens were 
collected on the day of presentation, two to 
eight weeks later and, whenever possible, 
approximately three months later. In addition, 
from each patient a rectal biopsy was per
formed at endoscopy on the day of presenta
tion. From patients with Crohn's disease, an 
additional biopsy from an ulcerated area was 
done if the rectum appeared normal. 

Control were patients who required endos
copy for reasons other than IBD (for example, 
irritable bowel syndrome) and who did not 
complain of diarrhoea. Patients were enrolled 
as controls if results from endoscopy and 
histology were normal. From each control, a 
stool specimen and a rectal biopsy were collec
ted on the day of endoscopy. A second stool 
specimen was collected two to eight weeks 
later. 

Patients and controls were excluded if they 
had taken antimicrobial therapy during the 
previous six weeks, if they had visited tropical 
areas during the previous year, or if they had a 
history of colon carcinoma. All stool specimens 
were collected before preparation for endos
copy. 

EXAMINATION OF STOOL SPECIMENS 

Stool specimens were stored at 4°C and 
processed within 24 hours after collection. All 
specimens were examined for Salmonella, Shig
ella, Yersinia, and Campylobacter spp using 
standard identification methods. Stool speci
mens collected on the day of presentation were 
also cultured for Clostridium difficile and exam
ined for amoeba, ova, and cysts by direct 
microscopical examination and after concen
tration (modified Ridley method). All speci

mens were tested for the presence of C difficile 
toxin by tissue culture assay. 

For detection of pathogenic and enteroad
herent E coli, a suspension of a stool specimen 
was made with an equal volume of phosphate 
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.2). After serial 
10-fold dilution, 50 ul from each dilution was 
plated onto a MacConkey agar plate. After 
growth at 37°C for 18 hours, the plate contain
ing approximately 100-300 separate colonies 
was selected and replica plated onto six nylon 
membranes (Hybond-N; Amersham Neder
land, Hertagensbosch, The Netherlands). 
Colonies on each membrane were grown on 
nutrient agar plates for seven hours, then lysed, 
denatured, and fixed to the membrane, essen
tially as described by Sambrook et al. " 

EXAMINATION OF RECTAL BIOPSIES 

Rectal biopsies were immediately wrapped in 
parafilm, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, and 
stored at -70°C. For examination, biopsies 
were gently washed twice in PBS, homogenised 
in 1 ml of Trypticase Soy Broth (TSB) using a 
Potter apparatus and incubated at 37°C for 18 
hours. After serial 10-fold dilution, 50 ul from 
each dilution was plated onto a MacConkey 
agar plate, replica plated, and further treated as 
the stool specimens. 

From MacConkey agar plates showing 
growth of E co/z'-like bacteria, 10 colonies were 
randomly picked and identified biochemically 
as E coli using standard identification methods. 
These colonies were inoculated on agar slants 
and stored. 

HAEMOLYSIN PRODUCTION 

Each stored E coli isolated from rectal biopsies 
was inoculated onto a sheep blood (5% vol/vol) 
agar plate and incubated at 37°C for 18 hours. 
Isolates were considered haemolytic if a bright 
zone was visible surrounding each colony. 

DETECTION OF PATHOGENIC AND ADHERENT 

E COLI WITH DNA PROBES 

Nylon membranes containing approximately 
100-300 colonies were hybridised under strin
gent conditions with six digoxigenin (DIG) 
labelled polynucleotide DNA probes for detec
tion of genes encoding Shiga-like toxin produc
tion (SLT1, SLT2; enterohaemorrhagic E coli, 
EHEC), the capacity to produce attaching-
effacing lesions in epithelial cells (eae; 
attaching-effacing E coli, AEEC), enteroinva-
siveness (enteroinvasive E coli, EIEC), diffuse 
adherence to HEp-2 cells (daaC, DAEC), and 
aggregative adherence to HEp-2 cells (AA, 
EAggEC) (table 1). Probes were labelled by 
random primer method and hybrids were 
detected by alkaline phosphatase labelled anti-
DIG antibody, both according to the instruc
tion in the DIG DNA labelling and detection 
kit (Boehringer Mannheim BV, Almere, The 
Netherlands). Control strains were included in 
each hybridisation reaction (table 1). Probes 
and control strains were kindly provided by B 
Rowe, Central Public Health Laboratory, Lon
don, UK. 

From the stored E coli isolates obtained from 
each rectal biopsy, a suspension in PBS was 
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Table 1 DNA probes used for detection of pathogenic and enter o adherent E coli 

Piasmidiprobe * Control strain Refer 

Shiga-like toxin 1 producing E coli 
Shiga-like toxin 2 producing E coli 
Diffusely adhering E coll 
Aggregatively adhering E coli 
Attaching-effacing E coli 
Enteroinvasive E coli 
P-piliated E coli 

NTP 705 E3787 16 
pDEP 28 E32511 16 
pSLM852 E72540 17 
PCVD432 E69187 18 
PCVD434 E674/72 19 
Hl E12632/0 20 
PCR-generated AD110 21 

*Cloned probe fragments were cut from Plasmids after digestion with the appropriate restriction 
enzymes. 

spotted onto nylon membranes , grown for 
seven hours, lysed, denatured, and fixed to the 
membrane , and hybridised additionally with a 
D I G labelled P C R generated polynucleotide 
probe for detection of pap related sequences 
encoding P-pili (table 1). 

ADHESION TO HEP-2 CELLS 

All probe positive isolates from stool samples 
and rectal biopsies were tested for adherence to 
HEp-2 cells. In addition, 10 probe negative E 
coli strains cultured from each rectal biopsy 
were grown overnight in nutrient broth con
taining 1% d-mannose (wt/vol), then equal 
volumes were pooled and mixed, and 10 ul 
from this pool was added to the HEp-2 cells. 

Adhesion of E coli to HEp-2 cells was 
assessed in a six hour assay as described by 
Scotland et al.22 Briefly, HEp-2 cells were 
maintained in Dulbecco's Min imum Essential 
Medium ( D M E M ; Gibco Europe BV, Breda, 
The Netherlands) containing 10% (vol/vol) 
fetal calf serum, at 37°C in 5% C O , atmos
phere. Cells were transferred to tissue culture 
plates with 24 wells containing glass coverslips 
and grown to semiconfluent monolayers. After 
replacement of the medium with fresh D M E M 
with 1 % d-mannose, cells were inoculated with 
10 ul of each probe positive E coli isolate grown 
overnight in nutrient broth containing 1% 
d-mannose or 10 ul of pooled probe negative 
isolates. Bacteria were allowed to attach for 
three hours. The cells were washed three times 
with Dulbecco's PBS (DPBS, Gibco) to 
remove non-adherent bacteria and incubated 
for another three hours. Cells were washed 
again, fixed with 1% (vol/vol) paraformalde
hyde and 0 . 1 % (vol/vol) glutaraldehyde in 
DPBS for at least 30 minutes and stained with 
diluted crystal violet. Bacteria were considered 
adherent if more than 10 bacteria per cell were 
adhering to at least 40% of the cells. In general, 
100 to 200 cells were counted. T h e pattern of 
adherence (localised, diffuse or aggregative) 
was also recorded. 

CHARACTERISATION OF ISOLATES BY RAPD 

Sets of isolates obtained from stool specimens 
and corresponding rectal biopsies as well as 
from consecutive stool specimens, were charac
terised using RAPD. 

Bacteria were grown overnight at 37°C on 
sheep blood agar plates. Bacteria were washed 
in PBS and suspended in PBS to a concentra
tion of 3 x 10" bacteria/ml using MacFarlands 
opacity standard. After heating for 10 minutes, 
an equal volume of chloroform was added to 
the suspensions. The lysates were mixed and 
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centrifuged at 12 000 xg for 10 minutes in an 
Eppendorf centrifuge. Two different PCRs 
were performed on the pellets to compare the 
D N A contents of bacteria. 

PCR targeting repetitive intergenic DNA 
sequences 
Primers ERIC1R ( 3 - C A C T T A G G G G T C C 
T C G A A T G T A - 5 ' ) and ERIC2 (5 ' -AAGTAA 
A G T G A C T G G G G T G A G C G - 3 ' ) were used 
as described by Versalovic et al.2i Briefly, the 
amplication procedure was performed in a final 
volume of 50 ul. The reaction mixture con
tained 10 m M Tris HCl (pH 8.3), 50 m M 
KCl, 25 m M MgCl, , 100 uM of each deoxyri-
bonucleotide, 100 ng of each oligonucleotide, 
and 1.25 U Taq polymerase (Amplitaq, Perkin-
Elmer, Gouda , T h e Netherlands) , to which 
10 ul of the bacterial suspension was added. 
The mixtures were processed in a program
mable D N A thermal cycler (Perkin-Elmer) 
and subjected to 35 cycles of amplification. 
One cycle consisted of one minute at 95°C, one 
minute at 52°C, and two minutes at 72°C. 

Ten microlitres of amplified sample were 
electrophoresed in a 1% agarose gel with a 
molecular mass marker and stained with ethid-
ium bromide. Isolates to be compared were 
processed simultaneously and electrophoresed 
on the same agarose gel. 

PCR using an arbitrary primer 
P C R was performed using arbitrary primer 
T T , ( 5 ' - G G C G A G G A G C G - 3 ' ) . Conditions 
were as described above except that 1 ug of oli
gonucleotide was used. P C R started with two 
cycles consisting of five minutes at 95°C, five 
minutes at 40°C, and five minutes at 72°C, fol
lowed by 33 cycles consisting of one minute at 
95°C, one minute at 40°C, and two minutes at 
72°C. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Differences between groups were calculated by 
using Fisher's exact or x ' test when appropri
ate. 

Results 
In total, 61 stool specimens from 30 IBD 
patients (20 patients with ulcerative colitis, 10 
patients with Crohn's disease), and 28 stool 
specimens from 20 controls were cultured 
(table 2). Rectal biopsies were also collected, 
except from two patients with ulcerative colitis, 
and two controls. 

Salmonella entérinais was found in one 
patient with ulcerative colitis, toxin producing 
C difficile in one patient with ulcerative colitis, 
and Plesiomonas shigelloides in one patient with 
Crohn's disease. One control had both Campy
lobacter jejuni and Giardia lamblia. N o other 
enteropathogens were detected. 

DETECTION OF PATHOGENIC AND ADHERENT 

E COU WITH DNA PROBES 

Five of 61 (8%) stool samples from 30 patients 
with IBD yielded no growth after culture on 
MacConkey agar plates whereas all 28 stool 
samples from 20 controls showed growth of 
coliform bacteria. T h e detection rate of patho-



Table 2 Characteristics of patient and control groups 

IBD panons 

Ulcerative colins Crohn's disease Controls 
(n=20) (,, = 10) (,,=20) 

Median age (vears) 32 25 42 
Male/female 1278 1/9 4,16 
Median durat ion of disease 

(years) 5 3.5 NA 
N u m b e r of patients studied with: 

1 stool specimen 4 4 12 
2 stool specimens 9 4 8 
3 stool specimens 7 2 NA 

Total number of stool specimens 43 18 28 
N u m b e r of rectal biopsies 18 10 18 

NA, not applicable. 

Table 3 The frequency of pathogenic and adherent E coli in stool samples and rectal 
biopsies from 20 patients ivith ulcerative colitis, 10 patients with Crohn's disease, and 20 
controls, as detected by using seven specific Dh'A probes 

Ulcerative colitis Crohn's disease Controls 

Stool Biopsy Stool Biopsy Stool Biopsy 
E col. (,,=20) (n=18) (n = 10) (n=10) (,,=20) (n=18) 

E H E C * 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AEEC 0 0 1 (10) 1 (10 ) t 1 ( 3 ) 1 (6) 
EIEC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D A E C 4 C20» 3 ( 1 7 ) § ' 0 0 4 ( 2 0 ) 1 ( 6 ) 
EAggEC 2 ( 1 0 » 1 (6)§ 1 (10 1 (10) 0 0 
P-piliated N D 6 ( 3 3 ) ' N D 2 ( 2 0 ) t N D 2 ( 1 0 ) 
Total 4 ( 2 0 ) 8 ( 4 4 ) 2 ( 2 0 ) 3 ( 3 3 ) 5 ( 2 5 ) 4 ( 2 2 ) 

•Results after hybridisation with probes for detection of SLT1 and SLT2 encoding genes. 
fFrom one biopsy strains were positive with both eae and P-pili probes; i:Two patients carried both 
DAEC and AAEC probe positive strains m the first stool sample; §From one biopsy strains were 
positive with both DAEC and AAEC probes; cFrom one biopsy strains were positive with both 
DAEC and P-pili probes. 
EHEC, enterohaemorrhagic E coli; AEEC, attaching-effacing £ coli; EIEC, enteroinvasive E coli; 
DAEC, diffusely adhering E coli; EAggEC, aggregatively adhering E coli; ND, not determined. 

genie or adherent E coli in stool specimens from 
patients and controls was similar (table 3). 
DAEC was the most commonly found E coli. 
N o E H E C or E IEC were detected. In case 
stool samples were probe positive, the majority 
of the 100-200 colonies tested (> 80%) after 
replication on a nylon membrane , hybridised 
with the respective D N A probe. Membranes 
from three stool specimens, one from a patient 
with ulcerative colitis and two from controls, 
contained 10 or fewer (< 10%) positive colo
nies that hybridised with the daaC probe. 
Patients and controls who harboured probe 
positive isolates in their first stool specimen, 
generally harboured such isolates in their 
second and third stool specimen when avail
able (fig 1). 

Eight of 28 (29%) rectal biopsies from 28 
patients with IBD and six of 18 (33%) biopsies 
from 18 controls yielded no growth of coliform 
bacteria after culture in T S B and subculture on 
MacConkey agar. Negative culture results were 
not related to intestinal lavage before endos
copy. Probe positive E coli cultured from seven 
of the remaining 32 rectal biopsies were either 
DAEC, EAggEC or AEEC. E H E C or EIEC 
were absent (table 3). T h e finding of probe 
positive isolates from rectal biopsies was 
strongly related to the presence of such strains 
in the corresponding stool sample (fig 1). 

Strains from rectal biopsies were additionally 
tested for the presence of genes encoding 

P-pili. Strains from biopsies obtained from 
patients with IBD more often hybridised with 
the pap probe than strains obtained from biop
sies from controls (table 3), but this difference 
was not statistically significant (p = 0.27). 

ADHESION TO HEP-2 CELLS 

From the seven rectal biopsies and correspond
ing stool samples with probe positive E coli 
strains from both patients and controls, strains 
adhered to HEp-2 cells and showed the pattern 
of adherence as predicted by the probe to 
which they hybridised in four cases. Strains 
from one biopsy and corresponding stool sam
ple, positive with the daaC probe, did not show 
adhesion to HEp-2 cells. None of the pools of 
probe negative isolates from rectal biopsies 
showed adhesion to HEp-2 cells. daaC probe 
positive isolates obtained from stool samples 
from two controls but not from their corre
sponding rectal biopsies, showed diffuse adhe
sion to HEp-2 cells. Probe positive strains from 
two biopsies (strains from one biopsy were 
positive with both the daaC and AA probes, 
strains from the other biopsy were positive with 
the eae probe) and probe negative strains from 
one biopsy caused detachment of the cells from 
the glass cover slips, which made it impossible 
to observe any pattern of adhesion. 

HAEMOLYSIN PRODUCTION 

Strains from seven biopsies produced haemo-
lysin as detected on sheep blood agar plates. 
These seven were equally distributed among 
patients and controls. Haemolysin production 
was associated with the presence of genes 
encoding P-pili in four cases. All strains 
causing cell detachment in the HEp-2 cell 
adhesion assay produced haemolysin. 

RAPD ANALYSIS 

Using RAPD analysis, probe positive isolates 
from consecutive stool specimens from three 
patients were characterised. Isolates from con
secutive samples from each patient appeared to 
be identical. As the median period between 
collection of first and second stool specimens 
from patients and controls was five weeks 
(range two to 28 weeks) and between collection 
of second and third stool specimens was seven 
weeks (range two to 16 weeks), identical strains 
isolated from consecutive stool specimens were 
considered to be residents in the colon. 

RAPD analysis of probe positive E coli strains 
obtained from a stool sample and correspond
ing rectal biopsy from one patient with ulcera
tive colitis showed that the isolates obtained 
from both materials were identical (fig 2). 

In two controls, isolates in stool specimens 
were probe positive but only probe negative 
isolates were present in corresponding rectal 
biopsies. RAPD analysis of two probe positive 
isolates from stool and 10 probe negative 
isolates from the corresponding rectal biopsy of 
one of these controls showed that the probe 
positive and negative isolates were different. 
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Figure 1 Detection of enteroadherent E coli in stool samples and biopsies of four patients 
with ulcerative colitis (VC), two patients with Crohn's disease (CD), and five patients 
without inflammatory bowel disease (C) in time. Triangles, strains positive after 
hybridisation with a probe for detection of diffusely adhering E coli; Circles, strains postive 
after hybridisation with a probe for detection ofaggregalively adhering E coli; Squares, 
strains positive after hybridisation with a probe for detection of atlaching-effacing E coli. 
Isolates obtained from stool samples are indicated by closed symbols, isolates obtained from 
rectal biopsies are indicated by open symbols.—No probe positive strains after hybridization 
with any of the probes; NA, not available. 

Figure 2 Results of RAPD analysis of isolates obtained 
from stool samples and a recta! biopsy of a patient with 
ulcerative colitis. (A) RAPD analysis performed with 
primers ERIC1R and ERIC2. (B) RAPD analysis 
performed with random primer TT3. Lane 1. molecular 
weight marker of 123 base pairs; Lanes 2-5. four probe 
positive isolates obtained from the first stool sample 
patient with ulcerative colitis (patient 1829); Lanes 6 and 
7, two probe negative isolates from the first stool sample of 
patient 1829; Lanes 8-11, four probe pontile isolates 
obtained from the rectal biopsy from patient 1829 collected 
on the same day as the first stool sample, Lane 12, probe 
negative isolate obtained from the recta! biopsy from patient 
1829; Lanes 13 and 14, two probe positive isolates from the 
second stool sample of patient 1829, obtained tree zueeks 
after the first stool sample. 

Discuss ion 
Various studies have addressed the hypothesis 
that virulent or adherent E coli strains contrib
ute to the pathogenesis of IBD in an unex
plained manner.2 " " " 24 N o consistent data 
have been shown in such studies, in which a 
variety of tests was used and isolates from 
either stool specimens or rectal biopsies were 
examined. We used D N A probes to detect E 
coli carrying genes encoding virulence factors 
and adhesins. In addition, a large number of 
colonies was tested from both stool specimens 
and corresponding rectal biopsies. 

We did not observe significant differences in 
the prevalence of pathogenic or adherent E coli 
in either stool specimens or rectal biopsies from 
patients with IBD and controls. N o V T E C 
strains were detected by D N A hybridisation, in 
contrast with some studies2 ' but in concord
ance with others ." Similarly, no enteroinvasive 
strains were found. 

DAEC and P-piliated E coli were the most 
frequently encountered probe positive E coli. 
Similar to our results, Hartley et al" found that 
the majority of adherent isolates from patients 
with IBD and controls showed diffuse adhesion 
to HEp-2 cells. The D N A probe we used 
detects genes shared by a family of genetically 
related adhesins mediating diffuse adhesion, 
the Dr family.2 '2" These adhesins include the 
Dr haemagglutinin, AFA I, AFA III, and 
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F1845 adhesin, and recognise the Dr ' blood 
group antigen as their receptor.27 This receptor 
is present on a large number of epithelial cells, 
including colonic epithelial cells. ;~ The patho
genic nature of DAEC has not been 
elucidated." Studies from different geographic 
areas show- discordant results concerning their 
association with diarrhoea. In our study, iden
tical DAEC, as shown by RAPD, could be 
detected in stool specimens from patients with 
IBD and controls with time, indicating that 
DAEC form a part of the resident flora of some 
adults, irrespective of the presence or absence 
of colitis (fig 1). Identical strains were also 
present on corresponding rectal biopsies, 
suggesting that these strains were truly adher
ent. 

E colipossessing P-pili adhere to colonic epi
thelial cells in vitro by binding to the 
Ga lu l -4Galß containing receptor. W o l d et at' 
and Tullus et ai' showed that P-pili expressing 
E coli are residents in the colon at infancy, in 
contrast with transient strains that express 
P-pili less frequently. Although we only hybrid
ised isolates obtained from single rectal biop
sies with the probe for detection of pap related 
genes, we assume that the P-pili encoding E coli 
strains, isolated from rectal biopsies, are also 
resident strains. 

The mechanisms underlying the association 
between resident bacteria and the mucosal sur-



face have not been elucidated. Adhesion of bac
teria to epithelial cells is thought to occur 
through interactions between bacterial adhesins 
and cellular receptors at the initial site of infec
tion. Bacterial association with intestinal mu
cins may also occur through interactions with 
bacterial outer membrane components. '" 
Adlerberth a aP' showed that the Dr haemag-
glutinin, P, type 1, and S fimbrial adhesins 
mediate binding of E coli to both colonic and 
ileal enterocytes. Expression of these adhesins 
may contribute to the establishment of E coli in 
the intestine. We did not study the occurrence 
of E coli possessing type 1 fimbriae or S 
fimbriae. Therefore, such strains may have been 
present among the D N A probe negative E coli 
isolated from stool specimens and rectal 
biopsies. 

EAggEC were isolated from stool samples 
and rectal biopsies from three of 28 patients 
with IBD but were absent in both stool samples 
and rectal biopsies from 20 controls. EAggEC 
have been associated with persistent diarrhoea 
in children in developing countries." " As the 
number of patients with EAggEC in our study 
was low, the association of EAggEC with IBD 
remains unclear. 

E coli isolates obtained from three rectal 
biopsies caused detachment of the HEp-2 cell 
monolayer on the glass coverslip. This phe
nomenon has also been described by other 
investigators and appeared to be related to 
haemolysin production.2 ' '4 Recently, it was 
shown that such strains are not associated with 
diarrhoea." An association with IBD is also not 
very likely as haemolysin producing strains 
were equally distributed among patients and 
controls in our study. 

Although both patients and controls carried 
adherent E coli in the large intestine at a similar 
rate, we cannot rule out the possibility that the 
mere presence of adherent bacteria in the 
colon, either E coli or other species, contributed 
to the inflammation in patients with active 
IBD. Shen et al' reported that in vitro 
adherence of E coli from patients with colitis to 
matrix proteins was higher than from control 
strains. Bacteria may adhere to a damaged 
mucosal surface through increased exposure of 
receptors or through non-specific interactions 
when matrix proteins are exposed.56 Bacteria 
adhering to matrix proteins may thus contri
bute to an inflammatory response by exposing 
the mucosal immune system to bacterial 
antigens while bypassing the epithelial barrier. 
Adherence of some bacteria to epithelial cells 
has been shown to lead to the release of 
cytokines by the cells and to induce transepi
thelial migration of neutrophils.1 ' 38 Therefore, 
functional changes of the epithelial cells to 
which such bacteria have bound may also con
tribute to the inflammatory reaction seen in 
IBD. We have found no significant differences 
in the presence of true pathogenic E coli in fae
cal samples or rectal biopsies from patients with 
IBD and controls. E coli strains possessing Dr 
adhesins, and probably those possessing P-pili, 
are resident in the large intestine of some indi
viduals and adhere to the rectal mucosa, 
irrespective of the presence or absence of colitis. 

We thank P Fockens for assistance with sample collection and B 
de Wever and L van Alphen for assistance with R A P D analysis. 
We thank W van Est for technical assistance and M D de Jong 
for critically reviewing the manuscr ipt . 
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Chapter 7 

The intestinal mucus layer from patients with inflammatory 

bowel disease harbours high numbers of bacteria when compared 

to controls 

Gastroenterology; in press 



Abstract 

Background Animal studies have suggested that the intestinal bacterial flora plays an important 

role in the initiation and perpetuation of both ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease. Whether 

the bacterial flora contributes to the pathogenesis of IBD by increased penetration in mucus, 

increased adherence to epithelial cells or by invasion of the epithelium is unknown. Therefore, 

we studied the spatial distribution of bacteria in the mucosa of rectal and colonic biopsies from 

patients with IBD and from controls. 

Methods Rectal biopsies from 19 patients with inflammatory bowel disease and from 14 

controls were studied by using non-radioactive rRNA in situ hybridization aimed at eubacterial 

ribosomal RNA. In addition, biopsies from other sites in the colon from 5 of these patients and 

2 controls were examined. The total mucosal surface length examined for each patient was 

measured and the number of bacteria visualized, was estimated semiquantitatively. 

Results No bacteria were observed in rectal biopsies from 10 controls (71%) and 6 patients 

with IBD (32%) (p=0.04, OR 5.42, 95%CI 1.23 - 23.9). Rectal biopsies from patients with 

IBD contained significantly more bacteria than biopsies from controls (p=0.004). Rectal 

biopsies from 8 patients with IBD (42%) but none of the biopsies from controls contained >50 

bacteria per total mucosal surface length examined. Bacteria were localized in clusters within 

the mucus layer but did not adhere to the epithelial cells and were not present within the lamina 

propria. Results of hybridization obtained with rectal biopsies and with biopsies obtained from 

other sites in the colon were similar for individual patients There was no correlation between 

the numbers of bacteria present and either the degree of inflammation in the respective biopsy 

or the use of anti-inflammatory agents or sulfasalazine compounds. 

Conclusions The intestinal mucus in IBD patients is less protective against the endogenous 

microflora than in controls, resulting in an increased association of luminal bacteria with the 

mucus layer. The presence of bacteria in the mucus may enhance or sustain the inflammatory 

process during IBD by enhanced exposure of the mucosal surface, including the mucosal 

immune system, to bacterial components which otherwise would not have passed the mucus 

barrier. 
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Introduction 

Ulcerative colitis and Crohn's disease are referred to as idiopathic inflammatory bowel 

disease (IBD). Although the etiology of chronic IBD is unknown, results from animal studies 

suggest that the endogenous intestinal bacterial flora plays an important role in the initiation 

and perpetuation of the disease (1). The association between the presence of specific bacterial 

species, such as pathogenic Escherichia coli or Mycobacterium paratuberculosis, and IBD has 

been suggested (2-4). However, the results of numerous studies investigating such an 

association, are inconclusive (2-4). 

Commensal bacteria possess fimbrial and non-fimbrial adhesins, which enable them to 

adhere to the mucus layer and to the intestinal epithelial cells. E. coli strains carrying several 

types of adhesins, have been isolated from patients with IBD and from controls (2,3). In 

addition, E. coli strains isolated from patients with IBD have been observed to bind to 

extracellular matrix proteins in high numbers(5). Increased adherence of commensal bacteria to 

inflamed mucosa may enhance the exposure of the mucosal immune system to intestinal 

bacteria or bacterial components, resulting in sustained inflammation. 

In the absence of identifiable etiologic microorganisms, it has been hypothesized that 

the intestinal inflammatory response in IBD is the result of an exaggerated intestinal host 

defense to commensal enteric bacteria or their components (1,6). It is unknown by which 
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factors and mechanisms the unrestrained inflammatory response is intitiated and perpetuated. 

Although many data have been published about the inflammatory phenomena occurring during 

IBD, such as recruitment of inflammatory cells and changes in the expression and production 

of a large variety of inflammatory mediators in the bowel (7), little is known about the events 

leading to these phenomena. 

It has been suggested (8) that in patients with IBD, genetically determined changes in 

the intestinal mucus, in particular alterations in glycosylation of mucus glycoproteins, result in 

weakening of the mucus barrier. Therefore, endogenous luminal bacteria or their components, 

would more easily degrade mucus, penetrate into the mucus layer and exert their effects on the 

intestinal tissue, leading to enhanced recruitment of inflammatory cells and thus to 

inflammation (8). While changes in glycosylation of mucin have been shown to occur in 

ulcerative colitis (9), and various bacteria produce mucin-degrading enzymes in vitro (10,11), 

it is unknown whether luminal enteric bacteria degrade and penetrate into mucus in vivo. 

In situ hybridization (ISH) provides a means to study the spatial distribution of micro

organisms in tissue by light-microscopy. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA ) is an attractive target for 

hybridization since it is present in large quantities in active bacteria and probes can be chosen 

directed against either conserved or variable regions of the rRNA. To study the distribution of 

intestinal bacteria in human colonic mucosa, we developed a non-radioactive method for ISH 

of bacterial rRNA in paraffin embedded tissue. Using this method, we studied the spatial 

distribution of the bacterial flora in the mucosa of rectal and colonic biopsies from patients 

with IBD and from controls, in order to determine whether the presence of bacteria might 

contribute to the pathogenesis of IBD by increased penetration in mucus, increased adherence 

to epithelial cells or by invasion of the epithelium. 
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Materials and methods 

PATIENTS AND CONTROLS 

Nineteen consecutive patients with IBD who visited the Department of Gastroenterology for 

endoscopy were included. Patients were enrolled in the study if they had clinically active 

ulcerative colitis (UC), Crohn's disease (CD) or indeterminate colitis. Diagnosis was confirmed 

by endoscopy and by histology. Controls were 9 patients who required endoscopy for reasons 

other than IBD (e.g. irritable bowel syndrome) and who did not complain of diarrhoea. 

Controls were only included if results from endoscopy and histology of biopsies were normal. 

Patients or controls were not included if they had received antimicrobial therapy during the 

previous 6 weeks or if they had a history of colon carcinoma. 

Four patients with IBD and 6 controls were prepared for colonoscopy by intestinal lavage with 

balanced elektrolyte solution. Fifteen patients with IBD and 3 controls were prepared for 

sigmoidoscopy with a 500 ml water enema. In order to balance the numbers of patients with 

IBD and controls who were prepared with an enema, rectal biopsies were included, which had 

been stored at the Department of Pathology in 1997 and 1998. We included only biopsies 

which fulfilled the following criteria: 1. biopsies had to be obtained during sigmoidoscopy, by 

which no abnormalities were seen; 2. sigmoidoscopy was preceded by bowel preparation with 

an enema; 3. histological abnormalities were not present in the biopsies. Thus included were 

rectal biopsies from 3 patients with irritable bowel syndrome and 2 patients who underwent 

sigmoidoscopy to exclude a diagnosis of amyloidosis. No other stored rectal biopsies fulfilled 

the criteria mentioned. 

SAMPLE COLLECTION 

From each patient and control, 2-4 rectal biopsies were collected at approximately 10cm from 

the anal ring for in situ hybridization. Additional biopsies, taken from sites along the large 

intestine were obtained from 1 patient with UC, 2 patients with CD, 2 patients with 

indeterminate colitis and 2 controls. All biopsies were fixed in 4% buffered formalin and 

embedded in paraffin, according to routine procedures, and stored at room temperature. 

OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PROBES 

Probes were oligonucleotides with 5' and 3' fluorescein groups attached. Probe ETJB338 (12) 

specific to the 16S rRNA of the domain Bacteria was slightly modified and designated 
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EUB338M (5'-ACTGCTGCCTCCCGTAGGAGTCTGG-3'). This probe was used for 

detection and localization of any bacterial species in the biopsy sections. An Epstein-Barr virus 

specific RNA probe (5'-CTAGCAAAACCTCTAGGGCAGCGTAGGTCC-3') designated 

EBlf, was used as a negative control. A 35-mer oligo dT probe designated dT35f, which 

detects mRNA of eukaryotic cells, was used for assessment of tissue mRNA integrity of the 

biopsies. 

RNA IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION (RISH). 

Paraffin sections (4 \im) were mounted on organosilane coated slides, baked at 60 C for 16-20 

hr and stored at room temperature until needed. 

For RISH, sections were deparaffmized in xylene and rehydrated to 70% ethanol and, without 

intermittent washing steps, subsequently immersed in 0,5M EDTA for 15 minutes at 37 C, in 

5ug/ml proteinase K (Boehringer Mannheim) in lOOmM Tris-HCl, 50mM EDTA , pH 7.5, for 

30 minutes at 37 C; and in 70% ethanol for 1 minute. 

After dehydration in ethanol, sections were air dried and 13 ul probe mixture containing 

lug/ml of the respective probe in hybridization mixture (0.45 MNaCl, 45mM sodium citrate, 

pH 7.0, 25% formamid, lOx Denhardts solution, 10% dextran sulphate, 1% Triton X-100 and 

0.1% SDS) was applied to the sections and overlaid with a 18x18 mm glass coverslip. 

Hybridization was performed for 18 hours at 37 C in a humidified container. 

All subsequent steps were performed at room temperature and between steps the slides were 

rinsed twice with PBS containing 0.05% Tween 20 (PBST), for 5 min. After hybridization, 

sections were rinsed thoroughly in PBST. Endogenous peroxidase activity was exhausted in 

3% hydrogen peroxide in PBST containing 1% sodium azide for 5 minutes. The fluorescein 

label on the hybridized probe molecules was detected as a hapten by subsequent incubation in 

PBST with rabbit-anti-FITC for 30 minutes (1:1000; Dakopatts, Glostrupp, Denmark), biotin 

conjugated swine-anti-rabbit for 30 minutes (1:500; Dakopatts) and streptavidin-biotin-HRP 

complex for 30 minutes (1:200; Dakopatts). Peroxidase activity was developed using DAB 

chromogen. Nuclei were counterstained with hematoxylin. 
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RECONSTRUCTION EXPERIMENTS USrNG SHEEP COLLAGEN-COLON CELL 

SPECIMENS 

Clinical isolates of Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhi, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Enterobacter 

cloacae, and Staphylococcus aureus were grown on blood agar plates for 16 hours at 37 C. 

Helicobacter pylori was incubated for 72 hours under micro-aerophilic conditions at 37 C. 

The bacteria were swept from the agar plates and suspended in 1 ml of phosphate buffered 

saline, pH 7.2 (PBS). HT29-19a colon carcinoma cells were grown on large tissue culture 

wells in Dulbecco's MEM (Life Technologies, Scotland, UK), buffered with HEPES (Life 

Technologies) and containing 10% fetal calf serum, in 5% CO2 for 72 hours at 37 C. The cells 

were scraped and suspended in PBS. Bacteria were added to the cell suspensions and the 

mixtures were pelleted for 10 minutes at 500xg and resuspended in PBS. Aliquots of cell 

suspensions were gently pipetted onto rectangular blocks (1 x 2 x 5mm) cut from sheep 

collagen sheets (Johnson & Johnson, Amersfoort, The Netherlands) until the collagen matrix 

was saturated. The blocks were carefully fixed in 4% buffered formalin and embedded in 

paraffin according to routine procedures in our diagnostic pathology unit. 

EXAMINATION OF BIOPSIES 

Estimation of mucosal surface length 

The length of the apical mucosal surface of each section was estimated microscopically by 

using a microscopic scale (Stöpler, Germany). The number of sections examined for each 

patient or control, varied between 2 and 4. The total surface length examined for each patient 

or control, was calculated by addition of the length of the surfaces of all sections examined by 

RISK 

Examination of biopsies after in situ hybridization 

Biopsies were independently examined by two investigators (CS, FvdB), using an Olympus 

lightmicroscope. The entire mucosal surface length and underlying epithelium of each section 

was examined for the presence of bacteria. The presence or absence of bacteria in each section 

was recorded by using the following semiquantative scale; 0: no bacteria visible, 1 : sporadic 

bacteria visible, 1-10 single bacteria scattered among the entire section; 2: moderate numbers 

of bacteria visible, 10-50 bacteria per section; 3: large numbers of bacteria visible, > 50 
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bacteria per section. This semiquantitative scale was used because the clustered distribution of 

bacteria did not permit accurate assessment of the absolute numbers of bacteria if the number 

of bacteria was higher than approximately 50. A final assessment was obtained for the total 

mucosal surface length studied per patient, by combining the results of all sections from each 

patient. In addition, the location of the bacteria in the biopsy was recorded (associated with 

epithelium, inside epithelial cells, within the lamina propria). Consensus was reached in case of 

disagreements between the two investigators. The investigators were blinded as to whether 

biopsies were obtained from patients or from controls but overt signs of inflammation in the 

sections were visible, due to counterstaining with hematoxylin. 

Mucin staining 

Sections, adjacent to sections from the same biopsy which were used for RISH, were stained 

with Alcian Blue at pH 2.5. Colonic mucins are expected to stain light blue at this pH. Co-

localization of mucin with bacteria, as detected by RISH, was recorded (no co-localization, 

probable, evident). 

Assessment of inflammation 

The severity of inflammation was assessed for each biopsy. Sections were stained with 

hematoxylin-eosin according to routine procedures. Severity of inflammation was recorded by 

an independent investigator (FK). The presence of ulceration, erosion, crypt abcesses, cryptitis 

were separately assessed semiquantitatively by assigning scores from 0 (absent) to 3 (severe). 

A final score was calculated for each biopsy by addition of the individual scores. Thus a 

maximum score of 12 could be reached. Inflammation was considered to be absent, if final 

scores were 0, or 1 due to minimal cryptitis (only 1 crypt affected). Active inflammation was 

considered to be present, if final scores were higher than 0, except in case of a score of 1, due 

to minimal cryptitis. In addition, the presence or absence of granulomata was assessed. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

The median lengths of the apical mucosal surface in sections from biopsies of patients with 

IBD and controls were compared using Wilcoxon's rank sum test. The numbers of bacteria, as 

determined using the semiquantitative score described above, in biopsies from patients with 

IBD and controls were compared by using Fisher's exact test, and odds ratio's (OR) and 95% 

confidence intervals (CI) were calculated using Mantel-Haenszel estimates. Correlation 
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between the numbers of bacteria and the degree of inflammation in biopsies from patients with 

IBD, and between the numbers of bacteria and the use of anti-inflammatory agents, was 

analyzed by using Pearson correlation test. 

Results 

IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION OF SHEEP COLLAGEN-COLON CELL SPECIMENS 

Sections of sheep collagen specimens containing HT-29 cells and different species of 

Enterobacteriaceae, H. pylori and S. aureus were hybridized with probes Eub338M, dT35f and 

EBlf After hybridization with Eub338M, bacteria of all species tested, stained bright brown in 

contrary to the HT29-19A cells and the collagen in the tissue (fig. 1 A). Pre-treatment with 

RNase abolished the signal completely indicating that the bacterial RNA was responsible for 

the signal (fig. IB). Only a faint signal could be detected when sections were not pretreated 

with Proteinase K before hybridization (fig. IC). HT29-19A cells stained brown after 

hybridization with the eukaryotic mRNA-specific probe dT35f, in contrast to the bacteria and 

the collagen (fig. ID). No staining was observed after hybridization with EBV-specific probe 

EBlf. In all subsequent experiments, sections of sheep collagen-colon cell specimens were 

included and hybridized with probes EUB338M and dT35f, to serve as positive and negative 

controls, respectively. 

EXAMINATION OF BIOPSIES 

In situ hybridization of rectal biopsies 

Rectal biopsies were obtained from 13 patients with UC, 3 patients with CD, 3 patients with 

indeterminate colitis and 14 controls. All patients with IBD had a relapse of their disease for 

which they required endoscopy, except one patient with indeterminate colitis who presented 

with a first manifestation. The examined surface lengths of patient rectal biopsies (median 

length 8.6 mm, range 2.6-22.1 mm) and control rectal biopsies (median length 11.6 mm, range 

0.9-16.1 mm) were not significantly different (p=0.2). 

After hybridization with probe dT35f, the goblet cells showed strong brown staining in 

all sections from patients and controls, indicating the presence of large amounts of mRNA in 

these cells. Although the sections were kept for several months before hybridization, none of 
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the sections had lost their tissue mRNA integrity, indicating that the paraffin embedded 

biopsies were resistant to RNAse during storage. 

The presence of bacteria in sections of rectal biopsies from 19 patients with IBD and 

from 14 controls is shown in figure 2. Overall, rectal biopsies from patients with IBD 

contained significantly more bacteria than biopsies from controls (figure 2, p=0.004). High 

numbers of bacteria (> 50/total mucosal surface length examined) were observed in 8 rectal 

biopsies from 19 patients with IBD (42%) and in none of the 14 controls. No bacteria were 

observed in rectal biopsies from 10 controls (71%) and 6 patients with IBD (32%) (p=0.04; 

OR 5.42, 95%CI 1.23 - 23.9). Only 4 of the rectal biopsies from the 14 controls (29%) 

contained bacteria, but numbers of bacteria were significantly lower than in the biopsies from 

the patients with IBD. 

Figure 1 (opposite page) Results of rRNA in situ hybridization of sheep collagen sections 

containing HT-29 cells and Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae and Salmonella typhi 

in equal amounts. 

A: hybridization with probe Eub338M. B: pretreatment of section with RNA-se before 

hybridization abolishes the signal of the bacteria. C: omitment of pretreatment with Proteinase 

K decreases antibody penetration resulting in diminished staining of bacteria. D: hybridization 

with probe dT35f results in staining of eukaryotic mRNA. 
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Table 1. Numbers of bacteria observed after in situ hybridization in rectal biopsies from 

19 patients with IBD and 14 controls, who were prepared by either intestinal lavage or 

enema. 

Bowel preparation* 

Number of bacteria Lavage Enema 

per total mucosal surface N=J0 N=23 

length examined (%) (%) 

No bacteria 5(50) 11 (55) 

1-10 3(33) 1 (4) 

10-50 1(10) 4(17) 

> 5 0 1(10) 7(30) 

Difference between patients with IBD and controls who were prepared with lavage and those who were 

prepared with enema is not statistically significant (p=0.2, Fisher's exact test). 

Figure 2 (opposite page). Results of rRNA hybridization with probe Eub338M of rectal 

biopsies from patients with IBD and healthy controls. 

Ü patient with ulcerative colitis 

Ak. patient with Crohn's disease 

^ ^ patient with indeterminate colitis 

Each symbol represents one patient or control 

Note: Median lengths of total mucosal surface of sections examined from patients and controls 

were not significantly different. 

Biopsies from patients with IBD contained significantly more bacteria than biopsies from 

controls (p = 0.004, Fisher's exact test) 
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Among the 14 controls, stored control biopsies from 5 patients were included, in order 

to balance the difference in bowel preparation between patients with IBD and controls. The 

results obtained with these biopsies were similar to those results obtained with the 9 other 

control biopsies. The numbers of bacteria present in the rectal biopsies from patients and 

controls who had intestinal lavage did not differ significantly from patients and controls who 

were prepared with enema before endoscopy (p=0.2, table 1). In addition, separate analysis of 

the number of rectal biopsies containing no bacteria from patients and controls who had 

lavage, and from those who were prepared with an enema, showed no significant change in the 

estimated OR (OR lavage: 6.0, 95%CI 0.34-105.54; OR enema: 6.0, 95%CI 0.91-39.5). 

In areas with > 50 bacteria, bacteria were always present in clusters of at least 10 

bacteria. Such clusters were located in close vicinity to the epithelial cells. However, direct 

attachment of the bacteria to the epithelium was not observed (figure 3). In sections which 

contained less than 10 bacteria, single bacteria were loosely scattered along the epithelial 

surface. Endocytosed bacteria were not observed in the epithelial cells and no bacteria were 

found in the lamina propria. The majority of the bacteria was rod-shaped, but coccoid-shaped 

bacteria were present as well. 

Figure 3 (opposite page). Hybridization of rectal biopsy sections from a patient with 

ulcerative colitis and from a healthy control with probe Eub33M and counterstaining 

with hematoxylin. 

A-D: patient 1; A: lOOx, B: 400x, C: lOOOx, D: lOOx, staining with Alcian Blue 

E-F: control; E: 400x, F: 400x, staining with Alcian Blue 

[ ] designates area containing bacteria 
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In situ hybridization ofileac and colonic biopsies 

To study whether the number of bacteria in rectal biopsies was similar at other sites in the 

large intestine, multiple biopsies were taken from the terminal ileum towards the sigmoid. 

Results of biopsies from 2 patients suffering from Crohn's disease and indeterminate colitis 

respectively, indicate that the findings obtained from rectal biopsies are representative for the 

entire large intestine (table 2). Similar results were obtained when comparing biopsies from 

sigmoid and rectum from a patient with UC; from ileum and rectum from one patient with CD 

and one patient with indeterminate colitis; and from ileum and rectum, and colon and rectum 

from 2 controls (data not shown). 

Mucin staining 

Goblet cells stained bright blue after Alcian Blue staining. In biopsies from 10 (71%) of 14 

controls, mucin was visible in a layer at the epithelial surface and in the crypts, and in 4 

controls mucin spots were visible at the epithelial surface, in addition to the mucin in the crypts 

(fig. 3F). In rectal biopsies from 7 (37%) of the 19 patients with IBD, mucin was visible as a 

layer adherent to the epithelial surface and in the crypts. In 5 additional patients with IBD, 

mucin spots were visible at the epithelial surface, in addition to the mucin in the crypts. In 

biopsies from 7 of 12 patients with IBD, bacterial co-localization with mucin in adjacent 

sections, which were hybridized with probe EUB338M, was evident and biopsies contained > 

10 bacteria per total mucosal surface length examined (fig. 3A-D). In biopsies from 4 of the 

remaining patients co-localization was probable and in 1 patient no co-localization was 

observed. From 3 patients with IBD, biopsies were obtained in which no bacteria were 

observed and also no adherent mucus was visible. In biopsies from 2 patients with IBD, no 

mucus was visible at the epithelial surface although bacteria were detected after ISH. In one 

patient, bacteria were only observed within the crypts, in which mucin was also visible after 

staining with Alcian Blue, while no mucus was detected at the epithelial surface. No attempts 

were made to quantify mucin contents of the biopsies since this can not be done reliably on 

formalin-fixed tissue. 
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Table 2. Bacterial counts after rRNA in situ hybridization and degree of inflammation in 

biopsies from various sites from two patients with inflammatory bowel disease 

Patient 14386 (Crohn's disease) 

Biopsy site in colon 

Terminal ileum 

Colon - site 1 

Colon - site 2 

Colon - site 3 

Rectum 

Number of Degree of 
bacteria inflammation 

er total mucosal 
surface length 

examined 

10-50 0 

>50 3 

10-50 2 

5-10 2 

>50 3 

Patient 14030 (indeterminate colitis) 

Biopsy site in colon Number of Degree of 
bacteria inflammation 

per total mucosal 
surface length 

examined 

0 Terminal ileum 

examined 

0 1 

Colon - site 1 0 2 

Colon - site 2 0 0 

Colon - site 3 0 4 

Colon - site 4 0 1 

Rectum 0 5 

Score of inflammation: the presence of ulceration, erosion, crypt abcesses, cryptitis were separately 

assessed semiquantitatively by assigning scores from 0 (absent) to 3 (severe). A final score was 

calculated for each biopsy by addition of the individual scores. Thus, a maximum score of 12 could be 

reached. Inflammation was considered to be absent, if final scores were 0, or 1 due to minimal cryptitis 

(only 1 crypt affected). Active inflammation was considered to be present, if final scores were higher 

than 0, except in case of a score of 1, due to minimal cryptitis. 
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Assessment of inflammation 

There was no correlation between the number of bacteria present in rectal biopsies from 

patients with IBD and the degree of inflammation (figure 4 and table 2). In addition, no 

correlation was found between the use of anti-inflammatory agents or sulfasalazine compounds 

and the number of bacteria present in rectal biopsies (data not shown). 

Figure 4 (opposite page) Results of rRNA hybridization with probe Eub338M of rectal 

biopsies from patients with IBD and relation with inflammation. 

I patient with ulcerative colitis 

A patient with Crohn's disease 

^ ^ patient with indeterminate colitis 

Each symbol represents one patient or control 

Score of inflammation: the presence of ulceration, erosion, crypt abcesses, cryptitis were 

separately assessed semiquantitatively by assigning scores from 0 (absent) to 3 (severe). A final 

score was calculated for each biopsy by addition of the individual scores. Thus, a maximum 

score of 12 could be reached. Inflammation was considered to be absent, if final scores were 0, 

or 1 due to minimal cryptitis (only 1 crypt affected). Active inflammation or relapse was 

considered to be present, if final scores were higher than 0, except in case of a score of 1, due 

to minimal cryptitis. 

The number of bacteria per total mucosal surface length examined and the degree of 

inflammation are not correlated (p=0.4, Pearson correlation test). 
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Discussion 

In this study we investigated the spatial distribution of intestinal bacteria in the rectal 

and colonic mucosa in paraffin embedded biopsies from 19 patients with IBD and from 14 

controls. For this purpose, we developed a non-radioactive method for ISH which enabled us 

to study the distribution of intestinal bacteria by light-microscopy. In order to detect as many 

bacteria as possible, we used a probe which has previously been shown to detect rRNA of 

eubacteria present in the human large intestine (12,13). In our ISH reconstruction 

experiments we demonstrated strong and specific staining of various bacteria associated with 

eukaryotic tissue culture cells. Most studies using ISH for determining the distribution of 

bacteria in tissue, have been performed with fluorescent probes (14-16). Although the use of 

fluorescent probes enables quantitative hybridization, it does not permit a detailed view on the 

exact location of the bacteria in the tissue since only the bacteria are visualized by 

fluorescence microscopy, but not the surrounding tissue cells. In contrast, using our indirect 

hapten based method we were able to locate bacteria among cultured cells, by light 

microscopy. 

The biopsies from the majority of the controls contained no bacteria at all. Strikingly 

significantly more bacteria were observed in 8 biopsies from 19 patients with IBD than in 

biopsies from the 14 controls. Taking into account the broad specificity of the probe, it is 

likely that the observed bacteria belong to a variety of species, including aerobic- facultative 

anaerobic and strictly anaerobic bacteria. Biopsies taken from proximal and distal colon and 

rectum from the same patient, showed similar numbers of bacteria. 

Bacteria in rectal biopsies stained sometimes less strongly after hybridization 

compared to the bacteria in the sheep collagen -colon cell tissue specimens, and in some 

biopsies a mixture of strongly and poorly stained bacteria was observed. Since the amount of 

rRNA is directly related to the growth rate of the bacteria, poor staining may be due to the 

presence of inactive or dead bacteria in rectal biopsies. Alternatively, it is possible that 

hybridization occurred , but that staining was weak due to poor penetration of the antibodies 

of the detection system into the bacteria, as illustrated in figure 1C. This could particularly be 

the case for Gram-positive bacteria which have previously been shown to perform less well in 

non-fluorescent ISH experiments than Gram-negative bacteria, probably due to differences in 

cell-wall composition (17). In addition, the presence of mucus in rectal biopsies may further 

hinder the penetration of the antibiodies and may explain the observed difference in staining 

intensity between sheep collagen-colon cells tissue sections and rectal biopsies. 
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Several other investigators studied the mucosa associated flora (MAF) of the colon and 

rectum from patients with IBD by aerobic and anaerobic culture. Comparison of our data with 

the results from these studies is not possible since entirely different techniques were used. 

Hudson et al (18) performed cultures of the MAF and feces from patients with Crohn's 

disease before and after antimicrobial therapy. They showed that the total viable counts of 

bacteria in feces were higher than the bacterial counts of the MAF. Hartley et al. (19), 

culturing the MAF in rectal biopsies from patients with active ulcerative colitis or quiescent 

disease, observed a wide variation in counts of intestinal bacteria between individual patients. 

However, in both studies, no data were available from patients without colitis. Poxton et al. 

(20) studied cultures of the MAF in colonic and rectal biopsies from patients with UC and 

from controls. Bacterial counts from proximal colonic and rectal biopsy samples in the same 

patient were similar. The authors did not observe any differences in the bacterial counts 

between patients and controls. 

Although it is often assumed that commensal bacteria colonizing the human intestine 

resist removal by the luminal flow through adherence to the epithelial cells, evidence is 

accumulating that an association of endogenous intestinal bacteria with the intestinal mucus 

layer is more important for colonization than adhesion to epithelial cells. Poulsen et al. (13), 

studying the spatial distribution of E. coli in the large intestine of streptomycin-treated and 

conventional mice by using fluorescent ISH of rRNA, found that E. coli were not directly 

attached to the epithelium but were embedded in the mucosal material overlying the epithelial 

cells. Earlier studies in streptomycin-treated mice showed that human fecal E. coli strain F-18 

and its colicin deficient derivative F-18cof required growth in mucus, in order to colonize the 

large intestine (21,22). Recent experiments in streptomycin-treated mice, have demonstrated 

that avirulent Salmonella typhimurium and its LPS-deficient mutant both colonized the large 

intestine by growth in mucus (16). By using fluorescent ISH, it was shown that the wild type 

strain was evenly distributed throughout the mucus layer but only initially associated with the 

epithelium, while the LPS deficient variants were confined to the outer layer of the mucus (16). 

Electron microscopic studies of human colonic biopsies have shown that resident bacteria in 

the large intestine are associated with the intestinal mucus layer (23). In our study, bacteria in 

colonic biopsies from patients with IBD were located in close vicinity of the epithelium and co-

localized with mucin. Bacteria adherent to the epithelium were not observed. 
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It could be argued that the fixation method we used influenced the results obtained 

after hybridization. Formalin fixation is not the prefered method for preservation of the mucus 

layer in biopsies (24) and damage to the mucus layer may result in loss of adherent bacteria. 

However, biopsies from both IBD cases and controls were treated in an identical manner and it 

is thus unlikely that differences between both groups can be attributed to the fixation method 

only. Furthermore, since bacteria were associated with mucus, one would expect to find lower 

numbers of bacteria in biopsies with a disrupted mucus layer than in biopsies with an intact 

mucus layer. In contrast, we found that the biopsies from the controls contained no or few 

bacteria while the mucus layer was intact in the majority of biopsies from them. 

There are several possible explanations for the difference in the number of bacteria 

present between patients with IBD and controls. First, subpopulations of fecal anaerobic 

bacteria have been shown to be able to degrade mucus by producing extracellular glycosidases 

(10,11). In addition, increased levels of fecal mucinase and sulfatase activity, presumably of 

bacterial origin, have been found in fecal extracts of patients with IBD (25,26). These data 

indicate that increased colonization with bacterial populations which are capable of degrading 

mucin and wich easily adhere to or penetrate mucus, may occur during IBD. Second, Rhodes 

suggested that genetically determined changes in glycosylation of mucin may also contribute to 

an increased association of bacteria with mucus (8). He hypothesized that a genetic alteration 

in O-glycosylation may lead to "weak" mucus which has a decreased barrier function and is 

more susceptible to bacterial degrading enzymes (8). Finally, altered mucus contents in IBD, 

either due to inflammation or due to genetically determined changes, may result in differences 

in chemoattractant function of the mucus for intestinal bacteria. This may lead to increased 

mobility and survival of bacteria within the mucus. However, to our knowledge no studies 

have been performed addressing this issue. 

No correlation was found between the number of bacteria in the rectal biopsy and the 

degree of inflammation. In addition, the use of anti-inflammatory agents did not appear to 

influence the degree of bacterial assocation with mucus. However, we did not study sequential 

biopsies from individual patients, which might have revealed such a correlation. 

We postulate that an altered protective efficacy of the intestinal mucus in IBD results in 

an increased association of luminal bacteria with the mucus layer. Such an increased 

association may enhance or sustain the inflammatory process during IBD by exposing the 

mucosal surface, including the mucosal immune system, to bacterial antigens which otherwise 

would not have passed the mucus barrier. Bacterial adherence to or invasion of epithelial cells 
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was not detected by the methods we used, despite the enhanced association of bacteria with 

the mucus in patients with IBD. 
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Chapter 8 

No evidence for a role of enteroadherent Escherichia coli in 

diarrhea in human immunodeficiency virus- infected patients 
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No Evidence for a Role of Enteroadherent Escherichia 
coli in Diarrhea in Human Immunodeficiency Virus-
Infected Patients 

To the Editor—Diarrhea is an important problem in human im
munodeficiency virus (HlV)-infected patients. Although enteric 
pathogens are implicated in the majority of cases, the diarrhea 
remains unexplained in about one-third of patients [1]. Recently, 
Kotier et al. [2] described chronic bacterial enteropathy in AIDS 
patients that was possibly due to the presence of enteroadherent 
Escherichia coli. In addition, Mathewson et al. [3] detected such 
E. coli strains more often in HIV-infected patients with diarrhea 
than in HIV-negative patients with diarrhea. Enteroadherent E. 
coli have also been implicated as possible diarrheal pathogens in 
immunocompetent persons [4], The bacterial adherence pattern to 
HEp-2 or HeLa cells discriminates diffuse adherent E. coli 
(DAEC), which display a pattern of well-separated, distinct bacte
ria with complete cell surface coverage; aggregative adherent E. 
coli (AAEC), which appear in clumps with a characteristic 
"stacked brick"-like appearance; and localized adherent E. coli. 
which form microcolonies. The latter belong to the enteropatho-
genic E. coli, which cause attaching and effacing lesions (eae) 
after adhesion to epithelial cells. 

We studied the frequency of DAEC, AAEC, and eae E. coli 
in stool specimens from HIV-infected patients with and without 
diarrhea in the Netherlands. 

We studied 32 HIV-infected patients (predominantly homosexual 
men) who were participating in a prospective study investigating the 
association of diarrhea with the presence of HIV RNA in stool. 
Twenty patients had experienced an AIDS-defining illness. Stool 
specimens were obtained from 16 patients with diarrhea and 16 pa
tients without diarrhea who were matched by CD4 cell count. Patients 
with diarrhea were included if previous routine examination of stool 
specimens did not reveal any enteric pathogens. Diarrhea was defined 
as loose or watery stools at least twice a day during the week before 
collection of fecal specimens. Parasitologic stool examination and 
routine bacterial cultures were performed on all specimens. 

Microsporidia were found in 1 patient with diarrhea and in 1 patient 
without diarrhea. In 1 patient without diarrhea, Cryptosporidia were 
detected. From each stool sample, the bacterial growth cultured on a 
cysteine lactose electrolyte deficient (CLED) agar plate [5] was sub
jected to hybridization with DNA probes for detection of genes encod
ing diffuse adherence [6], aggregative adherence [7], and production 
of attaching and effacing lesions [8] under stringent conditions. 

DAEC was found in stool specimens from 6 patients (19%), 3 
of whom had diarrhea. One of these patients with diarrhea also 
had eae E. coli in his stool. An additional patient, who did not 
have diarrhea but had had loose stools once or twice per day for 
2-3 weeks, had eae E. coli. AAEC was not detected in the 32 
stool samples tested. Three of the 5 patients with only DAEC and 
both patients with eae E. coli took cotrimoxazole as prophylaxis 
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for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia. Thus, no association was 
found between the presence of enteroadherent E. coli in stool 
specimens and diarrhea in HIV-infected patients. 

Kotier et al. [2] observed adherent bacteria in rectal biopsies 
from 11 of 51 patients with diarrhea and in none of 15 patients 
without diarrhea (difference not significant). In 4 of those 11 cases 
with diarrhea, other pathogens able to cause diarrhea were detected 
as well. In addition, although enteroadherent E. coli were present 
in cultures from rectal biopsies, no association of such bacteria 
with diarrhea was demonstrated. Results from a study among adults 
in Zambia suggested an association between the presence of HEp-
2 cell-adherent E. coli in stool specimens and diarrhea in HIV-
infected patients. However, an HIV-positive control group without 
diarrhea was not included [3]. In a study among HIV-infected and 
HIV-uninfected infants in Zambia with a high prevalence of 
AAEC, as detected by DNA hybridization, no association between 
such E. coli strains and diarrhea was observed [9]. 

We did not test isolates from rectal biopsies, nor did we perform 
the HEp-2 cell adherence assay. However, hybridization of the bacterial 
growth of a CLED agar plate provided us with a sensitive method, as 
has been shown for detection of enterotoxigenic E. coli [5]. The high 
rate of DAEC present in our control group justifies the conclusion that 
the presence of DAEC is similar among HIV-infected patients with 
and without diarrhea, even when additional detection methods are 
applied. 

In conclusion, our pilot study does not support a role for enteroad
herent E. coli in diarrhea in HIV-infected patients in the Netherlands. 

Constance Schultsz, F. Snijders, and J. Dankert 
Department of Medical Microbiology- Department of Internal Medicine, 
Division of Infectious Diseases, Tropical Medicine and AIDS. Academic 

Medical Centre. Amsterdam, Netherlands 
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Chapter 9 

General discussion 





General discussion 

Persistent diarrhea is a torment for patients, but it is a challenge for clinicians and 

investigators. In this thesis, 3 patient groups with persistent diarrhea were studied: travelers 

returned from (sub)tropical areas, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients and patients with 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) type 1 infection. Although these patient groups differ 

from each other in many respects, they have one aspect in common: the etiology of persistent 

diarrhea in them is largely unknown. The studies described in this thesis were performed to 

determine whether diarrheagenic E. coli may play a role in the etiology of persistent diarrhea. 

Routine bacteriological investigations in most clinical microbiology laboratories do not include 

the detection of diarrheagenic E. coli, since the required methods are laborious and time 

consuming. Therefore, little is known about the frequency of diarrheagenic E. coli in stool 

samples of returned travelers, patients with IBD and HIV-1 infected patients Whether the 

presence of such E. coli strains is associated with diarrhea is even less clear. 

Detection methods for diarrheagenic E. coli 

To start the studies in returned travelers, a method was developed for rapid and 

sensitive detection of enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) in stool samples. The well established 

association of ETEC with the onset of acute diarrhea of short duration among travelers in 

(sub)tropical areas, warranted the availability of a sensitive detection method for studies in 

patients with persistent diarrhea after traveling to similar destinations. Assuming that the 

number of ETEC in the stools during prolonged infection may be small, the method should 

enable detection of low numbers of ETEC in the stool samples. PCR and oligonucleotide 

DNA-probes for detection of ETEC were compared. The PCR of bacterial sweeps, obtained 

from stool cultures grown on a CLED-agar plate, was proven to be a rapid and convenient 

method for detection of ETEC, especially since it does not require DNA extraction and 

purification from fecal specimens The PCR is far less laborious and time consuming than the 

use of oligonucleotide probes on either isolated single colonies or on a sweep. In addition, it 

has a much higher sensitivity. The detection level was raised from 106 CFU/g feces to 102 

CFU/g feces. Therefore the PCR was applied for the detection of ETEC in subsequent studies 

in returned travelers. 
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For detection of ETEC with oligonucleotide DNA probes, hybridization of the 

bacterial sweep material was at least as sensitive as hybridization of 5 single E. coli isolates. 

This finding was extrapolated to the application of polynucleotide DNA probes for detection of 

other types of diarrheagenic E. coli. Therefore, sweep blots were used for the detection of 

enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC) and diffuse adherent E. 

coli (DAEC) in stool samples from returned travelers and HIV-1 infected patients, using 

polynucleotide DNA probes, combined with the HEp-2 adherence assays when appropriate. If 

the screening method yielded positive results, 5 E. coli colonies were isolated from the sweep 

and tested in the HEp-2 adherence assay for phenotypic expression of the adherence pattern. 

Another method was used for the detection of such E. coli strains, as well as shigatoxin 

producing enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) and enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), in stool 

samples and rectal biopsies from IBD patients To enable isolation of single probe positive E. 

coli strains from consecutive stool samples and from rectal biopsies from these patients, 100-

300 E. co//-like colonies were replica-plated from a MacConkey agar plate to nylon filters, 

which were hybridized with each of the probes. Subsequently, probe positive colonies could 

directly be picked from the original MacConkey agar plate. Indeed, although probe-positive 

colonies were in the majority on most positive filters, less than 10 probe positive colonies were 

present among the hundreds of negative colonies on some filters. This suggests that this 

method has enhanced sensitivity when compared with sweep blots. However, we did not 

directly compare the sensitivities of replica- plating with either the sweep blot or the 

hybridization of 5 colonies. 

The gold standard for detection of adherent diarrheagenic E. coli, i.e. EPEC, EAggEC 

and DAEC, is the HEp-2 adherence assay. Probe positive colonies, or£. coli isolates obtained 

from probe positive sweeps, were therefore tested in the HEp-2 adherence assay for detection 

of phenotypic expression of HEp-2 adherence. There are several important remarks that can be 

made about this approach. First, the application of the screening method, using DNA 

hybridization of sweeps or replica plates, may introduce a bias since it is known, particularly 

for EAggEC and DAEC, that the commonly applied DNA-probes do not detect all E. coli 

variants with the respective adherence traits. The reported sensitivities of the probes vary 

between 35 and 90%, depending on the population and the geographic area studied (1-3). It is 

therefore possible that certain EAggEC and DAEC strains which were present in the stools but 

which do not hybridize with the DNA-probes used, were missed. However, the frequency of 

DAEC in 3 patient groups as well as in the control groups studied, was high and it is unlikely 
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that direct screening of E. coli isolates in the HEp-2 adherence test, for example by testing 5 

isolates from each stool sample, would lead to signficantly higher recoveries in patients and 

controls. This assumption may be not be valid for EAggEC. For example, while using 

polynucleotide DNA probe screening, no EAggEC was detected in HIV-1 infected patients 

with and without diarrhea in the Netherlands. In contrast, EAggEC was significantly associated 

with diarrhea in HIV-1 infected patients in the USA, using the Hep-2 adherence test (4). The 

EAggEC strains detected in the Hep-2 adherence test in the latter study were negative in a 

PCR for detection of genes encoding adherence fimbriae, with a similar sensitivity as the 

EAggEC probe (4). 

Second, there has been debate about the performance of the HEp-2 adherence test. 

While most investigators use a 3 hour assay, others found that a 6 hour assay, which includes a 

wash step after 3 hours of incubation, results in improved distinction between diffuse and 

aggregative adherent strains (5,6). To avoid diffulties with the interpretation of the adherence 

test as much as possible, the 6 hour assay was used in the studies described in this thesis. 

Finally, one can argue whether results optained in the HEp-2 adherence test can be 

extrapolated to the in vivo situation, since HEp-2 cells are not of intestinal origin. However, 

studies using intestinal epithelial cell culture and continuous cell lines of intestinal origin 

indicate that the adherence patterns of EPEC and EAggEC to such cells are similar to the 

patterns observed with HEp-2 cells (7,8). Nevertheless, it is possible that, when using 

intestinal epithelial cells lines for detection of adherent E. coli, more (or maybe even less) E. 

coli strains in a stool sample appear to be adherent, or that additional categories of adherent E. 

coli can be identified. For example, in a recent study on the occurrence of adherent E. coli 

among patients with Crohn's disease (CD) using Caco-2 cells, adherent E. coli were isolated 

signficantly more often from the ileum from patients with CD than from controls (9) In 

contrast, in the study in IBD patients described in this thesis, no differences were found in the 

frequency of adherent E. coli between patients with IBD and controls, using DNA-probes and 

HEp-2 adherence test. However, when considering the type of E. coli strains which were 

isolated most frequently, the results of the 2 studies are similar, i.e. mainly diffusely adherent 

and hemolysin producing strains. 

Frequencies of diarrheagenic E. coli in stool samples 

No association was found between the presence of diarrheagenic E. coli and diarrhea in 

the patient groups studied, except for ETEC, and possibly EAggEC, in returned travelers with 
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acute diarrhea. EIEC and EHEC could not be detected in any of the patients. In contrast, 

DAEC were commonly present in stool samples from each patient- as well as control group 

studied. Sequential stool samples from patients with IBD showed that these strains are present 

as part of the resident microflora in the large intestine. This was concluded from the fact that 

identical strains, as characterized by RAPD analysis, could be detected in stool samples and 

rectal biopsies from IBD patients, collected after an interval of at least 2 weeks. EAggEC and 

EPEC were also found in sequential stool samples and rectal biopsies from these patients, and 

it is likely that in some individuals these strains also form part of the resident intestinal flora. As 

mentioned in chapter 2, the heterogeneity of DAEC and EAggEC, as demonstrated in 

volunteer studies, has led to the hypothesis that clones in different geographic areas may vary 

in the virulence factors they possess. Therefore, the EAggEC strains isolated from returned 

travelers may indeed be pathogenic, but it is unknown in which respect these strains differ from 

the ones found in controls, or in individuals who did not travel to "high-risk" areas. 

Induction of 11-8 release by diarrheagenic E. coli 

The isolation of E. coli,which are capable to adhere to epithelial cells, in returned 

travelers with diarrhea, patients with IBD, and controls, has led to the suggestion that one of 

the virulence factors distinguishing pathogenic from commensal strains could be that such E. 

coli strains have the capacity to induce cytokine release by intestinal epithelial cells through 

bacterial adherence. It was already shown by other investigators that the adherence of 

uropathogenic E. coli to bladder and kidney epithelial cells could induce the release of IL-6 

and IL-8 by these cells (11-13). Similarly, adherence of Salmonella typhimurium to intestinal 

epithelial cells induces the production of IL-8, and promotes migration of polymorphonuclear 

leukocytes along the epithelial monolayer (14). Preliminary experiments with an EAggEC 

strain, isolated from a patient with ulcerative colitis, showed that this strain induced high levels 

of IL-8 release by HT-29 cells. This observation was the incentive to the study whether the 

diarrheagenic E. coli could induce IL-8 release by HT-29 cells Since relatively few isolates 

were available from patients with IBD, this study was performed with isolates obtained from 

the group of returned travelers with acute and persistent diarrhea and their controls. 

Although no association was found between diarrhea and the presence of bacteria 

inducing IL-8 release, two important observations were made. First, no differences in IL-8 

inducing capacity were present between the different categories of diarrheagenic E. coli. 

Second, adherence to the epithelial cells did not seem to be essential for IL-8 release. These 
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findings led to the conclusion that subpopulations of resident, commensal E. coli strains, not 

only present in patients with diarrhea but also in controls, are capable of triggering intestinal 

epithelial cells to release cytokines in response to bacterial components or secreted proteins. 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from Gram-negative bacteria is a well known stimulator of 

cytokine release. There is growing evidence that, in addition to LPS, other components of both 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria have the capacity to induce cytokine synthesis (15). 

These components may be structural bacterial components, such as outer membrane or fimbrial 

proteins, or peptidoglycan, as well as extracellularly secreted products such as toxins or 

hemolysins. Together these components have been called modulins (15). The results of the 

study described in this thesis are in agreement with this observation. In addition, Wilson et al. 

suggest that members of the normal microflora not only can stimulate cytokine synthesis, but 

also possess surface components or secrete products with the ability to downregulate the 

synthesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines, upregulate the release of anti-inflammatory cytokines 

or neutralize the biological activities of pro-inflammatory cytokines (16). Thus, commensal 

bacteria may form an important part of the mucosal cytokine network and their presence may 

add to the control of inflammation at the mucosal surface 

The spatial distribution of bacteria in the inflamed and normal mucosa 

Since no difference was observed in the occurrence of diarrheagenic E. coli in patients 

with IBD and controls, and adherent strains appeared to be part of the resident flora in the 

large intestine of both groups, it was hypothesized that not the mere presence but the 

localization of adherent bacteria in the mucosa may be important in the pathogenesis of IBD 

and may thus differ between patients with IBD and controls. To study the spatial distribution 

of enteric bacteria in rectal biopsies, an in situ hybridization (ISH) method was developed, 

targeted at the 16S rRNA gene of the kingdom Bacteria. This method was applied to rectal 

and colonic biopsies from patients with IBD and controls. Surprisingly, very few to no bacteria 

were found to adhere to the rectal epithelium of healthy controls. In contrast, it was shown 

that bacteria with varying morphology were associated with the mucus layer of the rectal 

mucosa from patients with IBD. As yet, it is unknown whether this association, which may be 

the result of underlying changes in mucus composition, for example due to genetic differences 

between patients with EBD and controls, causes or is secondary to the inflammation. Strikingly, 

similar results were reported by other investigators who studied the presence of intraepithelial 

bacteria in patients with colorectal cancer (17). Using a quantitative PCR for detection of 16S 
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rRNA genes of bacteria, followed by sequence analysis of the amplification products, they 

found that colonic biopsies of the large majority of asymptomatic (30/31) and symptomatic 

controls (24/34), with abdominal complaints and normal colonoscopic findings, did not contain 

any bacteria, in contrast to biopsies of patients with colonic malignancies (17) Similar to the 

results obtained in IBD patients, the increased presence of bacteria was independent of the 

biopsy site in the colon and whether this site was close or distant to the actual carcinoma. It is 

known that in colorectal carcinoma, changes occur in the expression of cellular surface 

antigens (18), which may promote adhesion of bacteria. This could explain the increased 

presence of intraepithelial bacteria in patients with colorectal carcinoma. While it is tempting to 

speculate that in patients with IBD similar changes occur, the question remains whether such 

changes are primary or secondary to inflammation. However, it has become clear from these 

studies that we need to change our view on the distribution and localization of commensal 

bacteria in the large intestine. While it has often been assumed that resident bacteria are 

trapped in the large intestinal mucus, or adhere directly to the intestinal epithelium through 

their adhesins, it appears that the mucus in the uninflamed large intestine forms a physical 

barrier which, under normal conditions, bacteria are unable to penetrate. 

Unifying hypothesis 

The intestine is an extremely large mucosal surface area which is continuously exposed 

to an enormous antigenic load, consisting mainly of luminal bacteria and food antigens. The 

mucosal immune system forms a complex defense mechanism, consisting of different 

components which are acting in concert to exert their function. These components include M-

cells, concentrated in the gut associated lymphoid tissue being responsible for the uptake of 

antigens and micro-organisms (19), B-cells, T-cells, macrophages, being activated upon 

antigen uptake resulting in production of secretory IgA and the release of pro-inflammatory 

and down-regulating cytokines (20), and intestinal epithelial cells, which are also capable of 

antigen-presentation and the production of pro-inflammatory and down-regulating cytokines 

(21). In the normal physiological state, the antigenic stimulation by luminal contents and the 

combined defense mechanisms are balanced. However, this balance can be disturbed by various 

exogenous stimuli, which may lead to intestinal inflammation. Disturbance of the local defense 

balance not only results in intestinal inflammation, but also in decreased epithelial barrier 

function, and thus to increased epithelial permeability (22). In turn, increased epithelial 

permeability permits back-diffusion of luminal contents, which may sustain the inflammatory 
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reaction. A typical example of such a stimulus which leads to local intestinal inflammation, is 

represented by enteric infection due to an invasive pathogen, such as Shigella. Non-invasive 

enteric microorganisms may also disturb the local defense balance, for example by activation of 

epithelial NF-KB through adherence to epithelial cells, leading to increased production and 

secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines (21). 

Persistent diarrhea in travelers typically develops after a bout of acute diarrrhea 

Although approximately 40% of individuals traveling to high-risk areas experiences traveler's 

diarrhea, only 3% develops persistent diarrhea. In more than 50% of patients with acute or 

persistent diarrhea no cause is found, even after extensive microbiological investigations. 

Similarly, first manifestations of IBD often present as an episode of acute infectious diarrhea. 

In fact, gastrointestinal infections, travel abroad and antibiotic treatment are known 

precipitating factors in first attacks of IBD, suggesting that changes in the composition of the 

intestinal flora precipitate the development of inflammation (23). HIV-1 infected patients 

frequently experience gastro-intestinal infections, for which no pathogen can be identified in up 

to 46% of patients, and which become persistent in a considerable number of patients (24). In 

all three patient groups, the acute momentum functions as a disturbance of the local defense in 

the intestine. In HIV-infected patients, the immune depletion, which is also found locally in the 

intestinal mucosa, and the presence of HIV itself, which has been shown to activate pro

inflammatory cytokines such as TNFa, can explain why the disturbed balance of defense 

mechanisms can not be repaired (25). In returned travelers, a new balance eventually is 

attained, explaining the self-limiting character of persistent diarrhea in these patients. However, 

it is unclear why certain individuals require an extended period of time for achieving this new 

balance. In IBD patients, the disturbance of the balance between pro-inflammatory and anti

inflammatory responses is irrepairable. Future investigations may provide insight into the 

underlying factors which are responsible for this apparently irreversible imbalance Genetic 

factors may play a role in the pathogenesis of both IBD and persistent diarrhea in returned 

travelers. 
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Chapter 10 

Summary/Samenvatting 





Summary 

Diarrheagenic Escherichia coli are increasingly recognized as an important cause of 

diarrrhea in both developed and developing coutries. Six categories of diarrheagenic E. coli are 

now known: enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC), enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), 

enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), enteroaggregative E. coli (EAggEC), enteroinvasive E. 

coli (EIEC) and diffuse adherent E. coli (DAEC). In this thesis, the role of diarrheagenic E. 

coli in the etiology of persistent diarrhea is studied. The studies described are particularly 

focused on three patient groups: travelers to (sub)tropical areas who have returned with 

persistent diarrhea, patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) type 1 infected patients. 

Introductory to the studies presented in this thesis, chapter 1 provides a summary of 

the current knowledge on diarrheagenic E. coli in humans, with emphasis on the pathogenesis 

of disease. In chapter 2, the currently available data on the role of diarrheagenic E. coli in 

persistent diarrhea are reviewed. While an increasing number of studies in children with 

persistent diarrhea in developing countries indicate that EAggEC may be associated with 

persistent diarrhea, few data are available providing evidence that diarrheagenic E. coli are 

involved in persistent diarrhea in other patient groups. 

To study the occurrence of ETEC in returned travelers, a PCR was developed, which 

was compared with the application of oligonucleotide DNA-probes, as described in chapter 3. 

The PCR of bacterial sweeps, obtained from stool cultures on a CLED-agar plate, was proven 

to be a rapid and convenient method for detection of ETEC, especially since DNA extraction 

and purification from fecal specimens are not required. The PCR is far less laborious and time 

consuming than the use of oligonucleotide probes on either isolated single colonies or on a 

sweep. In addition, it has a much higher sensitivity (102 CFU/g feces vs 106 CFU/g feces). 

The association of different categories of diarrheagenic E. coli with acute and persistent 

diarrhea in returned travelers was studied in a prospective case-control study, which is 

described in chapter 4. The presence of ETEC was associated with acute diarrhea. EAggEC 

was isolated with similar frequency as ETEC but no association with acute diarrhea was found 

after multivariate analysis, due to concurrent infection with ETEC and differences in antibiotic 

use between cases with EAggEC and controls. To determine the role of EAggEC in acute 
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diarrhea further study is required, including larger numbers of patients and controls. None of 

the diarrheagenic E. coli studied was associated with persistent diarrhea. 

To investigate potential E. coli virulence factors associated with diarrhea in travelers 

with persistent diarrhea, the diarrheagenic E. coli strains isolated from the patients and controls 

described in chapter 4, were further characterized with respect to their potential to induce IL-8 

release in epithelial cells. As described in chapter 5, no association was found between diarrhea 

and the presence of bacteria which induced IL-8 release. In addition, no differences in IL-8 

inducing capacity were present between the different categories of diarrheagenic E. coli. 

Finally, it was shown that adherence to the epithelial cells does not seem to be essential for IL-

8 release. These findings led to the conclusion that subpopulations of resident, commensal E. 

coli strains, not only present in patients with diarrhea but also in controls, are capable to 

trigger intestinal epithelial cells to release IL-8 in response to bacterial components or secreted 

proteins. These strains may contribute to the normal physiological balance between pro

inflammatory and down-regulating cytokines in the intestine. 

In chapter 6, the results of a study on the occurrence and persistence of diarrheagenic 

E. coli in the large intestine of patients with IBD, in relation to disease activity, are presented. 

DAEC was commonly present in stool samples from patients and controls. Identical strains, as 

characterized by RAPD analysis, were detected in rectal biopsies and sequential stool samples, 

collected with an interval of at least 2 weeks. EAggEC and EPEC were also present in rectal 

biopsies and sequential stool samples from some patients with IBD and controls, and it is likely 

that in these individuals DAEC, EAggEC and EPEC form part of the resident intestinal flora. 

In order to further clarify the potential role of the resident intestinal flora, including, but 

not limited to E. coli, the spatial distribution of the bacteria in the intestinal mucosa of IBD 

patients was studied These data are presented in chapter 7. An in situ hybridization method 

was developed, targeted at the 16S rRNA gene of the kingdom Bacteria. This method was 

applied to rectal and colonic biopsies from patients with IBD and controls. Very few to no 

bacteria were found to adhere to the rectal epithelium of healthy controls. In contrast, it was 

shown that significantly more bacteria, with varying morphology, were associated with the 

mucus layer of the rectal mucosa from patients with IBD, independent of the degree of 

inflammation in the biopsy It is unknown whether this association with mucus is secondary to 

the inflammation or the result of underlying changes in mucus composition, for example due to 

genetic differences between patients with IBD and controls. However, it is hypothesized that a 

diminished barrier function of the intestinal mucus contributes to inflammation. 
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The results of a study, investigating the association of the presence of diarrheagenic E. 

coli with diarrhea in HIV-1 infected patients are presented in chapter 8. Although DAEC was 

frequently isolated, no association with diarrhea was found. While EPEC was identified in one 

patient and one control, EAggEC was not detected in any of the stool samples. 

Finally, the results presented in the previous chapters are placed in a wider context in 

chapter 9, resulting in a unifying hypothesis on the etiology of persistent diarrhea in the three 

patient groups studied in this thesis. 
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Samenvatting 

Escherichia coli stammen die diarree kunnen veroorzaken, aangeduid als enterovirulente E. 

coli, worden steeds vaker onderkend als oorzaak van diarree in zowel de Westerse- als 

ontwikkelingslanden Op dit moment worden 6 categorieën enterovirulente E. coli 

onderscheiden: enterotoxigene E. coli (ETEC), enteropathogene E. coli (EPEC), 

enterohemorrhagische E. coli (EHEC), entero-aggregerende E. coli (EAggEC), entero-

invasieve E. coli (EIEC) en diffuus hechtende E. coli (DAEC). In dit proefschrift werd de 

betekenis van enterovirulente E. coli voor het ontstaan van chronische diarree onderzocht. De 

studies zijn verricht bij 3 patiëntengroepen: reizigers die zijn teruggekeerd uit (sub)tropische 

gebieden, patiënten met inflammatoire darmziekten (IBD) en patiënten die geinfecteerd zijn 

met het humane immuundeficientie virus (HIV) type 1 

Ter inleiding van het proefschrift wordt in hoofdstuk 1 een samenvatting gegeven van 

de huidige kennis van enterovirulente E. coli, waarbij de nadruk wordt gelegd op de 

Pathogenese van diarree. Vervolgens wordt in hoofdstuk 2 een overzicht gegeven van de 

beschikbare literatuur op het gebied van de mogelijke associatie van enterovirulente E. coli met 

chronische diarree Hieruit blijkt dat EAggEC mogelijk een oorzaak is van chronische diarree 

bij kinderen in ontwikkelingslanden. Voor de 2 andere patiëntengroepen zijn onvoldoende 

gegevens bekend. 

Ten behoeve van het onderzoek bij teruggekeerde reizigers met diarree, werd een PCR 

ontwikkeld waarmee ETEC in de ontlasting kon worden gedetecteerd. De PCR werd 

vergeleken met de detectie van ETEC met behulp van oligonucleotide DNA-probes. De 

resultaten van de studie worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 3. Voor de PCR werd gebruik 

gemaakt van de complete bacteriele groei van faeces die beent werd op een CLED agar 

("sweep"). Deze methode bleek gevoeliger en makkelijker uit te voeren dan DNA-hybridisatie 

met behulp van oligonucleotide probes, waarbij zowel een "sweep" als individuele kolonies 

werden gebruikt. Bij het onderzoek van teruggekeerde reizigers, waarvan de resultaten worden 

gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 4, werd dan ook alleen de PCR toegepast In deze studie werd in 

een prospectieve case-control studie onderzocht of sommige enterovirulente E. coli 

geassocieerd zijn met chronische diarree bij teruggekeerde reizigers Hiertoe werden patiënten 

met acute en met chronische diarree vergeleken met controle personen. ETEC bleek 

geassocieerd te zijn met acute diarree bij teruggekeerde reizigers. EAggEC werd ongeveer 

even vaak gevonden bij de patiënten als ETEC maar na multivariant analyse kon er geen 
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duidelijke associatie van EAggEC met diarree worden vastgesteld omdat er te vaak sprake was 

van dubbelinfectie met ETEC en omdat er verschillen waren in het antibiotica gebruik tussen 

patiënten met EAggEC en controles, voorafgaand aan het onderzoek. Het is echter goed 

mogelijk dat er wel een associatie gevonden wordt tussen het vóórkomen van EAggEC en 

acute diarree wanneer meer patiënten en controles bestudeerd zouden worden. 

In hoofdstuk 5 worden de resultaten beschreven van het onderzoek waarin werd 

onderzocht of enterovirulente E. coli in staat zijn de aanmaak van IL-8 door darmepitheel 

cellen te induceren en of daardoor diarree ontstaat. Hiervoor werd gebruik gemaakt van de E. 

coli stammen die werden geïsoleerd tijdens de case-control studie die beschreven is in 

hoofdstuk 4. De verschillende enterovirulente E. coli isolaten van patiënten met diarree bleken 

even vaak in staat te zijn IL-8 produktie te induceren als dergelijke isolaten van controle 

personen zonder diarree. Bovendien bleek er geen verband te bestaan tussen induktie van IL-8 

produktie en de verschillende categorieën enterovirulente E. coli of het type diarree (acuut of 

chronisch). Deze bevindingen leidden tot de hypothese dat commensale E. coli stammen, door 

hun aanwezigheid of door de uitscheiding van bacteriele eiwitten, in staat zijn epitheelcellen te 

stimuleren tot de produktie van IL-8. Op deze wijze dragen commensale E. coli stammen bij 

aan de fysiologische balans tussen de aanmaak van pro-inflammatoire ontstekingsmediatoren 

en het remmen daarvan, in de darm. 

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het vóórkomen van enterovirulente E. coli in rectum 

biopten en faeces monsters van patiënten met IBD en controles onderzocht. In dit hoofdstuk 

wordt aangetoond dat DAEC frequent voorkomt bij patiënten met IBD en controles. Isolaten 

van rectumbiopten en achtereenvolgend afgenomen faeces monsters, afgenomen met een 

interval van minimaal 2 weken, bleken na RAPD analyse identiek te zijn. Ook EAggEC en 

EPEC werden aangetoond in rectum biopten en opeenvolgende faeces monsters van enkele 

patiënten met IBD en in controles. De conclusie was dan ook dat DAEC, EAggEC en EPEC 

deel uitmaken van de normale, residente flora in de darm. 

Voor verder onderzoek van de rol van de commensale flora in de Pathogenese van 

IBD, werd de lokalisatie van de bacteriën in de darm mucosa bestudeerd. De resultaten van 

deze studie worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 7. Om de bacteriën in darmbiopten te kunnen 

lokaliseren werd een in situ hybridisatie methode ontwikkeld, gericht op het algemeen 

voorkomende 16S rRNA gen van bacteriën. Deze methode werd vervolgens toegepast op 

rectum- en colonbiopten van patiënten met IBD en van controles. In biopten van controles 

werden zeer weinig tot geen bacteriën aangetroffen. In biopten van patiënten met IBD werden 
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significant meer bacteriën aangetroffen en deze leken met name in de mucus gelocaliseerd te 

zijn. De mate van ontsteking van de onderzochte biopten bleek niet van invloed te zijn op de 

hoeveelheid aanwezige bacteriën Het blijft echter onduidelijk of de aangetoonde verschillen 

het gevolg zijn van de ontsteking in de darm of dat er een, bijvoorbeeld genetisch bepaald, 

verschil in mucus samenstelling tussen patiënten met IBD en controles aan ten grondslag ligt. 

De mucus in de darm van patiënten met IBD lijkt een minder effectieve barrière te vormen dan 

in controles, wat bij kan dragen aan ontsteking in het darmweefsel. 

In hoofdstuk 8 worden de resultaten gepresenteerd van een studie naar het vóórkomen 

van enterovirulente E. coli bij HIV-1 geïnfecteerde patiënten met en zonder diarree. DAEC, 

EAggEC en EPEC bleken geen van allen geassocieerd met diarree in deze patiëntengroep. 

DAEC werd wel frequent aangetoond in patiënten met en zonder diarree. 

In hoofdstuk 9 zijn de resultaten van de studies die beschreven zijn in de voorafgaande 

hoofdstukken, in een breder verband samengebracht. Een mogelijk algemeen geldende 

hypothese voor de Pathogenese van chronische diarree is hierin geformuleerd. 
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Abbreviations 

A/E lesion Attaching/effacing lesion 

AAEC Aggregative adherent E. coli (= EAggEC) 

BFP Bundle forming pilus 

CD Crohn's disease 

CFA Colonization factor antigen 

CT Cholera toxin 

DAAA Diffuse adherent/Aggregative adherent E. coli 

DAEC Diffuse adherent E. coli 

DIG Digoxigenin 

EAF Entero-adherence factor 

EAggEC Enteroaggregative E. coli 

EHEC Enterohemorrhagic E. coli 

EIEC Enteroinvasive E. coli 

EPEC Enteropathogenic E. coli 

Esp EPEC secreted protein 

ETEC Enterotoxigenic E. coli 

HUS Hemolytic uremic syndrome 

EBD Inflammatory bowel disease 

IBS Irritable bowel syndrome 

IL Interleukine 

ISH In situ hybridization 

LEE Locus of enterocyte effacement 

LT Heat-labile toxin 

MAF Mucosa associated flora 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 

RAPD Random amplified polymorphic DNA 

RISH rRNA In situ hybridization 

rRNA Ribosomal RNA 

SLT/STx Shiga toxin 

ST Heat-stable toxin 

Tir Translocated intimin receptor 

TNF Tumor necrosis factor 

UC Ulcerative colitis 




